ABOUT US
Today, Rostselmash is a group of companies
incorporating 13 enterprises that are
located at 11 production sites in 5 countries
and manufacture machinery under the
ROSTSELMASH brand.
The company’s product range includes over
150 models and modifications of 24 types of
machinery, in particular, grain and forage
harvesters, tractors, sprayers, forage making
and grain processing equipment, etc.
The sales, pre-delivery inspection and aftersales
service of Rostselmash machines are fulfilled
via the Company’s dealer network developed
in the countries of operation on 4 continents.
Today, Rostselmash machines are in demand
in over 40 countries.

Valery V. Maltsev,
Chief Executive Officer, Rostselmash
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TRACTORS
RSM 370/400
ALL-ROUND POWER AT AFFORDABLE PRICING

POWERFUL ENGINES BY CUMMINS®
The RSM 370 and 400 tractors are equipped with very reliable
QSL 9.0 engines. Excellent specifications of these engines ensure
consistent power flow and torque backup for tough, varying
conditions when using wide tillage equipment. The engine are
compliant with current emission standards Stage IIIA (Tier 3).
Key features of engines used:
• Common Rail
• Nozzle is centered relative to the cylinder
• Engine control is fully electronic
• Reduced noise
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POWERSHIFT® TRANSMISSION
In addition to the engine, the Full Powershift 16x9 programmable
transmission meets the highest customer’s expectations. It allows the
operator to best match the speed to any type of job for maximum
productivity and comfort even in varying load conditions:
• single gear shifting
• sequential gear shifting
• shuttle shifting out of forward gears into reverse
• programmable up/down shifting
• automatic speed setting
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REAR HITCH AND DRAWBAR
In addition to PTO, Cat IV 3-point
hitch with a 7,829kg capacity comes
as standard. The electronic ground
contour following mode ensures
maximum productivity at the set
depth. A second set of hitch raise
and lower controls is located on
the rear fenders of the tractor for
operator convenience. The swinging
drawbar has a Cat III 38mm and Cat
IV 51mm locking pin with automatic
retainer for one-man hitching.

FRONT AXLE
The RSM tractors are equipped
with mechanical front-wheel drive
with differential lock. Two versions
are available: regular front axle
in standard configuration and
suspended front axle, as option (see
photo). Single or dual wheels 270
to 520mm wide can be used for row
tillage applications.

HYDRAFLOW HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
A 10” color display is provide in the cab for easy control and monitoring of
hydraulic performance. Electronic control technology provides the operator
with control at finger tips to perform programmable operations such as
raise, lower, neutral and float function for hydraulic attachments with flow
adjustable between 0 and 208 L/min. An optional hydraulic pump can be
added to increase oil flow to 284 L/min. 4 electrohydraulic valves come
as standard, up to 6 remote valves for the implement valve assembly can
optionally be installed if required
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CAB: COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY
The light, spacious cab provide an excellent 360-deg. panoramic view,
glazing area is 6.22m2. The ergonomic control panel integrated in the right
armrest allows monitoring all the tractor functions via simple logic, switches
are intuitive. The semi-automatic air suspension of the operator seat with
11 adjustments allows creating comfortable work conditions, Auto Steer
Ready fitted as standard will be an ideal add-on to an automatic guidance
system of any make

MAINTENANCE
The RSM 370, 400 tractors have earned the reputation of beefy, robust and
affordable machines. Routine maintenance extends the tractor service life,
reduces equipment ownership cost and downtime.
The sight holes allow for a quick check of fluid levels. The hood panels on the
tractor open up easily providing access for easy cleaning, filling, checking of
engine coolers, transmission, air conditioner, and fuel cooler

POWER TAKE-OFF SHAFT
Rugged and Robust. PTO speed is
1,000 rpm.
Just couple an implement with
driveline, set the necessary PTO gear
and work with no hassle
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Specifications
370

400

Engine
Make and model

Cummins QSL 9.0

Forced induction

turbocharged & air-to-air aftercooled

Displacement / No. of cylinders / No. of valves

8.9L /6 / 24

Rated hp

345

370

Peak hp

370

405

1,519Nm @ 1,500 rpm

1,568Nm @ 1,500 rpm

Maximum torque [Nm]
Fuel system
Fuel tank [L]

644

Filter

engine mounted w/water separator

Transmission
Full PowerShift automatic transmission

16 forward/9 reverse

Maximum speed

40 km/h

Axles

●
○

Standard front axle w/differential lock
Suspended front axle w/differential lock
Front axle track spacing [mm]

1,524 to 2,235

Rear axle track spacing [mm]

1,524 to 3,251

Axle diameter [mm]

120

Hydraulic system
Type

Closed Center Load Sensing

Standard pump capacity [L/min]

208

Number of hydraulic valve port pairs (standard)

x4

Hi-Flow capacity (option) [L/min]

284

Number of hydraulic valve port pairs (option)

6

Maximum pressure

200 bar (2,900 PSI)

Electrical system
Alternator

12V, 200A

Battery

x2, 12V, 950 ССА

Standard lights

2 front road lights, 11 work lights on roof and fenders, 4 lights on hood

○

Xenon lighting (HID)
Rear hitch / PTO / drawbar
Category

Cat IVN/III

Capacity [kg]

7,829

●

1,000 rpm PTO
Cab
Volume [m3]

4.22

Glazed area [m2]

6.88

Weight / overall dimensions
Unballasted weight [kg]

12,728

Gross Vehicle Weight Rating [kg]

16,057

Wheels and tyres

front single

rear dual

Sizes

600/70R30

710/70R42

Length [mm]

6,512

Height [mm]

3,421

Width [mm]

2,540

front single

rear dual

600/70R30

710/70R42

Overall dimensions:
over front single wheels

2,450

over rear single wheels

2,670

over rear dual wheels

4,720

Wheelbase [mm]

●

standard

3,275

○ option

Rostselmash reserves the right to
improve individual characteristics of
its products without a prior notice to
the market
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RSM 2375/2400
REALIABLE, AFFORDABLE

The RSM 2000 tractors feature powerful and reliable Cummins® engines. Cummins® diesels keep pace with the latest
advances and technology for a long and dependable operation.

POWERFUL ENGINES BY
CUMMINS®:
Tractor modelsRSM 2375 and 2400
are equipped with QSM 11 Series
engines (10.8L). Powerful, efficient,
adapted to operate in the Russian
environment, these engines are the
result of decades of research and
cutting-edge innovations. They will
always start in cold weather and
have a long life, a minimum noise at
high rpms, and an easy drive control.

ELECTRONIC ENGINE CONTROL:
Cummins® engines have 6 in-line
cylinders, 24 valves, a turbocharge
and a charge air cooler, which
ensures a clean and complete
combustion of fuel. The highpressure injection system with an
electronic control unit allows a
prompt response to changes in the
load conditions and the throttle
valve position. The electronic control
module is programmable, which
allows to determine its operation
parameters and to comply with the
operation mode range.

FUEL TANK CAPACITY AND
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION:
The capacity of the two fuel tanks
is 927L, sufficient for a non-stop
operation throughout one shift.
The tanks are of the same size and
interconnected by a special tube.
The filler necks are conveniently
located on both sides so you can
refill on either side. The fuel tanks
are placed in the middle of the
tractor, so that the weight is equally
distributed between the front/rear
axles irrespective of the fuel level in
the tanks.
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MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION FOR YOUR NEEDS
POWER AND HIGH PERFORMANCE
The mechanical transmission is the time-tested reliability.

Helical gear trains create a better
contact between the teeth, thus
providing a more dependable
transfer of power, a smooth shift and
reducing the transmission noise.

QUADSHIFT® MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION
Quadshift® III 12x4 mechanical transmission III 12x4 comes as standard. This
transmission has 3 speed ranges. Each range has 4 synchronized speeds that
are shifted smoothly. The gear ratios are selected so as to ensure the flexibility
and maximum performance in the critical range from 4.8 to 12.8 km/h.
The key benefits of a mechanical transmission are simple design, reliability,
manual control in all modes of travel. A high torque is transmitted by the
mechanical transmission to the tractor wheels without slip losses thanks to
the rigid connection between the engine and the wheels, while maintaining
a high fuel efficiency. The fuel consumption can also be reduced due to
the tractor operation at a low speed, with the engine and the transmission
operating under a low load. It usually occurs when the tillage or seeding
equipment attached has a knowingly narrower cutting width than necessary
for the best tractor loading. The tractor provides the best fuel efficiency at
engine speeds between 1,600 and 1,900 rpm.

RATIO BETWEEN SPEEDS AND SELECTED GEARS: LOW, MEDIUM AND
HIGH RANGES
LOW RANGE

km/hour
30

MEDIUM RANGE

HIGH RANGE

25

20
15

10
5
0

FUEL FILTER/WATER SEPARATOR
The auxiliary fuel filter (filter
separator) comes as standI ard on
в час
RSMкмtractors.
When the engine
НИЗКИЙ ДИАПАЗОН
30
is running, the primary fuel filter
and the
auxiliary on-engine filter
25
separator remove water and solid
impurities
that can be present in the
20
fuel system, thus providing reliable
protection
for the engine against
15
damage to the diesel fuel system
and ingress
of dirt.
10
The primary fuel filter can be drained
by opening
a small plastic valve in
5
the filter bottom.
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® speed range
Quadshift®
Диапазон скоростей Quadshift
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СКОРОСТЬ
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Диапазон скоростей Powershift®
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FRAME, AXLES, DRAWBAR

Traditionally, the design of the most robust axles starts with the installation of
planet and sun gears in the final drives to which the wheels are attached.

These planetary drives transfer all available power via a large high-precision
sun gear. The planetary hubs are suspended on the large bearings attached
directly to the axle beam. The entire weight is supported by the axle beam,
rather than the drive components.
Series 2000 tractors are equipped with heavy-duty final drives that transfer
all power to the drawbar efficiently.

DUAL WHEELS
RSM Series 2000 tractors have the
maximum performance if they
use dual wheels. You will benefit
from increased grip, better traction
performance in muddy conditions,
twice as low a ground pressure as
with single wheels, and all this has
a good effect on the performance
and fuel consumption. The tractor
with dual wheels will not harm
the soil, which will pay back in
an increasingly more uniform
crop emergence from season to
season. Dual wheels are a standard
accessory of RSM Series 2000
tractors. You can choose from
the versions with narrow duals
520/85R42 (520mm tread) and with
wide duals 710/70R38 (710mm
tread).

The differential lock for the front and rear axles comes as standard. Using
its properties correctly increases the floatation of machinery in difficult
conditions considerably.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The routine maintenance does not require removing the planetary gears
from the tractor axles, thus reducing downtime. For the gear to operate
reliably and properly, one shall inspect it regularly, check the level, and make
up oil. The daily maintenance does not take much time because of the oil
level indicators in the axles. The operator will feel a rational approach for
engineering solutions in each detail.
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COUPLING AND OPERATING IMPLEMENTS AND ATTACHMENTS
HydraFlow® closed center load sensing system ensures an efficient operation of seeding and tillage implements,
producing a maximum hydraulic flow of up to 170 L/min. When there is no demand, the system operates in an
economical low-pressure mode, building up a reserve to transmit all power to the drawbar. HiFlow system HiFlow
with a 220 L/min capacity (optional) will handle the most demanding seeding systems with a great number of
hydraulic-operated units (two fans, hydraulic down-pressure system for openers or tools, etc.).

1” high flow couplers set and case
drain coupler come as standard and
will suffice for hooking up most of air
seeders.
The hydraulic system control
levers are conveniently located. The
standard equipment includes four
control valves operated remotely
from the tractor cab. All the valves
have four modes: raise, lower,
neutral, float. The control levers and
valves of different colours facilitate
operation of implements. The locks
can be used to lock the levers in the

The couplers at the rear of the
tractor are distinctly labeled to
match the colour of the control
levers in the cab. The operatorfriendly arrangement of couplers
ensures easy coupling of
implements. This considerably
reduces the time required for work
when you are pressed for time
during the fieldwork frenzy.

neutral position, not allowing them
to go to the float position, or to lock
them between the float and raised
positions for the seeder motor to
run.
The hydraulic flow control knobs
are arranged conveniently on the
side console. By turning the knobs,
one can increase or reduce the flow
pressure in each hydraulic line. This
allows the operator to easily control
the hydraulic flow up to 104 L/min
per valve section without leaving
the seat.

The closed center load sensing
hydraulic system with a tandem
of pumps (gear and axial pumps)
producing variable flow depending
on demand controls and supplies
pressure as required. When there
is no high pressure demand, the
system goes to the low pressure
mode, creating a reserve of power.
A dedicated steering circuit with a
priority valve provides a consistent
supply of pressure that is not
interrupted by trailed implements.
If steering is not used, the extra
power is sent to the main system
of the tractor and implement
combination.
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The rotary knobs ensure smooth
and accurate control of hydraulic
flow.

The control levers are conveniently
arranged on the side console,
which facilitates the operation and
maintenance of the RSM tractor.
Below each lever, there is a threeposition detent that allows easily
selecting and locking the setting
required for operation.

DRAWBAR
The tractor drawbar with a
maximum capacity of 2,722 kg and
a 51mm pin (CAT IV) maximizes
efficiency of operation with
trailed implements. The drawbar
attachment point located close
to the tractor’s centre of gravity
provides the best distribution of
axle load, 50/50. This offers an
appreciable saving of fuel.

1

2

REAR 3-POINT HITCH (WITH
EHR)
The rear 3-point hitch is an option
that can be installed at the factory
or by a Rostselmash dealer.
This is an electrohydraulic system
with automatic position control
(EHR) that is needed to maintain
consistent depth of implements.
The hitch is designed to accept
Category IVN (by default) and III
implements. Lift capacity at 610mm
behind lift points on lower links is
5,897 kg.

QUICK HITCH FACE PLATE
(OPTION)
The optional Quick Hitch face plate
makes it much easier to attach and
detach implements. With this hitch,
the operator can back up the tractor,
put the hitch hooks under the
implement, raise the hitch, attach
the implement without leaving the
cab.

3
5

3-POINT HITCH CONTROL PANEL:
1 manual raise/lower
2 hitch position locking (0 is the
float position)
3 hitch lowering speed
4 auto raise/lower

6

4

The automatic constant ground
speed system maintains a preset
value of engine speed. This function
allows operating at an optimum
engine speed, irrespective of the
position of the throttle control lever.
The speed stabilisation mode can be
controlled with two switches.
CRUISE/OFF button 5 turns on and
off the engine speed stabilisation
mode. +/- (SET) button 6 is designed
to adjust engine speed.

GPS/GLONASS AUTOPILOT
(OPTION)
RSM tractors can be optionally fitted
with a GPS/GLONASS automatic
guidance system. The autopilot will
improve the tractor performance
by 10% by minimising gaps and
overlaps during tillage operations,
and eliminate the risk of dense
planting when seeding systems are
used.
The tractor is compatible with
both an electric autosteer and a
more precise steering system via a
hydraulic valve.
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CAB – COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
The side cab
post has room for
a GPS‑receiver,
seeding system
display, and
other systems for
operating trailed
implements.

For maximum
convenience of
operation, the
steering column
can be adjusted by
height and tilt.

You will appreciate the convenience and comfort of the cab on RSM Series 2000 tractors. The door opens to the
right providing more space on the cab platform, which makes the maintenance easier. The ladder and platform are
fitted with convenient handrails. The maximum comfort of control of powerful machinery is created to facilitate the
operator’s work. All the engineering solutions are simple and user-friendly. Improved noise insulation, ergonomics,
and a great panoramic field of vision create perfect conditions for productive work.

Air flow from the air conditioner or heater is adjusted by eleven vents on the
top and bottom of the cab, allowing an efficient temperature control in the
cab.
The seat has air suspension. The central position provides a 360-degree field
of vision to monitor the operation of wide machinery.
The sensors, instrument panel and switches are easy to read because of
clear marking, are located conveniently and along the operator’s line of sight.
This allows changing the controls quickly, without taking the eyes off the
field.
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Comfortable operator seat
is fully adjusted by the air
suspension, has 8 positions, a proper
support for the lumbar spine, the
adjustment of the degree of shock
absorption, and the adjustable
armrests.

MAINTENANCE

There is usually not enough time for maintenance, and every minute counts during field campaign. Therefore,
Rostselmash tractors are designed for an easy and convenient maintenance.
Routine maintenance extends the tractor service life, reduces the downtime
of machinery and the cost of ownership. Many engineering solutions were
developed to allow a comfortable maintenance. Even the side shields can be
raised to provide an easy access to the inspection and lubrication points.

The sight holes allow for a quick
check of fluid levels.

After climbing the convenient
steps of the ladder, you can easily
inspect the engine components
and the cooler filler neck. All the
mechanisms are located within the
operator’s direct field of view, which
facilitates work considerably.

The batteries on the right side of
the tractor are fitted with a metallic
cover for protection. The gas spring
provided raises and holds the cover
for the easy access and maintenance
of the batteries.

The front grille opens outwards
easily, like a window wing, for
convenient cleaning, filling,
inspection of engine coolers,
transmission, air conditioner, fuel
cooler. Everything is designed to
make the operator’s work easy and
save time.

With special sight glasses you
can quickly check oil level in the
hydraulic system, differential and
transmission, which guarantees a
timely maintenance and efficient
operation of these systems.

The engine air filter is conveniently
located for a regular maintenance
to be timely carried out to prevent
a rapid wear of the engine in heavyduty conditions.

The electronic panel conveniently
located in the cab behind the
operator seat has clearly marked
fuses, which allows the maintenance
to be carried out during the tractor
operation, with the operator not
distracted from work.
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Specifications
2375

2400

Electrical system

Engine
Engine type

Cummins QSМ11

Displacement [L]/ No. of cylinders / No.
of valves
380

405

Peak hp

405

433

1,898

1,898

Fuel tank (total capacity) [L]

927

Fuel tank (usable capacity) [L]

871

12V, 130А

Batteries

x3, 12V, 950 ССА

Drawbar and hitch

10.8/6/24

Rated hp

Maximum torque @1,400 rpm [Nm]

Alternator

Vertical load [kg]

2,722

with heavy-duty drawbar [kg]

4,082

Pin diameter [mm]

51 (2")

Rear hitch, maximum lift capacity
@610mm behind hitch point

PTO

Transmission
Mechanical transmission

Brakes

●

Agrotronic agromanagement platform

○

Volume [cu.m]

2.8

front and rear axles
Glazed area [sq.m]

dry-caliper
hydraulically‑operated

Available dual options for front and rear
wheels

closed center load sensing

Sizes
Standard flow

5

Wheels and tyres

Hydraulic system
Type

○

1,000 rpm 44.5mm shaft;
20 splines

Cab

Quadshift 12x4, 35 km/h

Axles
Differential lock

CAT IVN/III kg with quick hitch
face plate, 5,900 kg

520/85R42, 710/70R38
with tyres
520/85R42

170 L/min
Length [mm] (with front weight)

Optional flow

Manually-operated implement valve
assembly

220 L/min
4 pairs of 1/2" hydraulic couplers
(raise, lower, neutral and float
positions; adjustable flow up to
104 L/min per line)

2 No. of 1" couplers and 3/8” coupler for
case drain line (for air seeders)
Maximum system pressure

●
200 to 210 bar
(2,900 to 3,000 psi)

3,700

3,721

Width over single tyre wheels [mm]

2,348

2,655

Width with single tyres [mm]

2,640

2,655

Width with dual tyres [mm]

3,814

4,635

Top of hitch (drawbar) [mm]

Exterior lights

Rear

Height [mm] (over exhaust pipe)

Wheelbase - width [mm]

●

Compressor and trailer brakes

7,340

Wheelbase - length [mm]

Pneumatic system

Front

with tyres
710/70R38

2 road lights
+ 4 LED light on hood
+ 2 LED lights on fenders
+ 4 LED light on cab

3,380
1,829 (3,275
with duals)

1,917 (3,925
with duals)

481

502

Standard turn diameter [m]
(38°)

9.73

Minimum turn diameter [m]
(42°)

8.69

Weight

4 LED lights on fenders
+ 2 LED lights on cab

Maximum tractor operating weight [kg]
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17,900

RSM 3435/3485/3535/3575
EFFICIENCY FOR ANY APPLICATION

POWERFUL ENGINES BY CUMMINS®
The RSM Series 3000 of AWD tractors (440, 492, 542, 583 h.p.) uses a powerful
6-cylinder QSX15 engine by Cummins with a 15L displacement. When
designing the full-wheel drive tractors, we chose Cummins QSX engines
to optimise power, torque, engine speed to match current field loads. The
turbocharge and the charge air cooling ensure as clean and complete fuel
combustion as possible. The injection system with pump-injectors and an
electronic control unit allows promptly reacting to changes in load and
throttle valve position. The electronic control module with the programming
function allows to determine the most economical and optimal operation
parameters for the engine during the soil tillage or seeding.

628

450 600

492
466

440

35

35

75

335 450

3
35 485

35

300 400

2200

2000

1800

1600

1400

1200

1000

800

34

260 350
hp

542

527

375 500

kw

583

579

410 550

Engine speed [rpm]

POWERSHIFT® AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
All Series 3000 models come
with robust TA22 automatic
transmission as standard. The
transmission has 16 forward
gears and 4 reverse gears.
The transmission uses power
shifting.

FRAME, AXLES, DRAWBAR
The frame is welded from highgrade steel sheets to make the
structure strong under extra high
loads. To increase the durability and
dependability, the main bearing
used in the frame articulation joint is
as large as possible. The articulation
is provided by a 80mm heavy-duty
pivot pin to maintain the strength
and dependability under any
load. The planetary drives transfer
all available power via a large
precision gear. The
planetary hubs
are suspended on
the large bearings
attached directly
to the axle beam.
The entire load is
supported by the axle beam, rather
than the driven components. The
tractor drawbar with a maximum
capacity of 4,082 kg and a 51mm
pin (CAT IV) maximizes efficiency of
operation with trailed implements.
The drawbar attachment point
located close to the tractor’s
centre of gravity provides the
best distribution of axle load,
50/50, which allows to achieve a
considerable saving of fuel.
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CAB – COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
The cab of Series 3000 tractors meets the most stringent
requirements. The ladder steps, handrails and guardrails
are functional and convenient. The wide two-seat cab
provides a 360-degree panoramic view. The steering
column can be adjusted by tilt and reach. The cab
microclimate can be changed with large temperature
and air conditioning control knobs. The standard
configuration of the Deluxe cab provides maximum of
comfort in the cab for work.

ARMREST WITH INTEGRATED CONTROL PANEL
The joystick helps shift gears, select the transmission
operation modes, control two sections of the hydraulic
control valve, and control the hitch.
Flow to each section can be set on the display. The highdefinition colour touchscreen display is clearly visible and
shows the operator all the required information about
the operation of tractor systems.
The armrest also has the buttons of cruise-control,
activation of the automatic transmission mode,
activation/deactivation of the differential lock, lifting/
lowering of the 3-point hitch (option), activation of the
PTO shaft (option).

HYDRAFLOW HYDRAULIC
SYSTEM
The HydraFlow® closed center
load sensing system provides the
required pressure for an efficient
operation of implements and
trailed implements. When there is
no demand, the system operates in
an economical low-pressure mode,
building up a reserve to deliver all
power. The capacity of a standard
hydraulic system is 208 L/min. A
high flow system with a capacity of
303 L/min is available as an option.
The set of 3/4" couplers and case
drain coupler come as standard
equipment required for hooking up
most of air seeders.

MAINTENANCE
The front grilles open outwards for
easy cleaning and inspection of the
cooler and the cooling system.

The air filter can be accessed
directly from the ground.
The hydraulic control valve switches
are arranged on the armrest console
and their colours match those of
couplers.
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Specifications
3435
Engine
Engine model
Engine type
Displacement
Engine power
Extra power reserve
Maximum engine peak power
Torque backup
Torque rating (2,100 rpm)
Maximum torque (1,400 rpm)
Fuel system
Capacity of fuel tanks
Fuel filter
Transmission
Powershift Transmission
Maximum speed
Speed radar
Axles
External planetary gears
Lock of front and rear differentials
Brakes
Hydraulic brake of the trailer
Hydraulics
Type
Standard flow
High Flow
Hydraulics control:
Electrohydraulic remote valves
2 No. of 1" couplers and 3/8” coupler for case drain line
(for air seeders)
6 pairs of 1/2" hydraulic couplers
Maximum system pressure
Electrical system
Alternator
Batteries
Lighting
3-point hitch
Rear hitch, lift capacity (option)
Cab
Agromanagement platform

3485

3535

Cummins QSX15
turbocharged aftercooled 6-cylinder diesel engine
15L
440 h.p. (324 kW)
492 h.p. (362 kW)
542 h.p. (399 kW)
7% @1,800 rpm
466 h.p. (343 kW)
527 h.p. (388 kW)
579 h.p. (426 kW)
35% @1,400 rpm
1,475 Nm
1,645 Nm
1,814 Nm
1,992 Nm
2,219 Nm
2,449 Nm

automatic transmission Caterpillar 16х4, electrohydraulic, synchronised, oil batch cooling,
multi-disk clutch
40 km/h

●

heavy-duty

●

dual disk brakes with dry calipers

○

Closed Center Load Sensing System
208 L/min
303 L/min
4 pairs of 1/2" hydraulic couplers (raise, lower, neutral and float positions;
constant flow with programmable time delay; adjustable flow up to 114 L/min per line)

●
○

197 bar (2,900 psi)
12V 160A alternator
180A
3 No. of 12V maintenance-free battery, 950 CCA
4 lights above front grill, 2 front work lights on shields, 4 rear work lights on shields, 4 work
lights on cab roof

○

CAT IV, 6,800 kg @610mm behind hitch point
high-comfort two-seat Deluxe cab (includes semi-active operator seat, trainer seat, rear-view
mirror electric drive, monitor attachment pipe, cooled box, audio fittings, rear sub blind)
Agrotronic

●
○
●/○

4,082 kg
5,443 kg

Hitch pin

70 mm (2.75")
(51 mm (2") - ○)

51 mm (2") with automatic hitch

Power take-off shaft (option)
Wheels and tyres
Available dual options for front and rear wheels
Sizes
Length (without front weights) [mm]
Length (with front weights) [mm]
Height [mm] (over the cab)
Width over single tyre wheels [mm]
Width with single tyres [mm]
Width with dual tyres [mm]
Wheelbase - length [mm]
Wheelbase - width [mm]
Minimum turn diameter [m]
Weight
Basic tractor weight (without wheels and weights) [kg]
Maximum tractor operating weight [kg]
standard

583 h.p. (429 kW)
8% @1,800 rpm
628 h.p. (462 kW)
30% @1,400 rpm
1,950 Nm
2,542 Nm

1,325L
engine-mounted complete with water separator

GPS/GLONASS Autopilot
Swinging drawbar/PTO
Vertical load
with heavy-duty drawbar installed

●

3575

44.5mm 20-spline 1000rpm output shaft
710/70R42
with tyres 710/70R42

800/70R38
with tyres 800/70R38
7,606
8,171

3,980
3,180

3,968
3,230
3,277

4,720

5,118
3,900

2,166 (4,004 with duals)

2,240 (4,240 with duals)
9.9
15,063

19,790

22,070

24,340

26,140

○ option
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RSM 3485 DT/3535 DT/3575 DT

POWERFUL ENGINES BY CUMMINS®
The tractors feature the time-tested
15-litre Cummins QSX 15 engine that
was specially designed for agricultural
machines, adapted to operation in tough
conditions. This engine has a high power
with a minimum fuel consumption, which
guarantees you fuel savings up to 10%
depending on the type of operation.

35
29
23
16
10

FUEL TANKS
A new tractor is second to none in terms
of the output per shift, the capacity of two
fuel tanks being 1,540 L, the filler necks
fitted on both sides of the tractor. This
allows the new 3000 DT tractors to spend
even more time in the field and to till up to
400 ha between refills.

AXLES
To transfer a high torque with minimum
losses to the track drives, 3000 DT tractors
use a external final drive that has proven
itself more than once as one of the best
solutions in agricultural mechanical
engineering.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

km/h

3

POWERSHIFT® AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
The ideal operation speed required
to fulfil a set task is provided by the
automatic transmission CAT TA 22
with 16 forward and 4 reverse gears.
Gears are shifted with one lever, with
the clutch pedal unused.
The automatic transmission Power
Shift supports the following modes:
• power shifting without interruption
of power flow
• automatic shifting
• programmable shifting.

ARTICULATION OF FRAMES
60 and 80mm heavy-duty articulation pins ensure a strong connection. This simple,
but technically correct arrangement was designed for operation under any load, the
more so because the versatility and power of tractors allow handling the hardest
agricultural activities. The articulation joint improves the tractor floatation in difficult
and uneven field areas as compared with two-track tractors.
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TRACK DRIVE
This machine causes 3 times less soil
compaction (versus a single-tyre tractor).
The implement can be 15-20% wider.
3000 DT is fuel-efficient and do no harm
to the soil. The track drive system is one
of the most advanced chassis in the
industry. 3000 DT tractors use the systems
that reduce wear of the track drive by
decreasing friction and heating. The large

drive wheel engages at 81°, and wide
grousers on the 22cm track prevent track
spinning, thereby extending the track
life and saving fuel. The tandem roller
frame design with 2 degrees of freedom
allows us to achieve an optimum weight
distribution, lower vibrations and greater
comfort for the operator. You will hardly
ever notice any minor irregularities.

HYDRAFLOW HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The HydraFlow® closed center load sensing system provides the
required pressure for an efficient operation of implements and trailed
implements. When there is no demand, the system operates in an
economical low-pressure mode, building up a reserve to deliver all
power. The standard hydraulic system flow is 303 L/min. A hydraulic
system delivering 208 L/min is available as option. 4 1" couplers, case
drain coupler, Power Beyond kit come as standard equipment required
for hooking up most of air seeders.

DRAWBAR
The drawbar attachment point is located
directly behind the tractor articulation joint.
The swinging drawbar hitch with a 51mm pin is
designed to attach wide trailed implements. The
hitch height cannot be changed.
The hitch can be locked in five positions from
side to side.

CAB – COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
Now the operator will be able to spend more time in the
field thanks to a new improved cab that provides a perfect
360-degree panoramic view, the area of glazing being 6.3 sq. m.
The absolutely new control panel integrated in the right armrest
allows monitoring all the tractor functions. The keys have
symbols in the form of easily readable icons and simple operation
algorithms that do not require an additional training for the
operator. The semi-automatic air suspension of the operator seat
with 11 adjustments allows selecting the best comfortable work
mode.

AFTERSALES SERVICE
There is usually not enough time for
maintenance, and every minute counts during
field operations. Routine maintenance extends
the tractor service life, reduces the downtime
of machinery and the cost of ownership. Many
engineering solutions were developed to allow a
comfortable maintenance. The sight holes allow
a quick check of the fluid level. The front grille
opens outwards easily for convenient cleaning,
filling, inspection of engine coolers, transmission,
air conditioner, fuel cooler. Everything is
designed to make the operator’s work easy and
save time.
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Specifications
3485 DT

3535 DT

3575 DT

Engine
Engine model
Engine type
Displacement
Engine power
Extra power reserve
Maximum engine peak power
Torque backup
Torque rating (2,100 rpm)
Maximum torque (1,400 rpm)

Cummins QSX15
turbocharged aftercooled 6-cylinder diesel engine
15L
492 h.p. (362 kW)
542 h.p. (399 kW)
583 h.p. (429 kW)
7% @1,800 rpm
8% @1,800 rpm
527 h.p. (388 kW)
579 h.p. (426 kW)
628 h.p. (462 kW)
35% @1,400 rpm
30% @1,400 rpm
1,645 Nm
1,814 Nm
1,950 Nm
2,219 Nm
2,449 Nm
2,542 Nm

Fuel system
Capacity of fuel tanks
Fuel filter

1,540L
●

Transmission
Powershift Transmission
Maximum speed
Speed radar

Axles

CAT TA22 16х4 automatic transmission, electrohydraulic, synchronised, oil batch cooling,
multi-disk clutch
35 km/h
●

External planetary gears
Lock of front and rear differentials
Brakes
Hydraulic brake of the trailer

heavy-duty
●
dual disk brakes with dry calipers
○

Hydraulics
Type

closed center load sensing
● - 303 L/min
○ - 208 L/min

Flow
Electrohydraulic remote valves (raise, lower, neutral, float
positions, constant flow with programmable time delay;
adjustable flow up to 130 L/min per section)
4 No. of 1" couplers with 2 No. of 1/2” coupler for case drain
line (for air seeders)
Power Beyond kit (couplers for supply line, return line and LS
pump pilot pressure line)
Maximum system pressure

● - 6 pairs of 1/2” couplers
○ - 4 pairs of 1/2” couplers
●
●
197 bar (2,900 psi)

Electrical system
Alternator
Batteries

12V 160A alternator
180A
3 No. of 12V maintenance-free battery, 950 CCA
Front - 4 LED work lights on hood, 2 road lights on bolster,
2 front LED work lights on fenders, 4 LED work lights on cab;
Rear - 4 LED work lights on fenders, 4 LED work lights on cab

Lighting

3-point hitch

○ - CAT IV, 6,800 kg @ 610mm from hitch point

Rear hitch, lift capacity

Cab
Equipment
Cab volume [m3]
Glazed area [m2]
Agrotronic agromanagement platform
GPS/GLONASS Autopilot

Swinging drawbar
Vertical load
with heavy-duty drawbar installed
Hitch pin

PTO
Power take-off shaft

high-comfort two-seat cab (includes semi-active air-suspended operator seat, trainer seat, rear-view
mirror electric drive, monitor attachment pipe, cooled box, audio fittings, front and rear sun blinds,
multifunction armrest with joystick, 8.7” color touchscreen monitor)
3.6
6.9
●
●

●

4,082 kg
5,443 kg
51mm (2") with automatic hitch
70 mm (2.75") (51mm (2") - ○)
○
44.5mm 20-spline 1000rpm output shaft

Tracks

● - 30 (762) ○ - 36 (914)
5.5
6.6

Track width [in. (mm)]
Contact area with 762mm tracks [m2]
Contact area with 914mm tracks [m2]

Dimensions
Length (without front weights) [mm]
Height [mm] (over exhaust pipe)
Width with 762mm tracks [mm]
Wheelbase - length [mm]
Track width [mm]
Minimum turn radius (from front axle mid-pint) [m]

7,930
4,000/4,000
3,700
3,900
2,480
11.5

Weight
Maximum tractor operating weight [kg]

●

standard

30,450

○ option
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GRAIN HARVESTERS
NOVA 320/330/340
COMPACT AND VERSATILE
NOVA is an excellent combination of performance,
affordability and low operating costs. An ideal solution for
farmers and small farms. Compactness and manoeuvrability
make this harvester indispensable for the efficient operation
in small fields with complex contours. The modern design
and optimised configuration of the machine provide the
required performance and a good cost/quality trade-off.

POWER STREAM ALL-CROP
HEADER
The Power Stream range of
lightweight grain headers was
developed for the NOVA. Thus, 4
versions of headers are available
from 4 to 7m. Despite the reduced
weight, the headers offer all the
benefits inherent in the Power
Stream range: planetary drive for
the cutterbar, high-quality knives,
hydraulic reel drive that can be
synchronized with the machine
travel speed. This delivers a quality
cut, low losses and an even flow of
material in any conditions. A singlepoint hydraulic multicoupler, a wind
guard to prevent the carryover of
long straw material, and a stone trap
bar are available as options.

IMPROVED VISIBILITY WITH A
NEW FEEDER HOUSE
The conveyor-type feeder house
feeds the crop material to the
threshing cylinder quickly and
evenly. It has special doors enabling
the inspection of its condition
and easy maintenance. The stone
trap before the threshing cylinder
prevents stones from entering the
threshing area. The reverse function
(for hydraulically driven NOVA 330)
will help in difficult operation
conditions.
The ground contour following is
done both lengthwise and crosswise
thanks to balancing springs.

UNRIVALLED THRESHER-SEPARATOR UNIT
The traditional thresher with a single 600mm dia threshing cylinder provides
a very gentle threshing (including thin layer threshing!), but is quite simple
in design. The unique double-sectional concave scheme along with a large
coverage ensures the concave area of 0.93 sq. m, which is unachievable
for other harvesters in this class, and ultimately a high performance of the
machine.
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POWER IS NEVER TOO MUCH
The NOVA harvesters are available
with several engine options:
167, 175, 180 h.p.

The NOVA 320 uses an in-line
6-cylinder Cummins engine (model
6BTA, 123 kW, 5.9L, Stage II). The
simple design with the manually
adjusted fuel supply does not make
high demands for the quality of
diesel fuel, allows a high content
of sulphur in fuel and has a high
maintainability.

The NOVA 340 uses an in-line
4-cylinder YAMZ engine (model 53
425, 132 kW, 4.43L, Stage IIIa). The
Common Rail fuel system with the
electronically controlled fuel supply
provides a high injection pressure of
up to 180 MPa. This reduces the fuel
consumption (down to 10%) and
increases the specific power. The fuel
efficiency is displayed in the Adviser
information system. In general,
the achieved fuel consumption is
less than 2 kg per 1 tonne of grain
threshed in normal harvesting
conditions.

EFFICIENT CLEANING SYSTEM
The threshed straw is cleaned by a double-sieve
cleaning system. A large drop height and the
precleaner tine grid significantly improve the
cleaning performance. The total area of sieves is
3.59 sq. m., which is one of the best indicators for
this class of harvesters. The cleaning system uses
a 6-vane fan; the fan speed is easily controlled
from the cab and displayed on the control panel.
Tall dividers can be optionally fitted to the chaffer
to minimise losses when harvesting on hillsides.
Practice shows that losses decrease by more than
1%, and the greater the inclination the greater
the effect is.

The NOVA 330 comes with an
advanced turbocharged Cummins
engine (Stage IV) with VGT system,
producing 175 h.p. (129 kW
@ 2,200 rpm). It offers a 20%
torque backup. The Electronic
Engine Management System has
total control over engine load and
delivers right the amount of fuel
needed at any given moment. This
ensures maximum fuel economy.
The engine is equipped with
SCR with a large tank for AdBlue
(57L) and DOC to meet emission
standards. The 500-litre fuel tank
can hold enough fuel to operate
non‑stop for nearly two days.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE STRAW WALKERS WITH A LARGE
SEPARATION AREA
The efficient 4 straw walkers and the optimal walker length
will make sure the separation is done thoroughly, up to the
last grain. The shaking amplitude of walkers is selected so as
to maximise the separation of grains from the straw mat.
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LARGE 4,900L GRAIN TANK
The grain tank capacity is the most optimal for this class of machines. With
the high-speed unloader, unloading takes less than 2 minutes. The adjustable
fins inside the grain tank adjust the unloading speed depending on the
harvested crop type and moisture content. The walls of the grain tanks are
inclined at an angle that reduces sticking even when unloading wet grain.
The quality of grain can be easily checked by means of the sampler located
on the operator’s platform. The unload height is 4m, which allows unloading
grain into any vehicles. The hydraulic unloading auger extension can be
activated in the cab. The unloader is a self-contained unit, i.e. the thresher
drive can be disengaged to save fuel.

COMFORT CABWITH ADVISER II INFORMATION
SYSTEM
The NOVA comes with a two-seater Comfort Cab.
Traditionally, an air conditioner, a heater, a beverage
cooler, and audio fittings come in base. You will enjoy
the comfort that will really allow you to work efficiently
with less strain and fatigue all throughout the shift. The
Adviser voice information system continuously tracks the
threshing process and the operation of harvester units
, and allows you to monitor the process stability and
prevent breakdown of systems.

VERSATILE STRAW MANAGEMENT
The traditional threshing and separating system in
the NOVA causes little to none damage to the straw.
Depending on the intended use, straw may be chopped
and spread or windrowed. The chopping rotor drive can
be disengaged in a split second. For coarse-stalk crops,
a speed reducer is available that can lower the speed
down to 1700 rpm.
Those farms that make large amounts of straw can order
the harvester version with a 9m3 stacker. It can gather
straw in stacks and unload them automatically on the
move.
The most cost-effective solution for farms that gather
all material other than grain is to order a harvester
version with a hood without a chopper. Thus, all straw
from the walkers and all chaff from the sieves will be
laid in a single windrow that can then be baled, rolled or
gathered into carts.

NEW CAPABILITIES
You will need a good road clearance to operate on rough
terrain (e.g. when growing crops using an irrigation
system), to drive over exits and furrows. The NOVA with
a 50 cm road clearance will be a perfect solution. The
all-wheel drive version is available for high moisture
conditions. To reduce the ground pressure, the tyres of a
larger type size may be installed. The compact harvester
base ensures a high maneuverability on small fields. A
vast lineup of headers and attachments will let you make
the most of your equipment.

EASY MAINTENANCE
All serviceable components and lubrication points are
grouped and located so as to be readily accessible,
so the shift maintenance can be done in less than 10
minutes. Side panels open wider and will not interfere
with any service tasks. The air compressor with a 110L
receiver (standard on AWD harvester) saves a good deal
of time for daily service and is particularly helpful in field
conditions if there is no technical support vehicle nearby.
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Specifications
NOVA
320

NOVA
330

NOVA
340

Cleaning system
Cleaning system type

Headers

Total area of sieves [sq.m]

Power Stream1header
4.0/5.0/6.0/7.0 m

○

Fan speed [rpm]

●

Grain tank

Cutterbar drive - planetary
Knife speed [stroke/min]

○

Argus 570 corn header, 3.5 m

○

Falcon 670 sunflower header, 4.2 m

○

Sun Stream 490 sunflower header, 4.9 m

○

Swa Pick 340 pickup, 3.4m

○

Crop lifters

○

Transport cart

○
○

Cart hitch

●

○

●

Unload height [m]

4.0

Sampler

●

Filling sensor

●
3,000 (1,700 - option)

Chopping rotor speed reducer

○

Number of knives [pcs.]

44
●
–

9m3 stacker (harvester version)

○

Cab

○

Comfort Cab2 specification

●

Adviser II3 information system

●

Agrotronic Remote Monitoring System

○

TM

Ground drive
Transmission

○

Threshing
Thresher type

4.1

Windrower

●

Multicoupler

50

Unloading auger length [m]

Chopping rotor speed [rpm]

conveyor-type

Spring-type ground contour following
system

4,900

Unload rate [L/s]

Crop residue management

Feeder house
Feeder house type

return to the cylinder

Grain tank capacity [L]

●

Float Stream 500 close-cut header, 5 m

3.59
350 to 1,200

Rethreshing principle

1,140

Reel-to-ground speed
synchronisation system

2-sieve

cylinder with front accelerator
beater

hydrostatic

Number of gears

3

Wheelbase [mm]

3,600

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

2,770

Road clearance [mm]

500
7,500

Cylinder diameter [mm]

600

Turning radius [mm]

Cylinder length [mm]

1185

Drive wheel tyre type

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

146

23.1-26
(28LR26 – ○;
Michelin VF750/65R26 – ○)

Total concave area [sq. m]

0.93

Rear wheel tyre type

18.4R24

Cylinder speed (with reduction drive)
[rpm]

Rotation speed (with reduction gear)
[rpm]

○

Concave adjustment (electrical from
the cab)

●

Stone trap

●

Displacement [L], number of cylinders,
arrangement
Horsepower (2,200 rpm) [kW/hp]
Fuel tank capacity [L]
Fuel meter system

Number of straw walkers

Air compressor

4
3,600

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

4.34

● standard
○ option
– not available

Cummins Cummins YaMZ /
6BTA
QSB 4.5
534
(Stage II) (Stage IV) (Stage Ilia)

Manufacturer/model

Separation

Length of straw walkers [mm]

○

(28LR26 / 18,4R24)

Engine

○

Reduction gear

–

AWD (tyre type)

510-1,150
(300/400 - option)

5.9 L6

4.5 L4

4.43 L4

123/167

129/175

132/180

300

510 (57)

300

–

●

●

○

Overall dimensions
Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

Power Stream is a versatile grain header with an extended table, a
hydraulically operated reel, a header reverser controlled from the cab, and
the reel speed-to-ground speed synchronisation.
2
Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with improved
noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, refrigerator and audio system
ready.
3
Adviser II is the information system with LCD, situational framing, and
voice alerts.
1
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7,945/ 3,400 (3,460 - 4WD) /
3,963

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

VECTOR 410/425
THE STANDARD IN ITS CLASS
The VECTOR is an efficient solution to cut fields
with low to medium yield levels. With a harvested
area of 100 to 1,000 ha per season depending on
yield and season duration, optimal ownership
cost and fuel efficiency, this harvester is the most
practical choice for farms.

NEW FEEDER HOUSE
The feeder house on the VECTOR
provides a good crop feed into
the threshing cylinder for perfect
performance. The extended feeder
house provides a better visibility for
the operator attaching the header
positioned on a trailer, or when
observing the ear cutting process,
and the powerful hydraulic cabcontrolled reverse will promptly
help you out in any situation. The
new design allows converting to
corn without any appreciable time
losses, while the increased bearing
capacity is adequate even for 8-row
corn headers. The hydromechanical
ground contour following system
with the lengthwise and crosswise
following will help to effectively
utilise the full header length in
rough fields.
To improve the feed of material
to the feeder house (AFH type) in
specific (low-stalk, thinned) field
conditions, the front tine beater is
used.

UNRIVALLED THRESHERSEPARATOR UNIT
A state-of-the-art high class
single-cylinder threshing system
was developed to fit on the
VECTOR. Rugged and robust,
with a high throughput and
gentle separation meeting the
most stringent grain quality
requirements. The thresher’s
proprietary design with a single
big cylinder (800mm) features
a greater angle of wrap, 130°,
significantly increasing the
separation area (1.1 sq.m)
and optimizing the threshing
geometry - it is extended and
smooth. This provides a nearly
full (95%) separation with
exceptionally low grain damage.
Not every multi-cylinder system
can do this!

JAM CONTROL
Blockage, if any, can be quickly
removed thanks to Jam Control, a
full concave drop device that drops
the concave 80mm when the pedal
is pushed. Unlike the machines
with a cylinder reverse system,
this operation can be done just in
seconds.
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LARGE 6,000L GRAIN TANK
It is no secret that unloading takes up to 5% of work time. To reduce time
losses, a proven high-speed unloader featuring an unrivalled vibratory
bottom is used for unloading in the most challenging conditions. The
convertible tank roof boosts the useful capacity to 6,000 litres. Two filling
sensors will tell you when the grain tank is 75% and 100% full. A large sight
glass allows the user to monitor the filling and the quality of grain in the grain
tank.
ROTOR RETHRESHING
The rotor rethreshing technology
provides a gentle threshing of the
remaining ears by reducing the
number of impacts and friction, which
is particularly important when grass is
cut for seed. In tilled crop applications,
the rethreshing speed is lowered by
a dedicated sprocket, and a quick
release concave is available for grain
legumes.
EFFICIENT CLEANING SYSTEM
The threshed straw is cleaned by a double-sieve cleaning
system. A large drop height and the precleaner tine grid
significantly improve the cleaning performance. The
total area of sieves is 3.59 sq. m., which is one of the best
indicators for this class of harvesters. The cleaning system
uses a 6-vane fan; the fan speed is easily controlled from
the cab and displayed on the control panel. Tall dividers
can be optionally fitted to the chaffer to minimise losses
when the harvesting is done on hillsides. Practice shows
that losses decrease by more than 1%, and the greater the
inclination the greater the effect is.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE STRAW
WALKERS WITH A LARGE
SEPARATION AREA
The straw leaving the threshing
cylinder with some grains in it is
directed by the rear beater to the
straw walkers. VECTOR’s 4 walkers
with 7 stages does an easy job of
separating the remaining grains.

COMFORT CABWITH ADVISER II
INFORMATION SYSTEM
VECTOR 410/425 harvesters are
available with a two-seat Comfort Cab
of the first and second generations,
respectively. Traditionally, an air
conditioner, a heater, a beverage
cooler, and audio fittings come
in base. The voice information
system with a touchscreen display
continuously monitors the threshing
performance and functioning
of combine mechanisms. The
machine can optionally be provided
with connectivity to Agrotronic
agromanagement platform, which
allows the user to watch combine
operations on-line, and track its
performance throughout the season.
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EASY MAINTENANCE
The air compressor with a 110 L
receiver saves a lot of time on the
shift maintenance and is especially
helpful in field conditions if there
is no service vehicle nearby. An
optional automatic lubrication
system can be installed to deliver
the lubricant in small amounts
to 21 points every day at preset
intervals.

ENGINE SYSTEM. 210 HP
VECTOR 410 / 425 harvesters
are equipped with 6-cylinder
turbocharged diesel engines
with an output of 210 / 235 h.p.,
respectively.
These engines have an optimal
performance curve, a 20% margin
at peak loads, and a good fuel
efficiency. The new Cummins B
6.7 (Stage V) along with a new
integrated DPF, SCR and AdBlue
feed package, with EGR (Exhaust
Gas Recirculation) excluded, is
smaller and lighter. The new engine
burns 1.5% less fuel and produces
more power (235 h.p. vs 228 h.p.).

THE SINGLE-CYLINDER HARVESTER WITH STRAW WALKERS IS THE
BEST SOLUTION FOR HIGH-QUALITY STRAW
The traditional single-cylinder threshing and separating system used in the
VECTOR causes little to none damage to straw unlike the designs with a
separator. Depending on the application, straw can be chopped and spread
or windrowed. The VECTOR leaves behind it a loose fluffy windrow that can
then be picked easily.
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Specifications
410

Grain tank
Grain tank capacity [L]
Unload rate [L/s]
Unloading auger length [m]
Unload height [m]
Sampler
Hydraulic agitators
Filling sensors
In-cab electrical opening of tank covers
Crop residue management
Chopping rotor speed reducer
Chopping rotor speed [rpm]
Number of knives
Windrower
Stacker (harvester version)
Cab
Comfort Cab4 specification with Adviser II6
Comfort Cab II5 specification with
Adviser IV7
Agrotronic agromanagement platform
Automatic Centralized Lubrication System
Ground drive
Transmission
Number of gears
Wheelbase [mm]
Drive wheel track spacing [mm]
Road clearance [mm]
Turning radius [mm]

425

Headers

○
●

Power Stream1 header, 5/6/7/9 m
Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation system

●

Float Stream 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

○

Argus 670/870 corn header, 6/8 rows

○

Falcon 670/870/875 sunflower header,
6/8 rows

○

Sun Stream 490/780 sunflower header,
4.9/7.8 m

○

Swa Pick 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m

○
○
○

Crop lifters
Header trailer

○

Cart hitch

●

Feed

●

Conveyor-type feeder house
AFH2 feeder house (harvester version)
Spring-type ground contour following system
Multicoupler

○

–

●
●

Threshing
Thresher type

1 cylinder

Cylinder diameter [mm]

800

Cylinder length [mm]

1,180

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

130

Overall concave area (threshing and
separating sections of rotor) [sq. m]

1.1

Cylinder speed (with reduction gear) [rpm]
Reduction gear
In-cab electrical concave adjustment
Jam Control

3

Stone trap

Drive wheel tyre type

Rear wheel tyre type

335-1,050 (200-450)

○
●
●
●

Number of straw walkers
Length of straw walkers [mm]

4,100

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

5.0

Cleaning
Cleaning system type

2-sieve

Total area of sieves [sq.m]

3.59

Fan speed [rpm]

335-1,185

Rethresher
● standard
○ option
– not available

self-contained

Power Stream is a versatile grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically operated
reel and a header reverser controlled from the cab.
AFH is the Active Feeder House with a front tine beater.
3
Jam Control is a system that removes blockages in the thresher by strongly dropping the
concave.
4
Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with improved noise insulation,
air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler and audio system ready.
5
Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with audio fittings, improved noise
insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, air-suspended operator seat with an
integrated control panel.
6
Adviser II is an information system with an LCD, situational framing, and voice alerts.
7
Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with radio
and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform connectivity.
1

2
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○

—

●

–

–

●
○
○

hydrostatic
3
3,778
2,845
370
8,900
28LR26
(Michelin VF750/65R26 – ○)
(Mitas 620/70R30 – ○)
(Mitas 500/85R30 – ○)
18.4R24
(Mitas 480/70 R24 – ○)
–

(28LR26/
18,4R24)

Engine
Manufacturer/model
Displacement, number of cylinders,
arrangement [L]
Horsepower (2,000 rpm) [kW/h.p.]
Fuel tank capacity [L]
Air compressor
Overall dimensions and weight
Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]
Weight (standard configuration, with
chopper, without header and fuel) [kg]

x4

○
2,900
60
+

○

AWD (tyre type)

Separation

6,000
50
3.64
3.48
●
●
●
●

YAMZ/236ND-3
11 V6
154 (210)
540
●
8,557/3,560/4,015
11,390

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

VECTOR 450 TRACK
FOR THE MOST CHALLENGING HARVESTING CONDITIONS
The VECTOR 450 Track is a grain harvester specially designed for
harvesting in challenging soil conditions. The tracked chassis is
the hallmark of this machine. Thanks to the huge contact area, this
harvester is perhaps the only acceptable solution for the marshy
fields that are common, for example, in the Russian Far East as well
as in the rice-growing regions.

COMFORT AND IDEAL GROUND CONTOUR FOLLOWING
Thanks to the use of independently suspended support rollers in the
track unit and the uniform weight distribution, the VECTOR 450 Track can
smoothly float across the field, with the header remaining practically still and
only following the field terrain. This is an important condition of complete
harvesting, especially of the low-hanging soy beans. And, of course, the
operator will fully enjoy a highly comfortable drive.
CONFIDENT ROADING
Using the steel cord rubber band tracks means a minimal wear in dry work
conditions and the possibility of comfortable drive on paved roads.
PRE-HEATED POWERFUL ENGINE
The uprated 255 h.p. engine is
equipped with an air compressor
and a cold weather starting device.

EASY TO STEER
Steering the combine is no different
than steering a wheeled machine the same traditional steering wheel
and hydraulic transmission lever
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Specifications
Headers
Power Stream1 header, 5/6/7/9 m

○

Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case

●

Knife speed [stroke/min]

Grain tank
Grain tank capacity [L]

6,000

Unload rate [L/s]

1,180

50

Unloading auger length [m]

3.64

Unload height [m]

3.48

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation system

●

Float Stream 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

Sampler

○

●

Hydraulic agitators

●

Argus 670/870 corn header, 6/8 rows

○

Filling sensors

●

Falcon 670/870/875 sunflower header,
6/8 rows

○

In-cab electrical opening of tank covers

●

Sun Stream 490/780 sunflower header,
4.9/7.8 m

○

Swa Pick 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m

○
○
○
○

Crop lifters
Header trailer
Cart hitch

Crop residue management

Chopping rotor speed [rpm]

Feed
Feeder house type

conveyor-type

Spring-type ground contour following system

○

Chopping rotor speed reducer

2,900

Number of knives

60

Windrower

+

Cab

●

Threshing

Comfort Cab3 specification

●

Adviser II information system

●

Agrotronic agromanagement platform

○

Automatic Centralized Lubrication System

○

4

Thresher type

1 cylinder

Cylinder diameter [mm]

800

Cylinder length [mm]

1,180

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

130

Overall concave area (threshing and
separating sections of rotor) [sq. m]

1.1

Cylinder speed (with reduction gear) [rpm]

Ground drive
Transmission

hydrostatic

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

335-1,050 (200-450)

3,200

Reduction gear

○

Track drive, flexible centre point suspension

In-cab electrical concave adjustment

●

Engine

Jam Control2

●
●

Stone trap

Manufacturer/model

Separation
Number of straw walkers

540

●

Air compressor

5.0

Overall dimensions and weight

Cleaning
Cleaning system type

2-sieve

Total area of sieves [sq.m]

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

3.59

Fan speed [rpm]

335-1,185

Rethresher

● standard
○ option

188 / 255

Fuel tank capacity [L]

4,100

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

11 V6

Horsepower (2,000 rpm) [kW/h.p.]

x4

Length of straw walkers [mm]

YAMZ/236BK

Displacement, number of cylinders,
arrangement [L]

Weight (standard configuration, with chopper,
without header and fuel) [kg]

self-contained

Power Stream is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a
hydraulically operated reel and a header reverser controlled
from the cab
2
Jam Control is a system that removes blockages in the thresher by strongly
dropping the concave.
3
Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with improved noise
insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler and audio system ready.
4
Adviser II is an information system with an LCD, situational framing, and voice
alerts.
1
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7,940/3,900/4,000
16,600

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

ACROS 585/550
RELIABLE ASSISTANT FOR EVERY FARM
The ACROS is ideal for fields with a high to medium crop
yield. The harvester is based on a proven thresher-separator
unit with one large cylinder (800 mm), and straw walkers.
The exceptional performance of the machine is achieved
due to a high output per shift, reliability, and streamlined
service.

SMART LAUNCH
Smart Launch is a patented device of independent
consecutive start of the unloading and cross augers.
This device easily guarantees the high-speed unloading
process with a minimum risk of plugging. In addition,
Smart Launch enables the unloading in portions. And
these are far from all useful features of the system.
Another one is that when you turn off the unloading
auger it gets always freed from the remaining grain to
avoid the loss of grain during the auger folding, which
is quite typical of many other harvesters. Thus, Smart
Launch increases the efficiency of clearing the grain tank,
making the process quick, easy and less effort-intensive.

SAVE UNLOADING TIME
As practice shows, at least 5% of the shift is spent on
unloading grain. To reduce this time, the ACROS uses
a high-performance unloader (with an unload rate of
up to 90 L/s) and a high-capacity grain tank (9,000 L).
Special attention is paid to the operation in high moisture
conditions. The hydraulic agitators installed at the grain
tank bottom allow unloading grain with a moisture
content of up to 35%. The fill level sensors will provide
an unprecedented monitoring and "advise" an optimal
unloading time. The height, length and turn angle of the
unloading auger are designed to enable a unhampered
uploading to any freight vehicle, even if it is a long trailer,
and the harvester is equipped with a 9-m wide header.
The possibility to switch off the thresher drive during the
unloading reduces the fuel consumption and saves the
thresher life.
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MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
The traditional threshing system implemented in the harvester is rightly regarded as the ACROS’s strength. the
conventional single-cylinder thresher is objectively the best combination of high throughput and low power
consumption. In addition, it features the minimum risk of grain damage, and the delicate handling of straw.

MAXIMIZE GRAIN OUTPUT, MINIMIZE DAMAGE
Ears remaining after threshing go to the self-contained rethresher, then the
separated grain is distributed across the grain pan. This allows to achieve
a complete cleaning cycle with no risk to overload the screens. The device
features a 3-blade rotor, which as compared to final threshing devices
guarantees more smooth threshing and reduces crushing.

OPTIMUM {POWER
The ACROS receives
new power ratings from
YAMZ and Cummins
engines. They are simple
and easy to service,
and have long service
intervals

NEW SIEVES
The upgraded sieves has an
increased cleaning area of up to
4.95 sq. m. Besides, the upper and
lower screens are separated into left
and right sections for maintenance
convenience.

350

Power [h.p.]

300

Cummins 6LTAA 306 h.p.

250

YAMZ-236BE2 280 h.p.

200

YAMZ 53645 300 h.p.

150

100
1000

1200

1400

1600

1700

1800

1900

2000

Engine speed [rpm]

The new extended feeder house
has several advantages: a better view
of the cutterbar, an easier harvesting
of tilled crops due to the absence of
a front beater, and the possibility to
use wide adapters (for example, the
Draper Stream 900 header).
To improve the feed of material
to the feeder house (AFH type) in
specific (low-stalk, thinned) field
conditions, the front tine beater is
used.
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The air compressor saves a lot of time
for daily service, especially in the field,
when there is no service vehicle. The
compressor is included in the basic
package – this is how Rostselmash
introduces new industry standards.

Two chopping speeds.
The chopping rotor has two speeds:
3,400 rpm for harvesting grain,
and about 2,000 rpm for corn. The
reduced speed was added to reduce
wear and tear of chopper parts.

COMFORT CAB WITH ADVISER III
INFORMATION SYSTEM
The ACROS 585 comes with the Comfort
Cab II. Once you are in, you’ll know how
comfortable a workplace can be. The
operator will enjoy the comfort that
does help work more efficiently, with less
strain and fatigue. The Adviser III voice
information system continuously tracks
the threshing process and the operation
of harvester units, and allows you to
monitor the process stability and prevent
breakdown of systems.

NEW CHOPPER/SPREADER
The traditional threshing and separating system in the ACROS causes little
to none damage to straw. Depending on the intended use, straw may be
chopped and spread or windrowed. Integrated unit provides thorough
straw chopping and uniform distribution over the field surface at the
header width as a fertilizer. The design uses knives with heavy-duty edges
with self-sharpening effect.
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Specifications
ACROS
550

ACROS
585

Separation

ACROS
585

Number of straw walkers

Headers
Power Stream1 header,
5.0/6.0/7.0/9.0 m

○

Cutterbar drive based on planetary
gear case

●

Knife speed [stroke/min]

1,180

Reel-to-ground speed
synchronisation system

●

5

Straw walkers separation area [m2]

6.15

Length of straw walkers [mm]

4,100

Cleaning
Cleaning system type

2-sieve

Total area of sieves [sq.m]

4.95

Rethresher

self-contained

Grain tank with unloader
Grain tank capacity [L]

9,000

Unload rate (minimum) [L/s]

90

Float Stream 700/900 close-cut
header with flexible cutterbar,
7/9 m

○

Argus 870 corn header, 8 rows

○

Falcon 870/875 sunflower header,
8 rows

○

Comfort Cab4 specification with
Adviser II6

●

–

–

Sun Stream 780 sunflower header,
7.8 m

○

Comfort Cab II5 specification with
Adviser IV7

–

●

●

Swa Pick 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m

○

○

○

○

Crop lifters

○

Agrotronic agromanagement
platform

Transport cart
Cart hitch

Unload height [m]
Attachments for cop residue
management

Yield and moisture mapping system

○

○

High precision fuel level sensor

○

●

Automatic Centralized Lubrication
System

○

Ground drive

●

Conveyor-type feeder house
AFH2 feeder house (harvester
version)

○

–

Spring-type ground contour
following system

●

Multicoupler

●

Transmission

○

Cylinder length [mm]

1,480

Cylinder diameter [mm]
Cylinder speed (with reduction
gear) [rpm]

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

3,100

Wheelbase [mm]

4,000

Drive wheel tyre type

30,5LR32

Rear wheel tyre type

18.4R24

Manufacturer/model

YAMZ
236BE2-36

YAMZ
53645-10

CUMMINS
6LTAA8.9

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

206 (280)

221 (300)

225 (306)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

800

Air compressor
335-1,050 (200-450)

●

Overall dimensions and weight
8,846/3,880/3,940

1.38

●

Weight (standard version, without
header and fuel) [kg]

13,400 ± 400

130

Total concave area [m2]

Power Stream is a versatile grain header with an
extended table, a hydraulically operated reel and
a header reverser controlled from the cab.
2
AFH is the Active Feeder House with a front tine
beater.
3
Jam Control is a system that removes blockages
in the thresher by strongly dropping the concave.
4
Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof
two-seat cab with improved noise insulation, air
conditioner, heater, beverage cooler and audio
system ready.
1

540

Length/width/height (in the
transport position, without header)
[mm]

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

Jam Control 3

hydrostat.

Engine

Threshing

– not available

chopper/spreader

Cab

Feed

● standard
○ option

4.3/4.7

Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted air-proof
two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved noise
insulation, an air conditioner, a heater, a beverage
cooler, an operator seat with an integrated
control panel.
6
Adviser II is an information system with an LCD,
situational framing, and voice alerts.
7
Adviser IV is a voice information system built
on a color touchscreen display with radio and
USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic
agromanagement platform connectivity.
5
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ACROS 595 Plus
RELIABLE ASSISTANT FOR EVERY FARM
Over the years, ACROS harvesters have proved to
be efficient and able to deliver truly outstanding
performance. What could be improved in these
machines? The designers of the new model
focused on the harvester behaviour in tough
conditions for all single-cylinder harvesters.
The ACROS 595 Plus is ideal for farms
operating in areas with high yield,
humidity and straw content levels.

CONTOUR FOLLOWING
The combine comes with an automatic ground contour
following system in base that improves the harvesting
performance due to a higher harvesting speed and
reduces header losses. Three operating modes,
automatic attachment transfer to the transport position
and pre-set programmable contour following settings
make the harvesting process easier. Electronics will take
care of the challenging relief.
FEEDER HOUSE WITH ACCELERATOR
BEATER
The feeder house uses an unrivalled
solution, i.e. an accelerator beater after
the conveyor. Now all the crop material
flowing to the threshing cylinder is not
only spread evenly, but also accelerated.
As a result, dynamic loads on the
threshing system decreased, and its
throughput increased.

A new straw walkers design
with a larger area for better
separation was developed
specially for the ACROS 595 Plus.
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SUPERCYLINDER
The hallmark of the ACROS is the proprietary threshing cylinder, the largest
in the world (800mm), which has a big inertia allowing it to easily handle
damp, weedy or twisted crop. The large diameter of the cylinder also allows
the concave coverage to be maximized (130°), providing a greater separation
area versus competitors (1.38 sq. m) and the best threshing geometry,
extended and smooth.
This provides nearly a full (95%) separation with exceptionally low grain
damage. Not every multi-cylinder system can do this!

JAM CONTROL
Blockage, if any, can be quickly removed thanks to
Jam Control, a full concave drop device that drops the
concave 80mm when the pedal is pushed. Unlike the
machines with a cylinder reverse system, this operation
can be done just in seconds.

FINE TUNING
The concave clearance is adjusted electrically. The
clearance is set automatically, when a crop is selected
on the Adviser III menu, or manually using the buttons
on the armrest console. The clearance value is shown on
the cab display. This allows the operator to set the exact
clearance easily and accurately for best threshing results.

TWO-STAGE CLEANING
The ACROS 595 Plus now features an
all‑new two-stage cleaning system. For a
greater balance, the shaker pan and the
sieve move in one direction while the
precleaning sieve and the chaffer move
in the opposite direction. The additional
sieve forms the second ventilated stage, a
high-performance 2-section fan produces
a stronger air flow. All this guarantees that
no additional cleaning is required for the
grain that flows to the grain tank. Electrical
adjustment of the sieves in base allows
adjusting all settings easily and quickly
without leaving the cab. And the upper
and lower sieves are sectionalised for
ease of cleaning and servicing.

ENGINE SYSTEM. CUMMINS 327 H.P.
The ACROS 595 Plus is equipped with a reliable 8.9L 6-cylinder
Cummins/6LTAA engine with a 20% torque backup (241 kW) This
guarantees that the harvester will operate properly in any harvesting
conditions. Low fuel consumption and high performance of the
engine ensure minimum fuel spent per ton of threshed grain, which
means higher harvesting efficiency. Fuel-efficient engine and a fuel
tank for 540 litres enable 14 hours of operation without refuelling.

350

Cummins 6LTAA 327 h.p.

POWER [H.P.]

300

250

CUMMINS B6.7 (Stage V) 329 h.p.
200

150
1000

1200

1400

1600

1700

Engine speed [rpm]
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1800

1900

2000

COMFORT CAB II
Spring-mounted airtight dual
Comfort Cab II with panoramic
windows and improved noise
insulation meets the most current
ergonomics standards. Climate
control, beverage cooler, audio
system ready come in base. The
Adviser III voice information system
with a color touchscreen display
continuously monitors the threshing
process and the functioning of
harvester mechanisms, and allows
to monitor the process stability and
prevent incidents.

WATERPROOF GRAIN TANK
With the ACROS 595 Plus, the
operator will not need to rush should
it start raining and should there be
no truck to unload. All the grain in
the tank will be securely protected
by a special curtain. This solution also
ensures that the small-seeded crops
that are easily blown out are retained
inside irrespective of the wind
strength and direction.

SMART LAUNCH
Smart Launch is a patented device
of independent consecutive start
of the unloading and cross augers.
This device easily guarantees the
high-speed unloading process
with a minimum risk of plugging.
In addition, Smart Launch enables
the unloading in portions. And
these are not the only useful
features the system has. Another
one is that when you turn off the
unloading auger it is always cleared
of remaining grain to avoid grain
loss when folding the auger, which is
very typical of many other combine
harvesters. Thus, Smart Launch
increases the efficiency of clearing
the grain tank, making the process
quick, easy and less effort-intensive.

The unload rate is 90 L/sec, the
entire grain tank is discharged
within 2 minutes. The convertible
roof, fill level sensors, hydraulic
agitators to unload damp grain,
and other design features provide
additional convenience and increase
operation efficiency.

SPREAD CHAFF OVER THE FIELD
EVENLY
The ACROS 595 Plus comes with a
chaff spreader with a heavy-duty
hydraulic drive in base. It works to
evenly spread the chaff over the
field.
New straw chopper works
according to the improved
pattern that can be described as
"windrowing in the direction of
travel." The new changes to the
design have improved the shredding
level and spreading width, as well as
eliminated the risk of arching of the
heap of straw, in particular, long and
tangled stalks of buckwheat or rape.
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Specifications
Grain tank

Headers
Power Stream header, 5.0/6.0/7.0/9.0 m
1

Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear
case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

Grain tank capacity [L]

○

9,000

Unload rate [L/s]

●
1,180

90

Unloading auger length (with extension)
[m]

4.50 (5.70)

Unload height (with extension) [m]

4.30 (4.70)

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system

●

Float Stream 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

○

Argus 870 corn header, 8 rows

○

In-cab electrical opening of tank covers

Falcon 870/875 sunflower header, 8 rows

○

Sun Stream 780 sunflower header, 7.8 m

○

Self-contained unloader (in portions, in
any position of unloading auger)

Swa Pick 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m

○

Crop lifters

○

Transport cart
Cart hitch

●
●
●
●

Sampler
Hydraulic agitators
Filling sensors

+ Smart Launch3

●

Waterproof grain tank
Crop residue management
Chopping rotor speed [rpm]

1,800/3,400

○

Number of knives [pcs.]

76

●

Windrower

●
●

Chaff spreader

Feed

Cab

conveyor and
acceleration beater
(conveyor in AWD
version)

Feeder house type
Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system

●
●
○
○
●

Comfort Cab II4 specification
Adviser IV5 information system
Automatic guidance system

●

Yield and moisture mapping system

Threshing

Agrotronic agromanagement platform

Cylinder diameter [mm]
Cylinder length [mm]
Concave wrap angle [deg.]

800

Ground drive

1,480

Transmission

130

Total concave area [m ]

1.38

2

Cylinder speed (with reduction gear) [rpm]

335-1,050 (200-450)

Number of gears

3

Wheelbase [mm]

4,000

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

3,100

Road clearance [mm]

370

Turning radius [mm]

8,500

Drive wheel tyre type

30,5LR32

Reduction gear

●

In-cab electrical concave adjustment [rpm]

●

Jam Control2

●

Rear wheel tyre type

Stone trap

●

AWD

5

Length of straw walkers [mm]

Manufacturer/model

4,200

Straw walkers separation area [m2]

18,4-24

○

–

Cummins
6LTAA8.9
(Stage II)

Cummins
B6.7
(Stage V)

8.9 L6

6.7 L6

241/327
(2,000 rpm)

242/329
(2,000 rpm)

Engine

Separation
Number of straw walkers

hydrostat.

Displacement, number of cylinders,
arrangement [L]

6.3

Cleaning

Power [kW/h.p.]

Cleaning system type

3-sieve (2 stages)

Overall sieve area [m2]

5.2

Fuel tank capacity [L]

In-cab electrical adjustment of sieves

●

Air compressor

540

510 (57)

●

Cleaning fan

2 sections

Overall dimensions and weight

Fan speed [rpm]

367 to 992

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

8,850/3,880/3,940

Weight (standard configuration, with
chopper, without header and fuel) [kg]

14,330 ± 430

Rethresher

self-contained

Automatic Centralized Lubrication System
● standard

○ option

○

Power Stream is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically operated
reel and header components controlled from the cab.
2
Jam Control a system that removes blockages in the thresher by strongly dropping the
concave.
3
Smart Launch is a system of consecutive activation of unloading augers that ensures the
maximum grain tank unload rate with the minimal risk of plugging.
4
Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved
noise insulation, an air conditioner, a heater, and a beverage cooler.
5
Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with radio
and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform connectivity.
1
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Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

RSM 161
EXCELLENT JOB EVERY DAY
The RSM 161 grain harvester is designed for
harvesting all traditional grain crops — spiked
cereals, bean cultures, oil plants, cereal and
arable crops. This is an efficient machine with
a productivity up to 40 t/h, capable of cutting
up to 2,000 ha per season.

POWERFUL AND EFFICIENT
CUMMINS ENGINE
The RSM 161 is equipped with
6‑cylinder 8.9L Cummins engine
with output versions from 355
to 420 h.p.: QSL 8.9 (Stage IIIa),
QSL 9 (Stage IV), L9 (Stage 0/V).
These engines feature a
generous torque margin (20%),
simple design, low service costs
coupled with a high efficiency.
For the 420 h.p. combine
version, Cummins L9 with
increased injection pressure is
used.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT
FEEDER HOUSE
A new gen feeder house
with an accelerating
output beater features a
multicoupler, adjustable
angle for higher
performance and ease of
harvesting of any crops
without making any
modifications, with quick
connection of headers (up to
4,500 kg).

TETRA PROCESSOR THRESHING
SYSTEM
The Tetra Processor features a
flexible concave with electronically
adjustable clearances along
the entire length. Huge area
of threshing and separation of
3.3 sq. km (in total 9.4 sq. km)
provides intensive separation
process with minimum damage to
grains and straw, even in the most
complicated soil conditions. The
Tetra Processor threshing system
is built on a 800mm cylinder that
provides a consistent and gentle
threshing without losses. 750mm
diameter separator creates a smooth
path for crop flow. The width of
the unit —1,650mm—allows the
machine to achieve an output up
to 40 t/h.
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LUXURY CAB WITH ADVISER III
INFORMATION SYSTEM
The RSM 161 comes with a new
Luxury Cab in the 2nd evolution.
The major difference of the new
Luxury Cab versus the proven
Comfort Cab II is its size: it is more
than 1.5 times bigger, with more
than 4 cu.m of volume, more than
2m wide, with windows area greater
than 5 sq.m. Additional benefits
include climate control, improved
cab noise insulation and suspension,
large air-suspended operator seat,
additional larger seat, electrically
adjusted and heated rear view
mirrors. The beverage cooler also
has a larger capacity. Adviser III voice
information system and Agrotronic
agromanagement platform in base.

STRAW WALKERS WITH A LARGE
SEPARATION AREA
6-key efficient walkers with an
overall area of 6.1 sq.m and
autonomous rethreshing unit will
see to it that crops are harvested
with minimal loss. The shaking
amplitude of walkers is selected so
as to maximise the separation of
grains from the straw mat.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPTIFLOW CLEANING SYSTEM
The two-stage OptiFlow cleaning system with a proprietary sieve suspension
with an area of 7.1 sq. m is used to clean the material. A strong optimized air
flow, a great drop height, and the tine grid on the shaking pan and additional
sieve improve the cleaning process significantly. The cleaning system uses
a double-flow 6-section turbofan, its speed being controlled in the cab and
displayed on the control panel. Cleaning the sieves and components is easy,
the sieves can be quickly adjusted by the operator from the cab.
The 1,050L fuel tank will allow
operating for nearly two shifts
between refills. To reduce the costs
when you drive for a long time,
the switching between the Field/
Road modes is accompanied by
the automatic activation of the
economical engine operation
mode: the maximum engine speed
becomes limited to 1,900 rpm. The
hourly fuel consumption in this
mode decreases by 5%.
+7 989 500 4000, +7 989 500 1000
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FAST UNLOADING
Large-capacity grain tank with advanced
scheme of unloading into vehicles with
side height over 4 m, and with the vibration
agitators. The grain tank capacity—10,500L—
increases performance due to fewer unload
cycles. The unload rate is 115 L/s, it takes
2 minutes to empty the full grain tank. Grain
can be easily unloaded into any type of trucks
and trailers, while using a header with a width
up to 12 m. For fuel efficiency, the thresher
drive can be disengaged.

CHOPPER/SPREADER
The 2-speed chopper/spreader improves the feed of straw to the
windrow. It can effectively handle grain and tilled crops, being
activated from the cab. A large number of knives and counter
knives ensures good chopping. The straw spread width can be
adjusted from the cab (optional). The standard version of the
harvester is equipped with a chaff spreader.
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Specifications
Headers

Automatic Centralized Lubrication System

○

Power Stream1 header, 7/9 m
Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

Grain tank with unloader

●

Grain tank capacity [L]

1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system

○

Argus 870/1270 corn header, 8/12 rows

○

Falcon 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower header,
8/12 rows

○

Sun Stream 780/920 sunflower header,
7.8/9.2 m

○

Swa Pick 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m

○
○
○
●

Crop lifters
Header trailer
Cart hitch

115

Unload height [mm]

5,050

●

Vibrating agitators
Crop residue management
In-cab spread angle adjustment

О

Chaff spreader

●

Cab
Adviser IV information system

●
●

RSM Agrotronic Remote Monitoring
System

●

Air-suspended operator seat

●
●
○

Luxury Cab3 specification
4

Electrically adjusted and heated mirrors
Automatic guidance system

Feeder house

Ground drive

chain-and-slat, with
accelerator

Type

10,500

Unload rate [L/s]

●

Float Stream 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

○

Transmission

hydrostatic

Stone trap

●
●

Transmission

electrohydraulic with
3 speeds

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system

●

Front tyre size

800/65R32 680/85R32
900/60R32 1050/50R32

Multicoupler

●

Rear tyre size

18,4 R24;
500/70/R24;
500/85/R24; 600/65R28

Rugged design

Thresher
Thresher width [mm]

1,650

Threshing cylinder/separator diameter [mm]
Threshing cylinder speed [rpm]

Engine

800/750
300 to 920

Threshing and separation area of TETRA
Processor [sq. m]
Number of straw walkers

3.3
6

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

○

AWD

●

TETRA Processor threshing system
2

Manufacturer/make/emission standard

Cummins QSL 8.9 (Stage IIIa),
QSL 9 (Stage IV), L9 (Stage 0)

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

261 (355) - QSL 9 (Stage IV)
264 (360) - QSL 8.9 (Stage IIIa)
309 (420) - L9 (Stage 0)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

6.1

1,050

●
●
○

Fuel meter system

Cleaning

Air compressor

Cleaning sieve area [sq. m]

7.1

Turbocharger guards

Cleaning fan speed [rpm]

300 to 1,200

Overall dimensions

Electrical adjustment of sieve clearances from
the cab

●

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

Self-contained rethresher

●

Weight (w/o header and fuel) [kg]

● standard

○ option

Power Stream is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically
operated reel, a header reverser controlled from the cab, and the reel speed-toground speed synchronisation.
2
TETRA Processor is a threshing system consisting of a threshing cylinder and
separation cylinder, overshot and rear/separation beater with a proprietary
concave adjustment system.
3
Luxury Cab is a suspended air-proof two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved
noise insulation, a climate control system, a beverage cooler, a file drawer, an
operator seat with an integrated control panel.
4
Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with
radio and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform
connectivity.
1
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9,890/3,500
(with 680/85 R32
tyres)/4,000 max.
17,800/18,310 ± 550

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

TORUM 750
GENTLE THRESHING FOR ANY APPLICATION
TORUM is a powerful rotary harvester, one of the most highperforming machines in the world. It can cut a wide range
of crops: from wheat to rice. This machine is a good choice
for farms with large crop areas and high yields: the more the
machine is loaded, the more efficiently it operates. Thanks
to the innovative threshing system ARS* TORUM perfectly
copes with crops, which are a challenge for regular rotary
machines.
* Advanced Rotor System is the rotor with a rotating
concave, and the infinitely variable rotor drive.

ENGINE SYSTEM
The TORUM 750 comes with
L6 Cummins engine. Powerful
and compact, the engines
have a good specific fuel
consumption and a good
torque backup. The air
cleaning system uses an air
intake screen with forced
rotation (by a hydraulic motor),
which significantly reduces the
maintenance effort. The special
rotating vane between the coolers provides their
self‑cleaning thereby increasing useful operating time.

500

Cummins 440 h.p.

POWER [h.p.]

450
400

MTU 425 h.p.

350
300
250
200
1000

1200

1400

1600

1700

1800

1900

2000

Engine speed [rpm]

NEW CAPABILITIES

FEED&BOOST FEEDER HOUSE
2 versions of headers are available for TORUM 750: conveyor- The unique nature of the feeder house is that the
type feeder house with adjustable angle of attack (especially traditional chain-and-slat conveyor is replaced with
three feeding beaters with special elements. This greatly
useful when harvesting soybeans) and AFH feeder house
improves the process stability and, as a consequence,
(Feed&Boost).
increases the machine performance. The feeder house
beaters spread and accelerate the material before the
rotor ensuring the process stability. Research showed that,
unlike conventional slat conveyors, the beaters increase
the feeder house throughput by 20%, while the power
consumption is reduced by 15%. This scheme is especially
effective when you work with uneven windrows, when the
material moisture content is high and the material is too
weedy, with rice and in other harsh conditions.
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COMFORT CAB II WITH
ADVISER III INFORMATION
SYSTEM
The TORUM 750 comes with
Comfort Cab II. Climate control, can
noise insulation and suspension
system, air-suspended operator seat,
additional assistant’s seat, beverage
cooler, Adviser IV voice information
system and AGROTRONIC remote
monitoring system come in base.
Adviser IV voice information system
continuously monitors the threshing
process and the functioning of
harvester mechanisms, and allows
monitoring the process stability and
preventing the failure of units.

ROTARY CONCAVE ROTOR
(ADVANCED ROTOR SYSTEM)
The concave area on the rotary
harvesters with a fixed concave is
not used completely, which reduces
a potential performance. In addition,
when you harvest damp crops or
rice, the top of concave becomes
plugged (the so called dead zone).
The rotating concave allows using
360° of the concave surface and
avoiding dead zones and the rotor
plugging. Besides, the concave has
three threshing sections that allow
setting a threshing clearance in one
section. Thanks to this, the material
is threshed three times with one
round of the rotor unlike the single
threshing in conventional rotor units.
The same principle allows setting
the increased threshing clearances.
No additional adjustment of concave
is required depending on crop
harvesting conditions: for crops
from barley to wheat the threshing
clearance is set between 16 and
25mm.

Dead zone
Concave sections

Concave rasp bar
Rotor rasp bar

Fixed concave rotor

Rotary concave rotor

INFINITELY VARIABLE ROTOR
DRIVE
The rotor is driven by the planetary
CVT with hydraulic control - a
unique hydro-mechanical device,
which combines the advantages
of both types of drives: smooth
and accurate speed control, high
bearing force and reliable beltless
transmission.

AS CLEAN AS CAN POSSIBLY BE
The two-stage cleaning system with
sieve area of 5.2 m2 matches the
unrivalled capabilities of the rotor. The
powerful hydraulically driven two-section fan
creates an even air flow over the fan sieves and
prevents dead zones in the middle of the sieve box.
This guarantees the truly clean grain.
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FAST UNLOADING
The clean grain goes into the
10,500 L grain tank. This capacity
increases the performance by
reducing the unloading cycles.
The unload rate is 105 L/s, it takes
no more than 2 minutes to empty
the full grain tank. The unloading
auger length is increased to at least
5.7m, the unload height is 5.2m,
the reach angle being 105 degrees.
This allows an easy unloading of
grain into any trucks and trailers,
even when a 11-m header is used.
When harvesting rice, you can
unload it without leaving the bay. To
save fuel, the thresher drive can be
disengaged.

Up to the last grain
Before getting into the chopper,
straw undergoes a final separation
through the beater with the gratetype concave installed after the
rotor.

Chopper with an integrated
chaff spreader
Combining the chaff and straw
flows results in a more even spread
of the chopped material over the
field.

High quality of straw
The separating part of the rotor has
auger flights. This is why the TORUM
can handle straw very delicately
unlike regular rotary machines.
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Specifications
Headers

Grain tank with unloader

Power Stream header, 6/7/9 m
1

Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

○

Grain tank capacity [L]

●

Minimum unload rate [L/s]

○

Argus 870/1270 corn header, 8/12 rows

○

Falcon 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower header,
8/12 rows

○

Sun Stream 1200/1050/920/780 sunflower
header, 12/10.5/9.2/7.8m

5,200

●

Vibrating agitators

●

Float Stream 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

105

Unload height [mm]

1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system

10,500

Attachments for cop residue management

2-speed chopper/
spreader, integrated
chaff spreader

Cab
Comfort Cab II4 specification

●

Adviser IV5 information system

●

○

Agrotronic agromanagement platform

●

Swa Pick 342/432 windrow pickup, 3.4/4.3m

○

Automatic guidance system

○

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system

●

Yield and moisture mapping system

○

Multicoupler

●

Unloading area and rear view video
monitoring system

○

Crop lifters

○
○
●

Automatic Centralized Lubrication System

○

Header trailer
Cart hitch

Ground drive

Feeder house
AFH feeder house2 (harvester version)
Conveyor-type feeder house (harvester version)

30,5LR32

○

Rear wheel tyre type

18.4R24

Rotor diameter [mm]

762

Total rotor length [mm]

3,200

Rotor drive

Removable tracks

○

AWD

○

Manufacturer/model

MTU/
OM460LA
(Stage IIIa)

Cummins/
X12
(Stage 0)

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

313 (425)

324 (440)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

hydromechanical

Rotor speed [rpm]

250 to 1,000

●
●

360

Air compressor

Cleaning sieve area [sq. m]

5.20

Overall dimensions and weight

Cleaning fan speed [rpm]

335 to 1,050

●

Self-contained rotor-type rethresher

●

● standard

○ option

850

Fuel meter system

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

In-cab electrical adjustment of sieves

0 to 27

Engine

●

Advanced Rotor System (ARS)

3 speeds

Drive wheel tyre type

●
3

Transmission
Road speed [km/h]

1,500

Stone trap

hydrostatic

●

Thresher
Thresher width [mm]

Transmission

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]
Weight (standard version, without header and
fuel) [kg]

Power Stream is a versatile grain header with an extended table, a
hydraulically operated reel and a header reverser controlled from the cab.
2
AFH is the Active Feeder House with a front tine beater.
3
ARS is an axial rotor with rotary concave.
4
Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with audio fittings,
improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, operator
seat with an integrated control panel.
5
Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen
display with radio and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic
agromanagement platform connectivity.
1
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8,931/3,677/3,950
16,350±490

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

TORUM 770/785
GENTLE THRESHING FOR ANY APPLICATION
The modifications made in 2018 to the machine
design resulted in the productivity in excess of
100 t/h for corn, while keeping the proprietary
concept of the rotary concave rotor.

NEW CAPABILITIES
A new generation feeder house significantly increases
the harvester functionality and operational comfort
when cutting different crops. Basic configuration
features a hydraulic multicoupler, adjustable tilt angle
for higher performance and ease of cutting all crops
without the need to convert, with quick connection
of headers (headers weighing up to 4,500 kg). The
power to the header drive was increased by more
than 1.5 times to 120 kW to properly handle 12-row
corn headers. The feeder house has a large stone trap.
The pivot-mounted conveyor provides a better feed
throughput in high-yield crops, and reduces the risk of
repair during the operation on stony soils.

ENGINE SYSTEM
The TORUM 770/785 comes with
L6 Cummins engine. Powerful and
compact, these engines have
good specific fuel rate and torque
backup. The air cleaning system
uses an air intake screen with
forced rotation (by a hydraulic
motor), which significantly reduces
the maintenance effort. The special
rotating vane between the coolers
provides their self-cleaning thereby
increasing useful operating time.

550
Cummins 520 h.p.

500

POWER [h.p.]

450
MTU 506 h.p.

400
350
300
250
200
1000

1200

1400

1600

1700

1800

1900

2000

Engine speed [rpm]
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WHAT’S BEHIND PRODUCTIVITY
To get better productivity (in excess of 100 t/h),
especially on high-yield corn, bigger grain auger, grain
elevator, grain tank filling auger and lower grain tank
cross auger were used. In addition, the transmission
hydraulic drive has now 25% more power. The machine
will now run fast in the second gear with a full grain tank
even on the rolling ground.

The TORUM 770/785 features a new transmission
shifting concept.
Gears are changed remotely by means of a rodless
selector.

MANAGE STRAW EASILY
The guide vane motors allow you to easily control the
spread width from the cab. You can watch the spread
process in the rear-view power mirrors.
To reduce fuel and chopper knife replacement costs,
the combines are fitted with heavy-duty knives
(min. 30% longer life) versus standard.

WORK IN EXTREME CONDITIONS
For tough conditions, a 4WD version will come in
handy. An important advantage of the 4WD version
is adjustable rear wheel track spacing and height. For
the farms looking to reduce the ground pressure, or for
tough harvesting conditions, the basic configuration
allows fitting replaceable half-tracks instead of wheels.

SAVE TIME ON MAINTENANCE
Always clean coolers. The rotating vane makes the
coolers virtually maintenance-free. You will only need
to make sure the coolers are clean. An automatic
centralised lubrication system is available as option to
reduce the maintenance effort, since this system will
deliver the lubricant to 23 points every day at preset
intervals.
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NEW LUXURY CAB
TORUM 770/785 harvesters come with the new Luxury Cab. To begin
with, the new Luxury Cab differs from the proven Comfort Cab II in
size, being almost 2m wide. Therefore, the cab volume increased
nearly 1.5 times to 4 cub. m, with a glazing area of over 5 sq. m. New
climate control system, improved cab suspension and noise insulation
system, large air suspension operator seat, additional larger seat,
electrically adjusted and heated rear-view mirrors, and increased
beverage cooler capacity.
Adviser IV voice information system and Agrotronic agromanagement
platform in base.
For the operator’s comfort, the combine is equipped with bright LED
lights, this is a new spec standard for high-performance machines.
Optional systems are available to boost your productivity:
Tailing Return Assessment System This offers a convenient way to
monitor operation of the threshing and cleaning systems. The amount
of incoming material is displayed in Adviser IV as absolute and relative
values.
Adaptive Cruise Control The system automatically control the
machine ground speed depending on crop yield, engine load,
thresher and shoe losses, tailing return percentage, based on operator
settings, in any of two modes:
– constant pre-set speed;
– constant pre-set feeder house load, with ground speed being
adjusted automatically for consistent thresher loading in
varying field conditions
4D Fore/Aft Levelling System. The system reduces losses
by automatically adjusting the cleaning fan speed and
fishback clearance on the chaffer and extension to
compensate for longitudinal field slope.

FAST UNLOADING
The clean grain goes into the 12,000L
grain tank. This capacity increases the
performance by reducing the unloading
cycles. The unload rate is 120 L/sec,
the full grain tanker is discharged
within 2 minutes. The unloading auger
length was increased to 7.5m, the
unload height is 5.4m, the reach angle
being 105 degrees. This allows an easy
unloading of grain into any trucks and
trailers, even when a 14m header is used.
When harvesting rice, you can unload it
without leaving the bay. An unloading
and rear view video monitoring system
is available as option for a greater ease
of movements.
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Specifications
770

785

Headers

○

Power Stream1 grain header,7/9 m
Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

In-cab electrical adjustment of sieves

●

Self-contained rotor-type rethresher

●

Grain tank with unloader

●

Grain tank capacity [L]

1,180

●

Unload height [mm]

Float Stream 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

○

Vibrating agitators

Corn Stream 870/1270 corn header, 8/12 rows

○

Falcon 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower header,
8/12 rows

○

Sun Stream 1200/1050/920/780 sunflower
header, 12/10.5/9.2/7.8m

○

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation system

12,000

Minimum unload rate [L/s]

120
5,400

●

Attachments for cop residue
management

2-speed chopper/spreader,
integrated chaff spreader

●

In-cab spread angle adjustment
Cab
Luxury Cab3 specification
Adviser IV information system
4

●
●
○
○

Swa Pick 342/432 windrow pickup, 3.4/4.3m

○

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system

●

Yield and moisture mapping system

Multicoupler

Cart hitch

●

Unloading area and rear view video
monitoring system
Automatic Centralized Lubrication
System
Tailings return assessment system

○

Header trailer

●
○
○

Agrotronic agromanagement platform

●

Crop lifters

Automatic guidance system

Feeder house
chain-and-slat, with
accelerator and
adjustable angle of
attack

Type

Stone trap

●
●

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system

●

Multicoupler

●

Rugged design

○
○

Ground drive
Transmission

hydrostatic

Transmission

3 speeds

Road speed [km/h]

0 to 27

Drive wheel tyre type

900/60R32

Rear wheel tyre type

500/70R24

○

Removable tracks
Engine

Thresher
Thresher width [mm]

1,500

Advanced Rotor System (ARS)2
Rotor diameter [mm]

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

762

Total rotor length [mm]

Fuel tank capacity [L]

3,200

Rotor drive

●
●

Fuel meter system

hydromechanical

Rotor speed [rpm]

Cummins MTU/ Cummins
X12
OM460LA
X12
(Stage V) (Stage IIIa) (Stage 0)
383
372
383
(520)
(506)
(520)
850 (113)
850

Manufacturer/model

●
●

Stone trap

Air compressor

250 to 1,000

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

360

Overall dimensions and weight

Total threshing and separation area [sq. m]

5.40

Cleaning sieve area [sq. m]

5.20

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

Cleaning fan speed [rpm]

335 to 1,050

● standard

○ option

Weight (standard version, without
header and fuel) [kg]

Power Stream is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a
hydraulically operated reel and a header reverser controlled from the cab.
2
ARS is an axial rotor with rotary concave, continuously variable
transmission
3
Luxury Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with audio fittings,
improved noise insulation, an air conditioner, a heater, a beverage cooler, an
operator seat with an integrated control panel.
4
Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen
display with radio and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic
agromanagement platform connectivity
1
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10,986/3,897/3,975
17,257±516

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

HEADERS FOR GRAIN HARVESTERS

POWER STREAM
The header in various versions is
compatible with TORUM, RSM 161,
ACROS, VECTOR, NOVA, , widths: 4, 5,
6, 7, 9m.

FLOAT STREAM 900/700/600/500
All-crop close-cut header for spiked
cereals and grain legumes, including
soybeans, 9/7/6/5m widths, the
minimum cutting height is 30mm

DRAPER STREAM 900
Draper header, compatible with
TORUM, RSM 161, ACROS, VECTOR,
gauge wheels, 9m

АRGUS 1270/870/670/ 470
Corn header, compatible with
TORUM, RSM 161, ACROS, VECTOR,
NOVA, 12/8/6/5/4 rows, 70/75cm
row spacing, widths: 8.4/ 5.6 (6)/
4.2 (4.5)/3.5 (3.75)/2.8m

ARGUS R 1270/870/670
New generation of corn headers
for various corn varieties in any soil
conditions, 12/8/6 rows, widths:
8.4/5.6/4.2m.

CORN STREAM 1270/ 870/670
New generation of corn headers
for various corn varieties in any soil
conditions, 12/8/6 rows,
70 (75) cm row spacing, widths:
8.4/5.6 (6)/4.2 (4.5) m

FALCON 1270/870/670
Sunflower header, compatible with
TORUM, RSM 161, ACROS, VECTOR,
NIVA, 12/8/6 rows, 70 (75) cm row
spacing, widths: 8.4 (9)/ 5.6 (6)/
4.2 (4.5) m

SUN STREAM 1050/920/
780/650/560/490
Versatile sunflower rowless header
that gives you peace of mind
when it comes to row spacing,
row spacings: 75/70/45cm, widths:
10.5/9.2/7.8/6.5/5.6/4.9 m.

SUN STREAM
920U/780U/650U/490U
Versatile rowless sunflower
header with draw rolls, row
spacings: 75/70/45cm, widths:
9.2/7.8/6.5/4.9m
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SUN STREAM 780UI
Versatile rowless sunflower header
with draw rolls and chopper, row
spacings: 75/70/45cm, width: 7.8m

SWA PICK (R) 430/340
Pickup head, compatible with
TORUM, RSM 161, ACROS, VECTOR,
widths: 4.3/3.4m

CONVERSION KIT
for 6-, 8- and 12-row corn headers to
sunflower

RAPE ATTACHMENT
for Power Stream headers,
mechanical and hydraulic drive for
crop dividers, widths: 5, 6, 7, 9m

HEADER TRANSPORT CARTS

UNI CART 4000
Two-axle transport system for
ARGUS, FALCON, POWER STREAM,
4,000 kg capacity

UNI CART 3000
Single-axle transportation cart for
POWER STREAM, DF 700 and DF 900
mowers, 3,000 kg capacity
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KIT-8/10
Corn conversion kit for ACROS,
VECTOR

FORAGE HARVESTERS
DON 680M
TIME-TESTED
The machine is designed for the
medium to small livestock farms with
a herd of up to 500 head, or the large
livestock farms using the machines of
this class for offering the animals daily
feeds.

ENGINE SYSTEM
The DON 680М is equipped with a turbocharged 8-cylinder engine.
The compact V-type cylinder arrangement allowed to place the
engine crosswise. The transversal arrangement enables the most
efficient torque transfer to the machine’s harvesting units.
Power is taken directly off the engine, which significantly simplifies
the engine system design. The fuel consumption is 430 g per tonne
of silage. The fuel tank capacity is sufficient for 11 operation hours.

FEEDING SYSTEM
When safety sensors trip, material feeding into
the chopper instantly stops. A foreign object
can be removed by means of the reverser.

CORN KERNEL PROCESSOR
The DON 680M comes with a kernel
processor in base, without it there’s
no way of getting a high-quality
corn silage. The unit crushes
corn kernels to the size
required for the proper
process. Meeting these
requirements guarantees
that you get feed with a
high content of nutrients and
a higher calorific value.
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Control panel with easy-to-access buttons,
user-friendly symbols and contrasting
marking.

Refrigerator, air conditioner and audio
system.

CONVENIENT CAB
The machine comes with Comfort Cab which is fully compliant with current ergonomics standards. The cab is
equipped with an air conditioner, heater, and beverage cooler as standard. The main controls of the machine are
located on the control panel to the right of the operator. When in the seat, the operator can perfectly see all the
required areas.

Adjustable steering column
and driver’s seat may be easily
adjusted to anatomic features
of any operator.

Information panel with the
automatic process monitoring
system.
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Ergonomic control joystick with
hot keys.

BLOWER
The blower in the machine unloading system
makes it possible for the chopped material to
travel at a high speed, allowing the compaction
of silage in a vehicle, which guarantees that this
vehicle is loaded to the full.

INOCULANT DOSING SYSTEM
Keeping too much moisture out of ensiled material,
applying preservatives as early as possible, and distributing
them throughout the material are the key to high quality
silage. The advanced inoculant dosing system that can be
installed on this machine as an option allows solving all the
three problems effectively and simultaneously. With a 5L
reservoir, the system can run non-stop for 10 hours.
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Specifications
Engine

Unloading system

Manufacturer/model

YAMZ-238

Type

Blower rotor diameter [mm]
Rotor speed [rpm]

turbocharged V8

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

290 (213)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

540

180
○

Inoculant dosing system
Ground drive

Width [mm]

680

Number of rolls
Reverse

Transmission

hydrostatic

5

Road speed [km/h]

up to 20

hydraulic

Field speed [km/h]

up to 10

●

Metal detector

Clearance [mm]

Cutterhead

340

Cab

Diameter/width [mm]

750/650

Number of knives

24 (V pattern)

Speed [rpm]

838

Length of cut [mm]

Comfort Cab1 specification

●

Adviser2 information system

●

Overall dimensions (w/o header)

3.5 / 8 / 20

Machine weight without headers [kg]

Mechanical sharpening device

●

Headers

Kernel processor

●

Coarse crop header [m] (rows)

Type

removable, rotary

Rotor speed [rpm]

8,600 / 3,880 /
3,940

Length/width/height [mm]

switched from
the cab

Length of cut adjustment

○ option

1,678

Spout rotation angle [deg.]

Feeding system

● standard

510

3,848
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4.0 / 4.5 (6)

Grass header [m]

5.0

Windrow pickup [m]

3.0

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with improved noise
insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, radio
2
Adviser is an information system with LCD, situational framing and voice
alerts
1

9,400

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

RSM 1401

MIGHTY HEART OF THE HARVESTER
The turbocharged R6 364 kW Mercedes diesel engines ensure an
effective use of the harvester potential and optimise the forage
production costs in different operation conditions. The gearbox and the
mainclutch are installed at the engine drive shaft. The gearbox drives the
HST pumps and harvesting hydraulics. With the clutch, power to drive the
harvesting units (cylinder, blower, kernel processor) can be transmitted
directly from the crankshaft without any intermediate continuously
tensioned V-belt drives.

VERSATILE INOCULANT DOSING SYSTEM
Mounted on theRSM 1401, it is an effective solution for both tasks at
the same time. Concentrated inoculants can be applied at rates ranging
between 0.3 and 6L per hour. The volume of preservative is 10 L (two tanks
of 5 L each, protected against ultraviolet radiation). Diluted preservatives
can be applied at a rate ranging between 10 and 300 L per hour. The tank for
diluted preservatives has a volume of 390 L and an electronic level sensor
and sight glass.
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COMFORT CAB
The RSM 1401/1403 is equipped with a comfortable
spacious Comfort Cab providing all-round visibility,
ergonomic controls, an additional seat, a powerful climate
control system, a beverage cooler, and an audio system.
The cab is designed for a long and comfortable operation
during the entire shift.

ADVISER III
It is already hard to imagine how to operate a modern
agricultural machine without electronic assistance.
The RSM forage harvester is equipped with the Adviser
automated control system. The conveniently located
information panel does not distract the operator from
the operational process.

VIDEO MONITORING SYSTEM
The video monitoring system allows the operator to
always keep his eyes on the operating area.

For operator’s convenience, the Adviser III
automatically displays only those parameters that are
relevant to the current task. The voice announcement
of any emergency or its probability along with the
advice on what to do allows the operator to respond
effectively in any circumstances.
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CHOPPING SYSTEM
The machine is equipped with a chopping system comprising a
630mm diameter cutterhead rotating at speeds up to 1,200 rpm, which
minimizes the load on the feeding system and increases efficiency at
small lengths of cut. The chopping system is equipped with automatic
sharpening for cutterhead knives. The chopping system of the
RSM 1401/1403 leverages the advantages of the beveled cut technology.
The knives arranged in a chevron pattern chop the material tangentially
and push the chopped crop towards the centre preventing excessive
wear to the walls of the chopping system. The cutterhead knives are
mounted in V pattern, producing a continuous cut as the knives are in
constant engagement with the counter plate.

DIRECT CHOPPING DRIVE
Torque is transferred directly from the engine to the chopper with minimal
losses. This solution allows to channel maximum of engine power to the
foraging process and save fuel. A kernel processor (two rolls counter-rotating
at different speeds) can be installed in the harvest channel.

KERNEL PROCESSOR
Kernel processor with rolls The roll diameter is 190mm, roll speed Δ is
20%. The bearings are lubricated automatically by the centralised
lubrication system.

FEEDING SYSTEM
The RSM 1401/1403 is equipped with a reliable 4-roll feeding system
(with 4 feed speeds, with 4 lengths of cut). The distance between
the upper and lower front rolls is 24mm in the basic position, which
increases efficiency of the metal detector. Gear drive is used for the
four rolls and headers, reverse is hydromechanical. The stone and metal
detector starts automatically when the feeder is on and the cutting
rotor runs at the operating speed. Also, the Adviser display shows the
locations where metal is detected, so that it can be removed faster. There
is also a function for adjusting the stone and metal detector sensitivity.
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Specifications
Unloader

Engine
Manufacturer/model

MTU OM-460 LA

Engine type

Blower rotor diameter [mm]

R6

Maximum power (1,800 rpm) [h.p. (kW)]

510 (375)

Power rating (2,000 rpm) [h.p. (kW)]

495 (364)

Fuel tank capacity

Rotor speed [rpm]

1,080 (2 x 540)

Air compressor

●

AdBlue tank capacity (RSM 1403) [L]

95

Fuel metering

●

Hydraulic ground pressure adjustment

Spout extension

○

Inoculant tank capacity [L]

5X2

Water tank capacity [L]

390

●

630/700

Number of knives

Road speed [km/h]

up to 30

Field speed [km/h]

up to 15

○

Cab

1,200

Automatic sharpening

●

Automatic shear bar adjustment

●

Length of cut [mm]

●

Kernel processor

○

Type

●

Adviser III2 information system

●

Length/width/height [mm]

switched on the
gearbox

Automatic centralised lubrication
system

Comfort Cab1 specification

Overall dimensions (w/o header)

4 / 7 / 10 / 17

Length of cut adjustment

6,170 / 3,250 / 3,800

Machine weight w/o header [kg]

9,900

Headers
Coarse crop header [m]

serrated rolls

Roll diameter [mm]

190

Grass header [m]

Rotation speed Δ [%]

20

Windrow pickup [m]

○ option

367

AWD

24 (V pattern)

Speed [rpm]

○

hydrostatic

Clearance [mm]

Diameter/length [mm]

standard

●

Transmission

●

Cutterhead

●

226

Ground drive

mechanical

Metal and stone detector with autostart

●

Truck filling and rear view video
monitoring system

4

Reverse

Tilt adjustable spout

Inoculant dosing system

680

Number of rolls

2,160

Spout rotation angle [deg.]

Feeding system
Width [mm]

510

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with
improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage
cooler, radio
2
Adviser III is an information system with LCD, situational
framing and voice alerts
1
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4.5 (6 rows)/
6.0 (8 rows)
5.0 / 6.0
3.0

Rostselmash reserves the right to
improve individual characteristics of
its products without a prior notice to
the market

RSM F 1300
NEXT LEVEL IN FORAGE HARVESTING

ENGINE SYSTEM
Tried and true 330 h.p. V8 turbocharged YAMZ 238DE diesel engine/
430 h.p. Cummins L9
• Wide use of these engines and their modifications guarantees simple
and affordable maintenance;
• Transverse engine arrangement for best weight distribution.

VERSATILE INOCULANT DOSING SYSTEM
It can apply 0.3 to 8L per hour of concentrated inoculants or 10 to
420L per hour of diluted inoculants.
• 390L inoculant tank
• 2 points of application are available – on the feedrolls to clean
the chutes with water, and in the blower for better mixing of the
inoculant.
• Concentrated inoculants can be applied at 0.8 to 6 litres per
hour as option. 20L tank for concentrated inoculants (2x10).
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ERGONOMIC COMFORT CAB
The ergonomic workplace provides the operator with a high
level of comfort. The adjustable seat and steering column
ensure the best posture. Controls are located in the direct
access area to the right of the seat on the armrest and joystick.
• The Adviser II information system provides the required
information on the combine’s performance, allowing to
monitor process stability and optimum operation of the main
components
• Air conditioning, beverage cooler, and audio system ready
in base
• Panoramic windows for excellent visibility.
VIDEO MONITORING SYSTEM
The image from the camera on the spout (or
from camera on the rear hood when reversing)
is shown on the display.
• Reduces losses of the chopped material due
to more convenient control of crop flow;
• Reduces operator fatigue, allowing
simultaneous control over the combine
movement and crop unloading.
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CHOPPING SYSTEM
The new chopping system featuring 32 knives arranged in a four-row
chevron pattern was developed specially for F series machines.
• It can operate with a half-set of knives for increased length of cut
• Heavy-duty journals and bearings for reliable operation of the
cutterhead
• Cutterhead bed clearance is adjusted in unison with the shear bar
clearance
• The new sharpening device doubles the knives sharpening speed
• Special knives for grass and corn are optionally available.

DRIVELINE
The cutterhead and blower are driven directly from
the engine shaft via the main drive clutch.
• Maximum energy efficiency of the drive due to direct
transmission of power from the motor shaft
• The feed roll gearbox is belt-driven from the cutterhead shaft. This simple
solution allows to synchronize the feed rolls and cutterhead speeds and
maintain constant length of cut at any loads.

SLIDER-TYPE KERNEL PROCESSOR
The kernel processor is engaged by the hydraulic drive. The new slider design
of the kernel processor does not require it to be removed when switching to
grass.
• Heavy-duty bearings for enhanced reliability of the unit
• Changing the grass chute to the kernel processor takes only few minutes in
a semi-automatic mode

FEEDING SYSTEM
Ruggedized design of the feed rolls guarantees reliable operation at any yield.
The feed rolls are driven by a gearbox designed by Rostselmash.
• The lateral tilt frame on the feedroll housing allows to copy the ground with
any header attached
• One of four lengths of cut can be selected: 6 / 10 / 15 / 26 mm with a complete
set of knives or 12 / 20 / 30 / 52 mm with a half-set of knives;
• Wear plates installed on the feed rolls allow to change the feeding rate of
material
• For easy cutterhead maintenance, swing away or V-opening of feedroll
housing is available.
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Specifications
Engine

●

Rotation speed Δ [%]

Manufacturer/model
Engine type

Cummins Cummins
St IIIa
St V

YAMZ
238DE2

QSL-8.9

330 (243) 360 (265) 430 (321)

Cylinders

8,
V arrangement

L6

L6

14.86

8.9

8.9

Displacement [L]
Fuel tank capacity [L]

-

Blower rotor diameter [mm]

-

540

Rotor speed [rpm]

2,400

Spout rotation angle [deg.]

210

●

Anti-collision device

○

Spout extension sections

95

Spout section [mm]

●

Air compressor

30 or 40

Unloader

750

AdBlue tank capacity with St V [L]

○

Rotation speed Δ [%]

L9

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

20

720

Inoculant dosing systems

Feeding system
Width [mm]

680

Number of rolls

4

Feed roll drive

mechanical

Reverse

hydraulic

Length of cut adjustment

stepped

Length of cut range, w/32 knives [mm]

6 / 11 / 15 / 26

Metal and stone detector with autostart

●

Feed roll frame opening

quick mounting and fixing
device

Header drive

mechanical

Cutterhead

Truck filling and rear view video monitoring
system

○

Automatic centralised lubrication system

○

Remote monitoring

○

Transmission

hydrostatic

Gearbox control method

mechanical

Park brake control method

mechanical

Road speed [km/h]

Diameter/width [mm]

630/703

Number of knives (standard)

48

Speed [rpm]

●

390

Ground drive

●

Header attachment system

20 (2 х 10)

Tank for diluted inoculant [L]

swing away

Longitudinal/transverse ground contour
following system

○

Tank for concentrated inoculant [L]

1,200

25

Front tyres, standard

605/65R26

Front tyres, option

750/65R26

Rear tyres, standard

18,4 - 24
version

Semi-automatic knife sharpening system
controlled from the cab

●

Rear axle drive

Automatic shear bar adjustment
controlled from the cab

○

Drawbar hitch with autolock

Automatic cutterhead bed clearance
adjustment

●

Set of corn knives

○

Cab
Comfort Cab1 specification

●

○

Air-conditioning, heater

Cutterhead recutter floor

○

●

○

Sun blind

Grater-type cutterhead floor

●

Kernel processor

○

Beverage cooler

●

Adviser II2 information system

●

Type

removable, roll

Tooth profile

●
sawtooth

Tooth profile

○
X-serrated for Shredlage
technology
with X serrations and sawtooth
with 5 °-inclined sawtooth

Roll diameter [mm]

●

standard

○ option

Dimensions (w/o header)
Length/width/height [mm]

6,860 / 3,227 / 3,866

Headers
Corn header [m] (rows)
Grass header [m]
Pickup [m]

190

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with
improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage
cooler and audio system ready.
2
Adviser II is an information system with LCD and voice alerts
1
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4.5 (6)
5
3/4

Rostselmash reserves the right to
improve individual characteristics of
its products without a prior notice to
the market

RSM F 2450/2550/2650
THE PINNACLE OF FORAGING TECHNOLOGY

ENGINE SYSTEM
New range of turbocharged diesel engines Mercedes MTU R6 OM 471LA
and OM 473LA ensures efficient use of combines’ potential.
• Transverse engine arrangement for best weight distribution
• 1,500L fuel tank for non-stop work throughout the day.

VERSATILE INOCULANT DOSING SYSTEM
It can apply 0.8 to 6L per hour of concentrated inoculants or 10
to 420L per hour of diluted inoculants.
• 30L tank for concentrated inoculants. 390L tank for diluted
inoculants
• 2 points of application are available – on the feedrolls to clean
the chutes with water, and in the blower for better mixing of the
inoculant.
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ERGONOMIC COMFORT CAB II
F Series combines are equipped with
suspended Comfort Cab II with panoramic
windows and enhanced noise insulation.
Once you are in, you’ll know how
comfortable a workplace can be.
• Adviser III voice information system
is continuously watching over the
combine systems, allowing you to
monitor the process stability and
prevent breakdowns
• The operator’s seat has 5 adjustments
• The cab is equipped with the climate
control system and the beverage cooler;
• A new HST control joystick on the
armrest makes controlling the key
functions easy and convenient.

VIDEO MONITORING SYSTEM
The image from the camera on the spout
(or from camera on the rear hood when
reversing) is shown on the display.
• Reduces losses of the chopped material
due to more convenient control of crop
flow
• Reduces operator fatigue, allowing
simultaneous control over the combine
movement and crop unloading.
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CHOPPING SYSTEM
The new chopping system featuring 40 knives arranged in a four-row
chevron pattern was developed specially for F series machines.
• The cutterhead diameter is 630mm; rotation speed is 1,200 rpm
• It can operate with a half-set of knives for increased length of cut
• Heavy-duty journals and bearings for reliable operation of the
cutterhead
• Cutterhead bed clearance is adjusted automatically
• The new sharpening device doubles the knives sharpening speed
• Special knives for grass and corn are optionally available.

DRIVELINE
The gearbox and the mainclutch are installed at the engine drive shaft.
The gearbox drives transmission pump, high and low pressure hydraulic
systems pumps and header drive pump. The clutch provides
direct power take-off for the cutterhead and blower
from the engine crankshaft.
• Maximum energy efficiency of the drive due to
direct transmission of power from the motor
shaft
• The individual hydraulic header drive allows
adjusting the speed of adapter on the go
directly from the operator station to
adapt to varying field conditions.
• The drive axle and
electrohydraulically operated
transmission allows the maximum
transport speed of 40km/h.

SLIDER-TYPE KERNEL PROCESSOR
The kernel processor is engaged by the hydraulic drive.
The new slider design of the kernel processor does not
require it to be removed when switching to grass.
• Heavy-duty bearings for enhanced reliability of the unit
• Roll gap can be adjusted from the cab.

FEEDING SYSTEM
Hydraulically driven feedrolls provide uniform material feeding and
stepless adjustment of the length of cut from the cab.
• The lateral tilt frame on the feedroll housing allows to copy the ground
with any header attached
• Length of cut can be set between 5mm and 24mm with all knives
mounted or between 10mm and 48 mm with half of the knives
• The hydraulic roll damper prevents damage to the feeding system by
absorbing impact loads when handling uneven windrows
• For easy cutterhead maintenance, swing away or V-opening of feedroll
housing is available.
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Specifications
F 2450

F 2550

Blower rotor to wall clearance adjustment from the
cab

F 2650

Engine
Manufacturer/model
Engine type

MTU
R6

Displacement [L]

R6

○

Spout section [mm]

OM 471LA OM 473LA OM 473LA

Cylinders

○
○

Spout extension sections
RSM FillControl
Automatic Spout Control System

R6

○

○

12.80

15.60

15.60

Versatile Inoculant Dosing System

●

Power St IIIa [h.p. (kW)]

448 (330)

503 (370)

611 (450)

Tank for concentrated inoculant [L]

30

Rated power St V [h.p. (kW)]

445 (335)

537 (395)

611 (450)

Tank for diluted inoculant [L]

390

AdBlue tank capacity with St V [L]

95

Fuel tank capacity [L]

1,500
●

Air compressor

4

Feed roll drive

hydraulic

Reverse

hydraulic

Length of cut adjustment

5÷24

Metal and stone detector with autostart

●

Feed roll frame opening
Longitudinal/transverse ground contour
following system
Header attachment system

Swing away/V-opening

quick mounting and fixing device

electrohydraulic

Park brake control method

electrohydraulic
40

Front tyres, St IIIa

2WD 800/65R32

Front tyres, St V

2WD 650/75R32

Drive wheel tyre type

4WD 900/60R32
2WD 21,3R24

Rear tyres, St V

2WD 500/70R24

Rear wheel tyre type

4WD 500/85R24
●

Rear axle drive, 4WD

○

version
●

Drawbar hitch with autolock

Cutterhead

Cab

Diameter/width [mm]

630/703

Number of knives (standard)

40

Number of knives (option)

32/48/64

Speed [rpm]
Automatic knife sharpening system controlled
from the cab
Automatic shear bar adjustment controlled
from the cab
Automatic cutterhead bed clearance
adjustment
Set of corn knives

1,200
●
●

●
removable, roll
sawtooth
X-serrated for Shredlage
technology
with X serrations and sawtooth
with 5°-inclined tooth
with 5°-inclined sawtooth
190

Tooth profile, optional

Roll diameter [mm]
Rotation speed Δ [%]

20

Rotation speed Δ, 30% or 40%

○

Roll gap adjustment controlled from the cab
Easy quick
System for quick kernel processor mounting in
the harvest channel
Unloader

●
●

●

Beverage cooler

●

Loud air-operated horn

○

Adviser III2 information system

●

○

○

●

RSM AutoSharp
Cutterhead knives sharpening reminding based on
tons chopped

○

○

●

RSM IQ-Dozer
Inoculant dosing based on moisture level and crop
chopped.

○

○

●

RSM Yield Mapping
Yield mapping

○

○

●

RSM SynSpeed
Automatic forward speed and engine RPM
adjustment to match engine load and combine
output

●

RSM OptiSyn
Automatic header speed adjustment to match LOC
and combine’s forward speed

●

Dimensions (w/o header)

540

Rotor speed [rpm]

Corn header [m] (rows)

210
●

Anti-collision device

6,825/3,375 (3,450)/3,905

Headers

2,400

Spout rotation angle [deg.]

●

RSM VariCut
LOC to moisture adjustment system

Length/width/height [mm]

Blower rotor diameter [mm]

○ option

●

Sun blind

Agrotronic
Remote monitoring

○

Tooth profile

●

Power rear view mirrors

○

Grater-type cutterhead floor
Type

●

Climate control

Cab

○

Kernel processor

Comfort Cab II1 specification

●

Cutterhead recutter floor

● standard

hydrostatic

Gearbox control method

Drive axle differential lock

hydraulic

Automatic header drive clutch

●

Rear tyres, St IIIa

●

Header drive

Automatic centralised lubrication system

Road speed [km/h]

stepless, from the cab

Length of cut range, w/40 knives [mm]

○

Transmission

680

Number of rolls

Truck filling and rear view video monitoring
system

●

Ground drive

Feeding system
Width [mm]

●

720
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6.0 (8)
5/6

Pickup [m]

3/4

Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with improved
noise insulation, climate control, beverage cooler, and audio system
ready.
2
Adviser III is an information system with colour touchscreen display and
voice alerts
1

4.5 (6)

Grass header [m]

7.5 (10)

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

HEADERS FOR FORAGE HARVESTERS

GRASS HEADER 500D
Grass header, compatible with DON 680M Width: 4.95m

FOR UP 300D
Pickup for picking up grass windrows, compatible with
DON 680M. Width: 3m

MAIZE HEADER 400D
Rowless header for coarse crops, compatible with
DON 680М. Width: 4m

GRASS HEADER 500D/500R
Grass header, compatible with RSM 1401 (Grass
Header 500R), F 1300 (Grass Header 500D). Width: 4.95m

GRASS HEADER 500/600
Rotary header for cutting green drilled and native grass
used as cattle forage, compatible with RSM 1401, F 1300,
F 2450, F 2550 and F 2650. Width: 5.0/6.0m

FOR UP 300R/300/400
Pickup with ground following system, designed
to gather grass windrows, compatible with RSM
1401 (For Up 300R), F 1300, F 2450, F 2550, F 2650
(For Up 300/400). Width: 3.0/2.6/4.0m
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KEMPER P3002/P4002
Pickup platform designed to gather grass windrows,
compatible with F 1300, F 2450, F 2550, F 2650.
Width: 2.6/3.6m

KEMPER 445/460 PLUS/475 PLUS
Rowless header for coarse crops, compatible with
DON 680М (445), RSM 1401, F 1300 (445/460 Plus),
F 2450, F 2550, F 2650 (445/460 Plus/475 Plus).
Width: 4.55/6.0/7.5m

MAIZE HEADER 450/600/750
Rotary rowless header for coarse crops, compatible with
RSM 1401 (MH 450R), F 1300 (MH 450), F 2450, F 2550,
F 2650 (MH 450/MH 600/mH 750). Width: 4.5/6.0/7.5m

АRGUS 870
Corn ear header. It allows cutting corn ears for their
further chopping and crushing, and producing highly
nutritious forage or feed additives. Compatible with
F 2450, F 2550, F 2650. Width: 5.6m

HEADER TRANSPORT CARTS

UNI CART 2500
Two-axle transport system for Grass Header 500D, For Up
headers, 2,500 kg capacity
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VERSATILE SELF-PROPELLED MOWER
KSU1
ULTIMATE SOLUTION

SPECIAL STANDARD
EQUIPMENT
A pneumatic system is
added to the basic package
of machines to enhance
their self-containment. It
consists of a 100L receiver
and a compressor which
automatically maintains pressure at 4 to 8 bars, convenient pneumatic
tools and a quick coupling for ease of mower maintenance. With the engine
stopped the system holds enough air to operate for 5 minutes, you will have a
good reserve to do all scheduled maintenance.
HEAVY-DUTY HITCH
The versatile hitch system allows attaching any
header with no need for additional or removable
parts. Ground following is done in the longitudinal
and transverse directions with all of the headers
available - the hallmark of the patented ground
contour following system. The machines are
equipped with a heavy-duty hitch allowing the
windrower draper cutter to be to operated with optional flotation wheels.

POWERFUL AND ECONOMICAL
ENGINE
The combine is equipped with the
state-of-the-art YAMZ 534 diesel
with turbine – a 4.43-litre 180 h.p.
inline-4 (132 kW @2,100 rpm).
It offers a torque backup up to
20%. The engine electronics fully
monitors its operation and feeds
exactly the amount of fuel needed
to match a given load. This ensures
the minimal fuel consumption.

COMFORT CAB WITH ADVISER II
The versatile self-propelled mower is equipped with the Comfort Cab.
The air conditioning and heating system comes in base. You will enjoy
the comfort that will really allow you to work efficiently, with less strain
and fatigue all throughout the shift. The Adviser voice information
system continuously monitors the operation of the mower components,
making it possible to monitor the process stability and prevent damage
to components.
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Specifications
Engine

Max road speed [km/h]

24

18

Manufacturer/model

YaMZ

Max field speed [km/h]

Displacement [L]

4.43

Cab

Engine type

L4

Rated crankshaft speed [rpm]

2,100

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

180 (132)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

340

Air compressor

●

Fuel metering

●

●

Adviser2 information system

●

Overall dimensions

Ground drive

Type

Comfort Cab1 specification

Length [mm]

5,360

Width [mm]

3,376

Height [mm]

3,637

Machine weight [kg]

4,669

wheeled
Headers and compatibility

Ground drive

hydrostatic

Front axle: drive axle,

split-type with
crossbar integral
with machine frame,
with single-range
hydraulic motors

Rear axle: steering axle

portal-type, with two
hydraulic cylinders
and steering linkage

Turning radius as measured on the trail of
the outer steering wheel [m]

1,000

Windrow opening width [mm]

1,800

standard

○ option

○

9.0m windrower draper mower (header)
with multicoupler and twin knife drive

○

7.0m windrower draper mower (header)
with multicoupler

○

Mower-conditioner, 5m

○

Front-mount rotary mower (header),3.5m

○

Mounted mower-chopper (header), 2.7m

○

5.6

Road clearance [mm]

●

9.0m windrower draper mower (header)
with multicoupler

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with
improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage
cooler, radio
2
Adviser is an information system with LCD, situational framing
and voice alerts
1
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Rostselmash reserves the right to
improve individual characteristics of
its products without a prior notice to
the market

HEADERS FOR KSU 1

7/9M DRAPER FLOW 700/900 WINDROWER DRAPER
MOWER (HEADER)
The windrower draper mower is designed to cut spiked
cereals, cereal crops and grass, and swathe the cut
material to the right or left or in the middle, or swather
into a single windrow from two passes. All harvesting
units and the tilt angle setting are hydraulically-operated
and controlled from the operator’s station.

5M GRASS MOWER 500
The mower conditioner with a segmented finger cutting
unit is designed for cutting, with or without crushing,
and windrowing of drilled and native grass. The mower
is equipped with a versatile cutterbar with an increased
knife travel speed and the segments bolted for an easy
service. The conditioner rollers are rubberized, with
chevron ribs.
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UNI CART 3000 FOR DF MOWERS
The cart is intended to transport Draper Flow 700/900 mowers. To attach
the cart to the hitch, there is a special cart tongue extension and the
viewing mirror mounted on the bracket of the cooler package cover.

RUBBER ROLLERS FOR GRASS
MOWER 500
With the new conditioner unit
equipped with rubber-covered
rollers and herringbone ribs,
the conditioning efficiency has
increased by 34%.

FLOTATION WHEELS FOR
DRAPER FLOW 900 (OPTION)
The wheels are designed to
increase the operation speed in
fields with low vegetation yield.

SET OF PLASTIC PADS FOR
SHOES (OPTION)
Damp soil accessory for all-crop
headers and DRAPER FLOW.

PLASTIC REEL TINES (OPTION)
Reel bars with plastic tines for
DRAPER FLOW 700/900 headers
in 7/9m widths.
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KSU 2
MAXIMIZED FUNCTIONALITY

SPECIAL STANDARD EQUIPMENT
A pneumatic system is added to the basic
package of machines to enhance their selfcontainment. It consists of a 100L receiver and
a compressor which automatically maintains
pressure at 4 to 8 bars, convenient pneumatic
tools and a quick coupling for ease of mower
maintenance. With the engine stopped the
system holds enough air to operate for 5
minutes, you will have a good reserve to do
all scheduled maintenance.
POWERFUL AND ECONOMICAL
ENGINE
The self-propelled mower is
equipped with a CUMMINS diesel.
The engine electronics fully
monitors its operation and feeds
exactly the amount of fuel needed
to match a given load. This ensures
the minimal fuel consumption.

EASIER HITCHING
With this versatile 3-point hitch, attaching
headers to the self-propelled chassis has
become even easy and fast like never
before. But as before, the header forward
tilt angle can still be adjusted from the
operator's station.

COMFORT CAB WITH ADVISER IV
The versatile self-propelled mower is equipped with the Comfort Cab.
The air conditioning and heating system comes in base. You will enjoy
the comfort that will really allow you to work efficiently, with less strain
and fatigue all throughout the shift. The Adviser IV voice information
system continuously monitors the operation of the mower components,
making it possible to monitor the process stability and prevent damage
to components, and the convenient multi-function joystick adds to the
ease of operation.
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Specifications
Engine

Manufacturer/model

CUMMINS
QSB6.7-260

CUMMINS CUMMINS CUMMINS
B6.7RSM-B4.5RSMS5-280
S5-188 QSB4.5- 160

Windrow opening width
[mm]

1,725 to 2,381

Max road speed [km/h]

50

30

Emission standards

St IIIa

St V

St V

St IIIa

Max field speed [km/h]

Rated crankshaft speed
[rpm]

2,260

2,260

2,180

2,180

Cab

Rated power, h.p. (kW)

264 (194)

284 (209)

190 (140)

162 (119)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

264 (194)

Comfort Cab 1 specification

●

Adviser IV2 information
system

●

Agrotronic
agromanagement platform

●

Air compressor

540

Fuel metering

●

Overall dimensions

Fuel metering

●

Length [mm]

5,700

Width [mm]

3,350 /4,200

Height [mm]

3,950

hydrostatic

Chassis unladen weight [kg]

8,700

telescopic, clear width from
2,700±50 to 3,356±50,
23,1-26 tyres

Headers and compatibility

Ground drive

Type

wheeled

Ground drive

Front axle: drive axle,

Rear axle: steering axle

telescopic, clear width from
2,820±50 to 3,820±50,
13,6-20 tyres

Turning radius as
measured on the trail
of the outer steering
wheel [m]

6

Road clearance [mm]

1,200

●

standard

○ option

10.5m windrower draper
mower with multicoupler
and twin knife drive

○

12.5m windrower draper
mower with multicoupler
and twin knife drive

○

14m windrower draper
mower with multicoupler
and twin knife drive

○

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with
improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage
cooler, radio
2
Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color
touchscreen display with radio and USB stick compatible, and
with Agrotronic agromanagement platform connectivity
1

Rostselmash reserves the right to
improve individual characteristics of
its products without a prior notice to
the market
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HEADERS FOR KSU 2

Specifications

Cutting width [m]
Windrow opening width and
height [mm] (height from header
bottom bolster is specified)

HEADERS FOR KSU 2
10.74/12.42/13.94M DRAPER
FLOW 1050/1250/1400
WINDROWER DRAPER MOWER
(HEADER)
The windrower draper mower is
designed to cut spiked cereals,
cereal crops and grass, and swathe
the cut material to the right or left
or in the middle, or swather into a
single windrow from two passes. All
harvesting units and the tilt angle
setting are hydraulically-operated
and controlled from the operator’s
station. The new gen units received
a newly designed separated reel,
broader reel speed range, higher
knife speed and built-in flotation
wheels.

DF1050

DF1250

DF1400

10.74

12.42

13.94

1,817х690

1,817х690

1,817х690

Shoe cutting height settings [mm]

60, 100, 140, 180

Working speed, up to [km/h]

20

Header tilt adjustment range

hydraulically from 0 to 14 degrees

Reel speed range [rpm]

0 to 90

Transport

on integrated transport wheels

Longitudinal contour following
range [deg.]

-8 to +8

Lateral contour following range
[deg.]

-9 to +9

Dimensions in transport position
(w/tongue installed), LхWхH [mm]
Operating weight [kg]
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15,041х
2,635х2,399

16,722х
2,635х2,399

18,241х
2,635х2,399

2,985

3,475

3,825

TILLAGE EQUIPMENT
RSM DV-1000, 1500
OFFSET DISC HARROW

Specifications
Parameters
Working width [m]

DV-1000/600

DV-1500/430

6.0

4.3

200x100

260x130

Design
Frame dimensions [mm]
Disc spacing [mm]

The Stone-Flex
brackets act as shock
absorbers when the
machine drives over
stones and obstacles.

Strong double-thrust
bearings on the
disc gang Т2-215 are
included in the standard
configuration.

Disc size [mm]
Number of discs
Number of bearings on disc gangs
Disc gang shaft
Disc gang torque
Gang tilt angles
Operating depth [cm]
Tillage speed [km/h]
Tractor power rating [h.p.]
Attachment method

305

356

710x9

813x12

41

25

12

10

Ø 48mm

Ø 48mm

4,340 Nm

4,340 Nm

adjustable 19°, adjustable 21°,
20.5°, 21°, 22.5°, 24° rear, 22°, 25°
23.5°, 25.5°
front
7...20

12.5...25

6...15

6...15

305...375

350...420

towed

towed

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Configuration

Heavy-duty disc
blades have a high
abrasion resistance.

Possible individual
adjustment of the disc
gang tilt angles: from 19°
to 25.5°.

Stone-Flex brackets
T2-215 bearing
Disc scrapers
Closing discs
Steel spacers

Secure torquing to
4,340 Nm ensures a long
service life of the gang
components.

Gang mount wrench
Tongue jack
Safety lights kit
Tongue safety chain
Self-locking half-spacers

● standard

○ option
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RSM DX-850
TANDEM DISC HARROW

The Stone-Flex brackets
act as shock absorbers
when the machine drives
over stones and obstacles.

Strong double-thrust
bearings on the disc gang
Т2-215 are included in the
standard configuration.

Heavy-duty disc blades
660 х 8 mm have a high
abrasion resistance.

Convenient adjustment
of the tillage depth by the
cylinder rod segments.

Secure torquing to
4,340 Nm ensures a long
service life of the gang
components.
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Specifications
Parameters

DX-850/880

DX-850/970

DX-850/1080

Working width [m]

8.8

9.7

10.8

Transport width [m]

5.0

5.4

6.0

Transport height [m]

4.0

4.5

5.0

Design
Frame dimensions [mm]
Harrow weight [kg]

150х100
8,300

Disc spacing [mm]

Number of bearings on disc gangs

10,100

267

Disc size [mm]
Number of disc blades
including notched/plain

9,300
660 x 8

66
32/34
24

74
36/38

82
40/42

24

26

Disc gang shaft

0 48mm

Disc gang torque

4,340 Nm

Gang angles

fixed 20° front, 17° rear

Operating depth [cm]

7...18

Tillage speed [km/h]
Tractor power rating [h.p.]

8...11
330...375

Attachment method

350...420

375...435

towed

Configuration

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Floating tongue
Stone-Flex brackets
T2-215 bearing
Disc scrapers
Closing discs
Steel spacers
Gang mount wrench
Tongue jack
Shutoff hydraulic valves
Safety lights kit
Tongue safety chain

●

standard

○ option
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HD SERIES MULCH HARROW
TANDEM OF POWER AND SPEED

The HD mulch harrow is designed for the surface and
secondary tillage, the chopping of crop and plant
residues, the placement of fertilisers.
The mulch harrow is used in farming for tilling the soil
without stones to a depth of up to 12.5 cm. The НD
mulch harrow performs well when the following
operating conditions are met:

- maximum field slope is 8.5°
- maximum soil moisture content is 28%
- soil hardness is max. 3.5 MPa at depths between 0 and
12.5cm
- required pressure in the tractor hydraulic system is
up to 20 MPa (200 atm).
The mulch harrow is designed to be coupled with
wheeled and tracked tractors.

FOR A LARGE AMOUNT OF CROP MATERIAL
The HD notched disc blades are efficient in chopping
the crop residues and incorporating them in the topsoil.
When tilling, HD disc blades enter the soil to a depth of
up to 12.5 cm.

INDIVIDUAL DISC SUSPENSION
Each disc is individually attached to the frame by elastic
rubber dampers. The disc follows the ground contours
better than the one on the machines with rigidly
attached discs. The individual disc suspension provides
the best throughput of soil and plant residues.

FIRMING ROLLER
The rubberized roller with atmospheric pressure tyres
and scrapers firms the soil, breaks the crust, creates a
loose soil layer.

SAFETY SYSTEM
Flexible rubber dampers on each disc function as disc
safeguards. The rubber dampers need no servicing and
absorb vibrations preventing the framework and its
joints from being overstressed.
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TOOTHED DISCS
The toothed discs 560 mm in diameter and 6 mm thick
are the key to excellent performance. When a minimum
operating depth is 6 cm, the optimal shape and
orientation angles allow undercutting the plant roots
continuously.

DISC OFFSET ADJUSTMENT
The simple design minimises the human efforts required
to set up the machine. The transverse offset of the rear
row of tools is adjusted at the time of assembly of the
harrow, adjusted accurately during the startup. No
further adjustment is required.

SURFACE TILLAGE
Two rows of toothed discs undercut the plant roots
and cover the crop residues thoroughly with surface
soil. The disc row spacing of 100 cm and the individual
suspension of tools provide the plugging-free operation
of the harrow.

OPTIMAL PROTECTION OF BEARINGS
The bearing assemblies use maintenance-free bearings.
This allows to disregard a regular lubrication and reduce
the maintenance costs considerably.

Specifications
Model

HD-800/600

HD-800/800

Working width [m]

6

8

Max. performance per 1 hour of basic time at 10 km/h [ha]

6

8

Operating depth [cm]

6.0 to 12.5

Weight per 1 metre of width [kg]

800

Disc diameter х thickness [mm]

560x6

Disc spacing in a row [mm]

250±10

Number of tools

49

Number of tool ranks

65
2

Soil crumbling percentage, clod size
up to 50 mm, minimum
larger than 100mm
Working forward speed [km/h]
Tractor power requirement [h.p.]

80

80

not acceptable

not acceptable

15

15

240 to 305

305 to 350
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VIKING
DISC HARROW FOR VERTICAL TILLAGE

The VIKING disc harrow belongs to the heavy weight
class and till the soil to a depth of up to 13 cm. The
harrows of this type are especially efficient in tilling the
hybrid corn crop residues that shall be chopped and
covered with soil.
They can be used for cultivating vacant, fallow lands,
preparing the field for fallowing or seeding, placing
fertilisers, as well as mulching the topsoil. The harrows
are designed to be attached to wheeled tractors and
have a large working width - 8.7m.
The specific features of the VIKING include special
SoilRazor VT discs, adjustable gang angles, and a
rolling basket for finishing operation. The advantage
of the VIKING harrow is the vertical tillage that allows
a better incorporation of stubble in soil, improving
the breakdown process. A high performance can be
achieved due to high working speeds up to 16 km/h.

Dependability and flexibility
The robust harrow frame is made from a high-quality
shaped pipe and is the best heavy-duty one in its class.
By changing the tilt angles of the front and rear gangs
(0°, 4°, 8°, 12°, 16°), one can perform a flexible adjustment.
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Self-sharpening blades
The VIKING harrow comes with SoilRazor™ VT sawtooth
blades. The ultra heavy-duty self-sharpening blades
remain sharp due to the unique grooved pattern, even
after extended use. The sawtooth spikes with valleys cut
even the heaviest residue.

Stone-Flex disc gang safety mounts
The C-shaped Stone-Flex disc gang mounting brackets
compensate vibration and impact loads from the disc
gangs when the harrow is used in severe operation
conditions, which makes the coupling of the frame
structure and the harrow undercarriage more reliable.

Heavy-duty bearings
The self-orienting bearings installed in the T2-215 disc
gangs for tough conditions can support a radial load of
up to 10.5 tonnes per bearing at 33 rpm.

Thorough field finish
The rolling basket for active and passive tillage provides a
better finish and an optimal soil shattering.

Specifications
Parameters

V-510/870

Working width [m]

V-560/870
8.7

Operating depth [cm]

3 to 13

Weight per 1 metre of width (pull category) [kg]

1,200

SoilRazor VT disc diameter х thickness [mm]

508x6.5

Disc spacing [mm]

560x6.5
203/230

Max. transport dimensions [mm]:

Ground contour following and floating
hitch
The floating hitch ensures a smooth and
even field tillage and protects the bearings
and discs against extreme loads when the
machine hits a stone.

width

5.36

height

4.46

Tractor engine power requirement [h.p.] (min÷max)
Adjustable disc gang tilt angles [deg.]
Working forward speed [km/h]

5.26
4.31
435-570

0°, 4°, 8°, 12°, 16°
10 to 16
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CULTIVATORS
R-820, R-1020, R-1220, R-1480, R-1830
CONTINUOUS TILLAGE CULTIVATORS

The Rostselmash continuous tillage cultivators from
R lineup (R-820, R-1020, R-1220, R-1480, R-1830)
are designed for the surface and secondary tillage
and the cultivation of fallow lands to a depth of
6 to 15 cm.
These machines cultivate soil for spring, vegetable
and arable crops. They are required for tilling fallow
fields, stubble fields, as well as for the pre-seeding
loosening of the topsoil. They will prove useful
at every farm because they are adapted to work
in various soil and climate conditions and have
unmatched specifications.

The front self-orienting wheels help undercut weeds to the specified depth and contribute to a better preparation of
an even seedbed.

The dual balance wheels allow the cultivator to travel smoothly, especially across the furrow. Ground following of up
to 10° is possible due to the articulation of the fenders, the longer cultivator wheelbase provide a more consistent
engagement of the sweeps.
The floating hitch is included in the standard equipment
package. Unlike the models with a rigid hitch (see the figure),
R cultivators perform better in following the ground roughness,
while not allowing the sweeps to change the depth unless
necessary. The uniformity of penetration is especially important
during the preparation of the field for planting because the
seeder openers will follow the firm seedbed left behind the
sweep during seeding. The consistent placement depth
guarantees a proper development of plants and is the key
to a good harvest.

Other manufacturers

SIMPLE AND PRACTICAL DESIGN
VERSATILITY
HIGH QUALITY OF TILLAGE EVEN IN ROUGH TERRAIN
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MAX 150 mm
MAX 180 mm

The rugged and robust C shank of the opener is one of
the key components in the process of mixing of soil and
crop residues in the surface soil layers. The 250kg tool
spring pressure provides consistent engagement of the
sweeps, which is critical for the secondary tillage.

Bolted sweeps
305×6 mm
(standard)

The convenient frame adjustment
enables the alignment in the
longitudinal and transverse
directions. The sweep lift height is
180mm above the ground.

SWEEP MOUNTING OPTIONS
The bolted sweeps have a small tilt
angle, therefore, they are suitable
for the tillage at a minimum depth
during the pre-seeding preparation.
The cultivator of this configuration
undercuts the weed roots
completely and ‘combs’ them out
onto the surface, where they get dry.
In addition, up to 70% of stubble
residues remain lying on the soil
surface, which allows avoiding an
excessive evaporation of moisture.
The soil keeps up to 20-30 kg/
ha of the primary plant nutrient
(nitrogen) that is usually used by
microorganisms to decompose
stubble and straw.

The cultivator train comprising 3-bar coil tine
harrows and active rolling basket levels the field
surface.
Spring down pressure (40 to 80 kg) and the
possibility to change coil tine angles are
particularly effective for uprooting the weeds.

Only one strong bolt is used
to attach the shank to the
frame, which saves time and
money for its replacement.
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Longitudinal
levelling

Setting operating
depth

FRAME STRUCTURE
The operating depth can be individually adjusted in the middle and on the
cultivator fenders to ensure a uniform depth of tillage across the working
width no matter how deep the gauge wheels sink into the soil.

HIGH CLEARANCE
The 680 mm clearance under the frame allows the cultivator to easily
handle highly weeded fields. Thanks to the 30 cm road clearance under
the sweep in the transport position, the machine can travel between fields
with comfort. The standard package also includes ballast weights for the
best stabilisation of cultivators during the transportation.
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The cultivator drawbar
has a convenient storage
system for hoses and
wiring. The hydraulics
are reliable and do not
require any special
maintenance.

2,500 mm

R-820 CULTIVATOR
This cultivator has a special design that differs from the other
models in the lineup.
The unit has an adjustable drawbar (with a sync link), a shallow
frame with fewer gauge wheels, which allows to achieve its
high mobility during transport.
The hitch self-alignment function is optionally offered
to ensure the additional travel and shock absorption.
In any case, the tillage depth difference between the
first and second rows will not be greater than 2 cm. The
transport width and height of R-820 is 3.8m and 2.5m,
respectively. This allows driving on public roads with
minimum restrictions. The model is a perfect solution for
the small farms with a tillage area from 500 to 2000 ha
that give priority to the cost of equipment and its
simplicity provided that it performs the basic functions.
The high manoeuvrability of the cultivator is important for
its transportation between fields and also for tilling small
and odd-shaped fields where you have to turn quickly at the
headland.

The three-bar coil tine harrows with the tines sized 495xØ11 mm are
configured in a unique manner. Each row of teeth operates at different
angles (20°, 25°, 30°) and different depths. This provides the best
surface levelling results when the teeth are loaded uniformly.

The basket has no central shaft making
it easier to operate in wet soil and heavy
residue conditions without plugging
or winding. The basket can be set at
different heights and even completely
lifted off the ground to exclude it from
the process. This is useful when you need
to quickly configure the cultivator for
operation in very wet conditions.
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SPIRAL BARS ON THE ROLLING BASKET PROVIDE TWO FINISH MODES
FOR THE CULTIVATOR: ACTIVE AND PASSIVE

The active mode is suitable for a
more aggressive clod breaking and
soil mixing with the formation of a
proper suspended ‘interlayer’ above
the future seedbed, with more
spring moisture kept in soil.

moisture

back-packing

moisture

AFTERSALES SERVICE
R cultivators are virtually maintenance-free.
Most of components use polymer bushes and liners, so lubrication is not
needed.
The shift maintenance includes only the lubrication of basket bearings.
The cultivator is supplied complete with a spare parts kit to enable a prompt
repair and replacement.
In the event of major breakdowns, contact an authorised Rostselmash
dealership centre for proper consultations and necessary support.
The Rostselmash R cultivators offer an extended warranty: 2 years from the
date of commissioning.

1 - pin, 2 - polymer bushing

polymer
bushing
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Passive mode is used when you
want to force the weeds to actively
emerge when tilling fallows or
during seedbed preparation. Soil
back-packing due to the down
pressure effect promotes faster
formation of capillary channels
between the deep layers and top
soil.

Strut pivot
1 - bolt, 2 - polymer bushing

Specifications
Model

R-820

R-1020

R-1220

R-1480

R-1830

Type

semi-towed

towed

towed

towed

towed

Tractor power requirement [h.p.]

210 to 280

250 to 350

250 to 350

350 to 420

480 to 530

8.2

10.2

12.2

14.8

18.3

up to 9.8

up to 12.2

up to 14.6

up to 17.7

up to 21.9

10,500

12,000

58

72

6

6

Tillage width [m]
Productivity [ha/h]
Operating depth [cm]
Max. (design) weight [kg]

б...15
4,100

б,700

Frame profile [mm]

8,300
120x80

Fender following angle [°], up/down

10/6

Road clearance under sweep [mm], min.

300

Road clearance under frame [mm], min.

680

Number of tool ranks

5

Tillage depth adjustment interval [mm]
Number of tools

stepless
33

40

48

Sweep spacing in a row [mm]

254

Sweep width [mm]

305

Shank type – size [mm]

arched – 50x25

Tool shank operating force [kgf ]

up to 250

Shank reaction height [mm]
Number of attachment modules

180
4

б

Coil tine length and diameter [mm]

6
495x11

Coil tine harrow angle setting range [°]

steplessly from 20 to 35

Rolling basket diameter [mm]

310

Rolling basket down pressure setting range [kg]

40...80

Weed undercutting [%]

100

Hydraulic system pressure [MPa]

1б

Field speed [km/h]

up to 12

Road speed [km/h]

up to 10

Overall dimensions in operating position [mm]
length

7,700

8,700

9,260

10,600

10,600

width

8,500

10,500

12,300

15,200

18,700

height

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,950

1,950
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SEEDING EQUIPMENT
SEEDER WITH INDEPENDENT TINE
COULTERS – ML MODEL

INNOVATIVE SEEDER WITH
ROSTSELMASH GROUND
FOLLOWING TINE COULTERS
The key to success of this product is
the ALIVE technology (A-ctive, L-evel,
I-ndependent, V-ertical, E-mergence), i.e.
the precision seeding in the seedbed
uniformly cultivated by independent
openers for good emergence.
Compared to market available seeders
with a parallelogram opener suspension,
the Rostselmash ML seeder puts lower
requirements to tractor power and
hydraulic flow because the constant
drilling depth, packing pressure and shank
operating force are achieved without using
hydraulic cylinders on each shank. This
design is simpler, cheaper and easier to
repair.

The seeder has a number of obvious advantages: it maintains the depth of seeding irrespective of the field roughness
thanks to the independent suspension of each opener, and it can automatically maintain the packing pressure, its
value depending on the size of seeds. Using the tine tool, the farmers can work on damp soils without any plugging
and with the placement of up to three products simultaneously.
The possibility to select the seedbed type in the tractor cab makes the ML seeder one of the best solutions in
seeding technology developed over the last decade.
* ASABE (American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers) is an international research and educational
organisation focusing on the development of engineering technology for agricultural applications, food- and
bio-production. Its members – consultants, managers, and researchers – are the representatives from over 100
countries.
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ADVANTAGES OFFERED BY ML
The independent tine
coulter follows the ground
contours, while keeping
the depth constant, and
minimises the seeding depth
difference from row to row.
The ALIVE technology allows
to automatically change the
opener down pressure from
50 kg in wet conditions to
180 kg on heavy soils.
The seeder monitor allows
to change the depth of
seeding. There is no need to
change the opener depth on
Completely mechanical
parallelogram suspension. each shank, which saves the
operating time considerably.
By contrast with many
competitors, there are
no hydraulic cylinders on
the shanks. It maintains
independently three
parameters: opener
operating force, packing
pressure, and seed placement
depth.

Two springs are responsible
for the packing pressure and
do not affect the opener
spring.

One strong spring set to
225 kg allows maintaining
the depth in the toughest
conditions without the
opener bouncing out while
allowing it to lift when the
machine encounters an
obstacle.

Adjustable scrapers
on the press wheels.

75 or 100mm semipneumatic press wheels
turn on maintenance-free
bearings.

SEEDS

The 150х100 mm heavy-duty
frame has a shallow contour depth
of 2.3 m, which confers an advantage
over the competitors in terms of the
ground following.

AtomJet openers are double-flow
openers with middle placement of
granulated fertilisers (7.5cm belt).

The distinctive feature of
this technology is that we
should stop thinking in
terms of “seed placement
depth” and start to
think in other terms - ‘soil
thickness above seeds’.
For instance, when we
drill wheat, we can seed
at 7cm, in which case the
layer of soil above the
seeds will be maintained
3 to 4cm. This is achieved
due to the selected soil
profile that is monitored
by the computer and
sensors. The seeder
automatically adjusts the
opener position relative to
the press wheel.

FERTILISERS

SEEDS

Seeding band example – 7.5cm
wide AtomJet Paired Row opener.
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Specifications
ML 930
Type

towed

Working width

12.8 and 15.8m

Weight

13,160 and 14,380 kg

Operations
Direct drilling

+

Design
Operating depth - tine coulter

0-7.6cm (with 6mm increment)

Drilling speed

6-9 km/h

Shank spacing

254, 305mm

Opener shank - operating force

225 kg

Transport width

6.7m

Transport height

5.4 and 5.74m

Frame:
- type
- depth
- clearance underneath frame

3 ranks
2.3m
1,206mm

Press wheels

semi-pneumatic, 41cm in diameter, 75 or 100mm wide

Tyres - main frame

15.0/55 - 17

Tyres - Wing frames

12.5L x 15 Fl

Tractor horsepower

23 h.p./metre

- for 2-section tank

+ 50 h.p.

- for 3-section tank

+ 70 h.p.

Configuration
Floating tongue

●

Safety lights kit

●

Safety chain

●

Tongue for tank

●

Pneumatic system for tank product distribution

●
●

Tools: openers

● standard ○ option

AtomJet - double-flow coulters with middle placement of granulated fertilisers
(7.5cm belt)
– not available

Standard equipment
Adjustable steel scrapers on press wheels
Centralised lubrication of components
Safety lights kit
Safety chain
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SH/SC SERIES SEEDING SYSTEMS
AT THE HEART OF YOUR FIELD

The SH and SC series seeding systems are used in all
growing areas, other than hill agriculture zone, and are
designed for drilling grain crops and grain legumes, and
for subsurface application of mineral fertilisers.
The seeding systems comprise a pneumatic АТ-8 tank
(АТ-11/AC-315), a cultivation section based on the R
series cultivator and an air-operated distribution system.
The AТ-8 and АТ-11/AC-315 air tanks provide centralised
metering of seeds and feed then into the seeder’s airoperated distribution system.

The SC seeder places seeds and mineral fertilisers directly
in the sweep zone underneath the openers.
The SH seeder places seeds by means of the two-disc
openers, and mineral fertilisers in sweep zone underneath
the openers across the entire width. This allows drilling
grain crops in rows without any seedbed preparation.

RUGGED FRAME STRUCTURE
The seeder frame is very robust and reliable thanks to
the 120х80х7 mm shaped pipes made from alloyed steel,
and the proven inert gas welding procedure.

VERSATILITY AND PROTECTION AGAINST
BREAKDOWNS
The SH/SC use different drilling methods and cultivate
the field and till soil even in tough conditions. The heavyduty С shank has a max. operating force of 250 kg, which
ensures consistent engagement of the sweeps even
in the tractor trails. This is especially important during
drilling
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OPERATING DEPTH ADJUSTMENT
The frame structure makes sure that the operating depth
is individually adjusted in the middle and on the seeder
wings to ensure a consistent seeding depth across the
working width no matter tyre deflection and wheel
sinking

INCREASED GROUND CLEARANCE
A big - 68cm - underneath the seeder frame and the
5-rank arrangement of shanks will enable work in the
fields with a larger amount of crop residues, with the
seeder not plugged and without additional stops during
the drilling campaign

FEATURES OF SC
The SC series seeding system places seeds and fertilisers
in sweep zone underneath the openers. Drilling is carried
out in belts with a width of up to 25 cm. The wide seeding
considerably increases the individual plant nutrition area,
creating optimal conditions for their further growth and
development. The more uniform spread of seeds over the
field contributes to a higher plant productivity.

FEATURES OFSH
The SH’s sweeps shave off the weeds, loosen soil and
create an even and packed seedbed. Mineral fertilisers
are placed in sweep zone underneath the openers across
their width; seeds are placed in the soil by the two-disc
opener. The possibility of separate placement of seeds
and fertilisers to different depths with different seeding
rates has a positive effect on the development of plants.
And individual press wheels firm soil directly in the area
where they are located.

Specifications
Model

SH/SC-820

SH/SC-1020

SH/SC-1220

SC-1480

SC-1830

Working width [m]

8.2

10.2

12.2

14.8

18.3

Productivity [ha/h]

up to 8.2

up to 10.2

up to 12.2

up to 14.8

up to 18.3

58

72

Seeding depth [mm]

50...100

Number of sweeps, SH/SC series*

33

40

48

Number of disc openers, SH series only**

56

68

80

Min. road clearance [mm]

300

Drag type

combined

Weeds shaved off [%]

100

Drilling speed [km/h]

up to 10

Tractor power requirement [h.p.]

240...305

350...375

*SC series comes with sweeps only
**SH series comes with sweeps and disc openers
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375...420

420... 580

АT/AC AIR TANK
LARGE CAPACITY AND MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

The АТ-8, АТ-11/AC-315 air tank is a necessary
component of the seeding system that is responsible
for the calibration, the maintenance of the same rate
of seeding and fertiliser application irrespective of the
tractor speed, and supplies seeds and fertilisers in the
seed tubes to the openers. The air tank for seed and
fertiliser metering is versatile and compactible with all of
the RSM seeding systems.

It is well-performing (seeding accuracy) both in
grain crops, and grain legumes without the need for
replacement of the seed roller. With the adjustable air
flow moving seeds in the seed tubes, the seeding system
operates without plugging and minimises damage to
seeds.

AT-8
7,576L

3,348L

SAVE TIME
The large tank with a capacity of 7,576L/11,100L
featuring a mechanical seed charging system allows to
increase the drilled acreage between refills, reducing the
time required for maintenance

4,229L

AT-11/AC-315
11,100L

3,524L

3,348L

4,229L

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS
The tank has two or three isolated compartments
enabling the simultaneous drilling of different types of
seeds at a seeding rate from 40 to 330 kg/ha
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CHANGE SEEDING RANGE QUICKLY
No-tool adjustment of the seeding rate for each tank
compartment saves time of preparation for work.
When changing to another crop: instead of replacing
the seed wheel, it is enough if you change the position
of the chain gear on the seeding range setting blocks
(sprockets).

FAST LOADING
Charging the tank will not take much of your time and
effort, a little more than 10 minutes. The auger is very
mobile and designed to be operated by one person.

EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF FLOWS
The air mixture directly delivered to the seed meter
allows reducing air losses considerably and using a
hydraulic motor with max 90 L/min flow.

VERSATILITY
The seed meter has an all purpose roller that is suitable
for various crops. You will not spend your precious time
on converting the tank when changing to another crop.

ACCESS DOORS
With the large access doors of
compartments (559x600mm), the
tank can be loaded very quickly.
Thanks to the adjustable access
door cover lock, the pressure in each
compartment is maintained at the
optimal level. The standard screen
catches the unwelcome debris (chips,
stones, pieces of rope, etc.).

AUTOMATIC SWITCH
The device automatically engages
or disengages the main clutch of the
seed metering system transmission
when the seeder goes down or up.
The operator will not have to operate
the switches manually every time
during raising and turning at the
end of a pass. But at the same time
the system allows you to take over
control.
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COMPLETE CLEANING OF THE
TANK
The special design makes it possible
to clean the tank completely. The
auger will help unload grain or
fertilisers from the tank. You just
need to position its funnel under
the compartment cleaning hatch.
This door also let you clean the
seed meter from debris and stones
accumulating in the trap.

MAIN TRANSMISSION DRIVE
The seed metering system transmission is
driven from the left rear wheel of the tank via
an electromagnetic clutch. This allows keeping
the seeding rate unchanged irrespective of
the ground speed. The measuring gears with
multiple teeth (104) and high-precision Hall
sensors help achieve an unmatched drilling
accuracy.
Each seed meter housing has an integrated
trap for stones and debris (fertiliser lumps
stuck to each other, fine gravel, etc.) that
passed through the protective screen of the
tank compartment. This prevents blockage
and premature wear of the seed roller.

SET SEEDING RATE SIMPLY AND EASILY
Setting the seeding rate can take much time, but it is not the
case of our tanks. The computer that comes standard for all tanks
makes all calculations for you: forget about the hard-to-read charts,
cumbersome graphs and calculators.
3 STEPS TO CALIBRATE THE SEED METER:
Step 1. Enter the desired seeding rate on the monitor.
Step 2. Rotate the calibration knob to fill the pan, weigh the grain and
enter the weight value on the monitor.
Step 3. Set the combination of quick-change sprockets shown by
the computer. (The Zero-Max continuously variable transmission
controlled from the cab will set to the desired position automatically.)
As simple as that!

SEEDING RATE ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM
With the Zero-Max continuously variable transmission and in-cab seeding rate control

The electrical actuator
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Seed tube blockage
indicator.
The monitor indicates
when the seed tube is
plugged. We use the
sensors with a higher
tripping accuracy as
compared to the pin
sensors used by many
competitors.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Main console.
The main console screen shows in
real time the seeding rate for each
compartment, the fan speed, the
area covered, and the ground speed.
The graphical representation of the
compartment charge level helps to
correctly plan for a stop to top up
the tank.

Optical
blockage
sensor

Secondary
seed tube

Seeding rate in-cab correction
console.
This console comes with the tanks
with the Zero-Max CVT drive. It allows
changing the seeding rate on-the-go.
The electrical actuator installed on
each seed meter increases or reduces
the seeding rate.

MAIN MONITOR FUNCTIONS – TOUCHSCREEN
Control seeding rate for each reservoir Display fan speed Display and count
performance data Display ground speed Display level of seeds in each
reservoir Signal and display interruption of the drilling operation at each
seed tube Control the transmission clutch both manually and automatically
Control seed meter clutches Receive public GLONASS GNSS/GPS signals and
transmission of navigational and telematics data to the remote server via the
public GSM/GPRS channel.
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Unique function ‘Failed Monitor’.
Thanks to the mechanical scheme
of transmission drives, the machine
can continue drilling even with
the electronic seeding monitoring
system fails completely. We do not
advise using this function if the
computer runs smoothly. However,
when the drilling campaign is in
full swing, when every minute of
downtime cuts down your future
base line, this function is very helpful.

Console with electric clutch
toggle switches.
All the models with the standard
configuration accommodate the
12 V electromagnetic clutches that
transfer the torque to the seed meter
actuators. The main clutch can be
engaged in the manual as well as
automatic modes when the seeder
goes down into the soil.

The handrails on the
tank can be folded
when necessary.
This reduces the
overall dimensions
of equipment
considerably. It is
convenient, especially
when the tank is
stored under a cover
or in a hanger.

The seed meter is
designed so as to allow
the machine operator
an easy inspection
of the condition of
the dosing roller,
irrespective of whether
the tank is full or
empty.

WELL-BALANCED AND CONTROLLABLE BY ONE PERSON
The 20cm-dia. loading auger,
standard on all tank models, allows
you to quickly load seeds and
fertilisers into the reservoirs, and
the good funnel design provides
the most convenient way of loading
without seeds being thrown out
during auger rotation.

AUGER CONTROL
All the tank models with the
standard configuration have the
function of flow control both from
the top platform, and the ground.
The selector valve has a springloaded arm that can be set to one of
the three positions: loading/neutral/
unloading (reverse).

AUGER LOCK
This device is what is required to fix
the auger in the transport position.
With a special safety mechanism, the
auger is properly protected against
an inadvertent unlocking.

AUGER MOUNTING LOCKING
The auger sometimes needs the
maximum stability when the
compartments are being filled. The
auger mounting and positioning
assembly on tanks allows locking
the auger in three positions.
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Specifications
АТ-8

AC315/AT-11

Tank
Configurations

Tank behind tractor

General*

7,576L or 5.7t

11,100L or 8.5t

Front

3,348L or 2.6t

3,348L or 2.6t = 30%

Rear

4,229L, or 3.2t

4,229L, or 3.2t = 38%

-

3,523L, or 2.7t = 32%

With handrails raised

3,800 ± 200m

3,800 ± 200m

With handrails lowered

3,400 ± 200m

3,400 ± 200m

Length (with auger)

8,000 ± 500m

8,220 ± 500m

Width (with auger)

3,800 ± 200m

3,800 ± 200m

Additional at front
Dimensions

Pneumatic system
distribution of type B (the product is divided once in the air tank and once in the
seeder)

Type
Tank construction

each steel tank is fully welded and sealed
4/8, 6/12 or 8/16 (single-flow/double-flow) ●

Major distribution devices
Primary/secondary seed tubes

2½" (64mm) diameter/1" (25 mm - inner diameter), 31mm - outer diameter

Metering system
Main clutch (auto/manual)

1

Number of metering system clutches (standard)

2

Transmission/seeding rate setting

3
quick-change sprocket system/Zero-Max

Seeding rate range

high, 1:1, low

Seed roller replacement required

no

Seed rollers

polyurethane

Calibration

pan and crank

Fan
Type

hydraulic drive

Fan diameter

330mm

Outlet pipe size

152mm
3/4" connection (+ case drain mandatory). Close Center or Load-Sensing pressure
distribution system. Flow: 75 L/min

Requirements to tractor (for air tanks only)
Auger
Diameter

203mm standard

Length

6.1m

Auger control

from top and from bottom

Balancing

yes control lever is attached at the auger centre of gravity

Display
Diagram per tank, warning signal

●
●

Digital fan display [rpm], alarm

●

Ground speed [miles/hour or km/hour]
In-cab flow control

●
●
○

Seed tube locking alarm firmware, standard

●

Seeding rate [lbs/acre or kg/hectare]

Area drilled/hour/field/season

Requirements to tractor (pull)
*Tons per 1000L of wheat = 0.76t

+ 50 h.p.

● standard

○ option
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– n/a

+ 70 h.p.

SPRAYERS, APPLICATORS, FERTILISER
SPREADERS
RSM TS-3200 AND TS-4500 SATELLITE
TRAILED SPRAYERS

3,200L
4,500L

18, 24, 27,
28, 36m

tank capacity

working width

spraying system

The Rostselmash sprayers are the reliable and high-performing machines
designed, with account for all the ins and outs of spray of agricultural crops, for
an efficient operation in the field all over the world.
The machines are equally efficient both for a continuous, and strip coverage.
The solution is fed by a self-pumping diaphragm piston pump. The sprayers
can apply from 40 to 600 litres per hectare at a speed from 5 to 18 km/h with a
nozzle of size 02 and 04. The solution application rate is set by the operator and
automatically maintained at the specified level irrespective of the ground speed,
and the computer with a GPS/GLONASS receiver automatically controls (On/Off )
the spraying sections.
Any process, from adjusting the boom position to spraying the solution, is
controlled by means of the remote control panels from the tractor cab. Drive to
sprayer goes from tractor PTO.

50cm

nozzle spacing

spray rate
up to 600 L/ha

1.5, 1.8, 2.1,
1.8-2.25m

track width

GPS/Glonass
navigator

2 years

warranty

ROBUST FRAME
The cage frame, resistant to bending and twisting, provides reliable attachment
and protection of the tank. Thanks to this, the sprayer travels steadily and
confidently in the fields with different kinds of terrain. The low centre of gravity
allows the machine to have a good stability when moving in the field and on the
road.
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ALL-CROP OPERATION
Universal adjustment of the wheel
track 5.1/2.1/8.1 for TS-3200 and
1.8‑2.25 for TS-4500 allows using the
sprayer for crops with various row
spacings, and narrow 270mm tyres
for the treatment of beet without
the risk of damage to the root crops.

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY
The automatic activation/
deactivation of the spraying sections
and the 4 rightmost and leftmost
nozzles adds to the application
accuracy, providing great product
savings and ease of operation.

ACCURACY OF APPLICATION
The sprayer is equipped with a
spray control computer with the
direction indication function (GPS/
GLONASS) allowing to use the
Precision Farming method. The
automatic fertilizer flow control
unit makes the operation easier,
extends functionality and improves
the sprayer reliability. In addition,
the computer enables the automatic
GPS/GLONASS control of the
spraying sections when they overlap
the already treated areas. You can
program the section activation/
deactivation time as a percentage of
the overlap on your own.
When GPS/GLONASS signal is not
available or too weak, the sprayer
ground speed will be resent by the

HORISONTAL AND AXIAL
DAMPING
The boom pivot shaft at the
highest point provides the boom
self-alignment effect based on the
pendulum principle. The highly
efficient protection of the outer
section, and differently oriented
pivots of boom mechanical sections
effectively cushion horizontal
oscillations and protect the boom.
The additional springs and shock
absorbers guarantee the boom
stability even in the challenging soil
conditions.

inductive speed sensor on the wheel
hub, which guarantees consistent
application.

CENTRALISED CONTROL
STATION
Special attention in the sprayers is
paid to such elements as the spray
material flow control system and
the chemicals feed system. The
centralised control station allows
performing all the basic operations,
i.e. tank and nozzle rinsing, mixer
activation. After filling and rinsing,
the operator can wash his hands or
protective clothes with the clean
water from a dedicated 56-litre
reservoir.

VERY EASY TO REPAIR
The modular approach used in the
design of spraying fixtures (valves,
fittings, piping) ensures the highest
maintainability, and simple and
reliable valves allow to avoid the
downtime of the unit, which is
especially important for work in a
short agrotechnical period when
every minute counts.

RELIABLE VERTICAL DAMPING
SYSTEM
The Satellite sprayers use a
dependable cushioning solution
- air-hydraulic accumulators
(nitrogen-charged), which prevent
boom bounce.
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LED BOOM LIGHTING
Get total control of the plant
treatment process. With each nozzle
illuminated, you can clearly see the
boom dimensions in the operating
position. Check the condition of
each nozzle on the boom with an
absolute accuracy.

TANK
The solution tank from a highquality polyethylene with
a thickness of up to 15 mm
guarantees a high performance; its
absolutely smooth internal surface
prevents the deposition of solid
particles on the tank walls. The
10-cm deep drain channel along the
entire length of the tank ensures the
solution is supplied properly and in
full to the pump at different sprayer
tilt angles. The 382mm-dia. main
filler neck has a screen to filter out
large particles, preventing impurities
from contaminating the solution,
reducing the washing frequency of
the main filter.

INJECTORS
The sprayer comes with triple
revolver type nozzle holders and
injectors with on-sprayer filter (-02,
-03, -04) in base, this increases
performance in the wind (even at
speeds up to 8-10 m/sec); the filter
cartridge extends the service life of
the nozzle considerably, especially
when suspensions are used.

IMPROVED MIXER
The sprayer includes an active
chemical mixer with a larger capacity
(40 L), which allows an efficient and
high-performance mixing of both
liquid, and powder agents and a
high-quality preparation of the
mixture.

TOP PERFORMANCE
The high-performance diaphragm
piston pump (260 L/min) applies
agents uniformly, prepares the liquid
properly and mixes the solution
actively to maintain consistent
concentration.

AUTOMATIC WATER SUCTION
The 20m water hose with a check
valve and a filter enhances the ease
of operation and autonomy of the
unit and allows using the on-board
pump to draw water from external
sources and water reservoirs.

PROPER FILTRATION
The self-cleaning filters on the
suction and discharge lines are
efficient in removing mechanical
impurities and ensuring a highquality filtration of the solution.

RELIABILITY OF PIVOTS
The durability of pump drive
shaft pivots is provided by the
intermediate support that takes
much of the side load off the pump
pivots when the tractor makes turns
and U-turns.
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Specifications
Make

RSM TS-3200 Low-cost

RSM TS-3200 Light

Compatible with tractor pull category [t-f ]
Solution tank capacity [L]
Working width [m]

RSM TS-3200 Satellite

RSM TS-4500 Satellite

1.4

2

3,200

4,500

18, 24, 27, 28

24, 27, 28 ,36

Basic row spacings compatible with the sprayer
[cm]

45, 70, 75, 90

Boom height adjustment [m], min./max.

0.5 to 1.7

Solution pump

diaphragm piston

Pump drive

PTO

Pump flow [L/min]

260 and 430 (for 36m boom only)

Clearance [m]

0.7

Tyre size

270/95 R44 (basic), 230/95 R44, 320/85 R38

Track width adjustment [m]

1.5/1.872.1

Overall transport width [m]

1.8

2.25

2.25

Water tank capacity [L]

56

Rinse tank capacity [L]

○ (136)

136

136

430

Chemical mixer capacity [L]

○ (40)

40

40

40

Hydraulic ejector mixer

●

●

●

●

GPS/GLONASS

○

○

●

●

Agronavigator-plus Aerosoyuz spray control
system

○

○

●

●

GeoSystem-240 (Bravo 180) spray control
system

○

●

-

-

Injectors (-02, -03, -04)

○

●

●

●

Slotted nozzles

●

-

-

-

Section auto On/Off

○

○

●

●

4 outer left/right nozzles auto On/Off

○

○

○

●

Protection of outer boom sections

●

●

●

●

Lighting of each boom nozzle

○

○

●

●

Two lights on the frame

-

●

-

-

Air-operated brake system

○

○

○

●

20-m hose to draw water from external sources

○

○

●

●

● standard

○ option		

– n/a
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RSM TS-6200 SPUTNIK
TRAILED SPRAYERS

tank capacity
6,200L

24, 27,
30, 36m

AUTO

working width

spraying system

The Rostselmash trailed sprayers are reliable and high-performance machines
designed, with account for all the ins and outs of spray of agricultural crops, for
efficient operation in fields around the world. The sprayers can apply from 40 to
500 litres per hectare at a speed from 5 to 18 km/h with a nozzle of 02 and 04
size. The application rate is set by the operator and automatically maintained
no matter the changes in ground speed. Any operation - from boom position
adjusting to solution spraying - is controlled from the tractor cab. And the
computer with GPS/GLONASS-receiver automatically controls the spraying
sections and 4 nozzles on both sides of the boom for high-precision plant
protection operations. The sprayer has an air-operated brake system as standard
for greater safety when transporting on public roads. The automatic boom height
control system allows you to distribute the solution across the entire working
width with maximum precision and uniformity for higher spraying performance.

50cm

nozzle spacing

spray rate
up to 500 L/ha

45/70/
75/90cm

row spacing

GPS/Glonass
navigator

years

warranty

SPRAY VARIOUS CROPS
Tread width adjustable between 1.8
and 2.25m allows using the sprayer for
any crops with different row spacings
(45/70/75/90cm). You can choose
wheels and tyres sized 230/95 R48,
duals with 45/70cm spacer, for lower
ground pressure 380/90 R46, 480/80
R46, 520/85 R46, 620/70 R46.

SPRAY PROPERLY EVEN IN A
STRONG WIND
Triple revolver-type nozzle holders
with injectors in -02, -03, -04 sizes
come in base. This let you operate
efficiently even at wind speeds up to
8-10 m/sec.
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ACCURACY OF APPLICATION
The sprayer is equipped with a
spray control computer with GPS/
GLONASS direction indication
feature allowing you to employ
the precision farming technology.
Automatic solution flow control unit
makes operation easier, extends
possibilities and increases sprayer
reliability.

HITCH DAMPING
The hitch tongue has its own
damping system: 4 dampers
between the frame and the hitch
tongue. The dampers perfectly
smoothen out the bounce in the
hitch between the tractor and trailed
sprayer, which surely improves the
application performance and helps
the components to last longer.

BOOM HEIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
The system used ultrasonic boom
height sensors that only take a
couple of minute to auto-calibrate.
The spraying height is set and
maintained automatically for faster
and more accurate plant protection
operations.

LED BOOM LIGHTING
Get total control of the plant treatment process.
Individual nozzle lighting allows you to clearly see the
machine edges, to see exactly whether each nozzle on
the boom is operating properly.

Specifications
Model
Solution tank capacity [L]

24, 27, 28, 36

Basic row spacings compatible with the
sprayer [cm]

45, 70, 75, 90

Solution pump/drive

430

Clearance [m]

0.7

Track width adjustment [m]

1.8...2.25

Overall transport width [m]

2.25

Water tank capacity [L]

15

Rinse tank capacity [L]

620

Chemical mixer capacity [L]

40

Hydraulic ejector mixer

Lighting of each boom nozzle

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

20-m hose to draw water from external
sources

●

Spray control system
Injectors (-02, -03, -04)
Air-operated brake system
Section auto On/Off
4 outer left/right nozzles auto On/Off
Protection of outer boom sections

● standard
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0.5 to 2.5
diaphragm piston/
tractor PTO

Pump flow [L/min]

GPS/GLONASS

ABSOLUTE ACCURACY
The control computer with GPS/GLONASS can
automatically shut off and open spray section and the
4 end nozzles on the right and left if overlap with sprayed
areas is detected, adding to the quality of treatment and
providing appreciable cost savings.

6,200

Boom width [m]

Boom height adjustment [m], min./max.

EVEN SPRAYING
Closed system circulates the solution. The boom section
are filled at all times - for simultaneous spraying across
the entire width at the exact rate set. This improves the
product application efficiency and evenness.

RSM TS-6200 SPUTNIK

RSM AP-3000/4000
SIDE DRESSER

32-42

liquilisers

field computer

tank capacity
3,000L

The side dresser is designed to apply liquid mineral fertilizers directly to the
root zone in the soil for arable crops such as sunflower, corn, sugar beet, and
over grain crops, using liquilisers.
The traditional fall dressing method does not guarantee for 100% that
the incorporated nutrients will remain there till spring and conserve their
nutritional value. The use of the RSM AP side dressers guarantees all fertilisers
and minerals remain in the soil and can be used by plants during growth. This
is particularly important during draught periods when spreading dry mineral
fertilisers over the surface has little effect, and the high temperatures during
the day restrict the use of sprayers due to the risk of causing leaf burns.
Fertilisers are incorporated directly in the root zone for maximum uptake
efficiency. Such dressing saves up to 30% of fertilisers that are used in smaller
dosage versus spreading, and are more readily absorbed by plants.

tank capacity
4,000L

9.75m

12.75m

13-27

working width

working width

number of
coulters

TRANSPORT WIDTH
The RSM АP- 3000/4000 side dressers
measure as little as 2.5m in width,
which makes them stand out from
the competitors and allows them
to be easily transported on public
roads.

TOP PERFORMANCE
The high flow diaphragm piston
pump (200 L/min) provides even
application of liquid mineral
fertilisers and systems at rates
ranging between 50 and 600 L/ha.
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ACCURACY THAT ADDS TO
SAVINGS
The Geoline computer is easy to
use. Just press a couple of buttons
to set desired application rate for
liquid fertilisers and the computer
will automatically stick to it with high
precision in a wide speed range.

ADDITIONAL TANK
As required by safety rules for
chemicals handling, the side dresser
is equipped with a 56-litre tank with
clean water to wash your hands.

APPLICAION BY INJECTION
The АР-3000/4000 versions with
liquilisers, the working units are
positioned to match the 30-cm row
spacing, so liquid fertilisers can be
applied to dress grain crops.

CONTINUOUS APPLICATION
Coulters with 51-cm flute blades
and 63 kg/cm pressure with wear tip
on the rear knife provide maximum
productivity and duration in fields
with any row crops.

SOLUTION SUPPLY CONTROL
The Redball coulter flow monitoring
system controls every opener/
coulter on-line. This guarantees no
application errors and enhances the
ease of operation.

BIG AND STRONG TANK
The tank is moulded from special PE
as a single piece, which guarantees
its reliability and durability. The oval
shape and depression in the tank
bottom guarantee that all solution
will be used up. The tank mounting
on a cradle enhances reliability of
the unit

Specifications
Model
Compatible with tractors from t-f
Operating speed [km/h]
Diaphragm piston pump:
flow [L/min]
Maximum pressure [bar]
operating pressure [bar]
Tank capacity:
main [L]
for hand-washing [L]
Working width [m]
Number of tools (coulters)/row spacing

RSM AP-3000

RSM AP-4000
2.0
10
200
15
1...8

3,000
56
9.75
13/70(75) coulters
21/45 coulters
32/30 liquilisers

Max. transport width [m]
Air-operated brake system
Track width [m]
Coulter diameter [mm]
Application rate range (@ 6 to 8 km/h) [L/
ha]

4,000
56
12.75
17/70(75) coulters
27/45 coulters
42/30 liquilisers

9.75
13/70(75) coulters
21/45 coulters
32/30 liquilisers
2.5

○

1.5 1.8 2.1
510
50 to 600

● - 320/85R38

○ - 270/95R44, 380/90R46

Wheel size

Duals for beetroot
150
540

Max. application depth [mm]
PTO speed

● standard ○ option
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12.75
17/70(75) coulters
27/45 coulters
42/30 liquilisers

●

GRACH 1000
FERTILISER SPREADER

operating width
18-24m

productivity
up to 15 ha/h

up to
1.8t

The GRACH fertiliser spreader with a 1000L tank is designed for even and
efficient application of dry, granulated, prilled and crystalline fertilisers. The
optimal disc speed of up to 720 rpm and the possibility of changing the
spreading blade angle allow a careful application of microelements across
the entire width. To achieve the required concentration of fertilisers for each
square meter, the air flow is controlled by the gate valve on each dispenser.
To treat the field edge, the feed of fertilisers to one of the discs stops, only
one side of the spreader remaining in operation.
The GRACH 1000 can be attached to 1.4t-f tractors.

load

BIGGER
CAPACITY
With the V 500
add-on, the Grach
1 000 will be able
to hold 1,500 litres

centrifugal

1000L

volume

warranty
years
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DELICATE HANDLING OF PELLETS
From the dispenser the fertilisers go to the centre of the
spreading cone with a fairly low circumferential speed,
therefore the pellets remain intact.

EVEN SUPPLY OF FERTILISERS
The special shape of the mixing components ensures
a delicate mixing and an even and continuous feed of
pellets, with no funnelling in the centre of the tank.

LONG SERIVE LIFE
The fertiliser spreading
system is made from
special stainless steel,
which extends the
machine life.

RELIABILITY
The open dispenser does not require any
special care and ensures a long and troublefree operation of the spreader

Specifications
Model

GRACH 1000

Type

hitch-mounted

Working width [m]

18...24

Capacity [L]

1,000

Min. productivity [ha/h]
Field speed [km/h]

8...15

Fertiliser spreading

centrifugal

Number of discs

2

Disc speed [rpm]

730

Application rate [kg/ha]

VERSATILITY
The adjustable spreading disc
blades contribute to a more accurate
spread and allow setting the
equipment for the standard and late
application of fertilisers.

15

Max. lift capacity [kg]

100 to 1,000
1,800

Weight [kg]

360

Overall dimensions: length/width/height [mm]
Compatibility, tractor pull category
Min. tractor track width [mm]
Tractor PTO speed [rpm]
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1,350/2,000/1,100
1.4
1,600
540

GRACH 3000
FERTILISER SPREADER

operating width
18-24m

productivity
up to 15 ha/h

up to
1.8t

load

The GRACH fertiliser spreader with a 3,000L tank is designed for even and
efficient application of dry, granulated, prilled and crystalline fertilisers. The
optimal disc speed of up to 720 rpm and the possibility of changing the
spreading blade angle allow a careful application of pelletised fertilisers
across the entire width. The desired concentration of fertilisers for each
square meter is achieved by opening/closing the gate valves on each
dispenser. To treat the field edge, the feed of fertilisers to one of the discs
stops, only one side of the spreader remaining in operation.
With application rates ranging between 100 and 1,000 kg per hectare, you
can both apply primary fertilisers in large dosage before drilling and dressing
fertilisers during the growing period.
The GRACH 3000 is compatible with tractors in 2t-f class, and with tractors in
1.4t-f class if mounted on a chassis

centrifugal

EASY TO OPERATE
You can install a handler on
the trailer so the operator
will be able to charge the
spreader with fertilisers
packed in big-bags up to
1 ton.

volume
3,000/3,500L

years

warranty
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EVEN SUPPLY OF FERTILISERS
The special shape of the mixing
components ensures a delicate
mixing and an even and continuous
feed of pellets, preventing funnelling
in the centre of the tank.

DELICATE HANDLING OF PELLETS
From the dispenser the fertilisers
go to the centre of the spreading
tapered disc with a fairly low
circumferential speed, therefore the
pellets remain intact.

HARDWARE PROTECTION
The screen fitted to the tank
funnel keeps foreign material out,
protecting spreader hardware
against damage and providing
trouble-free operation of the unit.

VERSATILITY
The adjustable spreading disc blades
contribute to a more accurate spread
and allow setting the equipment for
the standard and late application of
fertilisers.

COST SAVINGS
The trailer allows hitching the
spreader to light-duty tractors that
burn less fuel than heavy machines.

LONG SERVICE LIFE
The fertiliser spreading system is
made from special stainless steel,
which extends the machine life.

Specifications
Model

GRACH 3000

Type

towed

Working width [m]

18...24

Capacity [L]

3,000

Min. productivity [ha/h]
Field speed [km/h]

8...15

Fertiliser spreading

centrifugal

Number of discs

2

Disc speed [rpm]

730

Application rate [kg/ha]

ROBUST GEARBOX
The oil-immersed gearbox needs no
repair and will last the entire life of
the spreader.

12

Max. lift capacity [kg]

100 to 1,000
1,800

Weight [kg]

650

Compatibility, tractor pull category
Min. tractor track width [mm]
Tractor PTO speed [rpm]

989
500
4000,
989
5001000
1000
+7+7
989
500
4000,
+7+7
989
500
115

2.0 (1.4 with chassis)
1,600
540

FORAGE EQUIPMENT
STERH 2000 TRAILED FORAGE HARVESTER

up to 38 t/h

2m

productivity

working width

chopper

The STERH 2000 trailed forage harvester is designed on the basis of the latest
technology. Its versatility will surprise even the most exacting growers: it
not only mows and double-chops the grass, but also loads the resulting
product either into the vehicle going nearby, or into the trailer, which is very
convenient for cutting the sugar beet or potato haulms. The harvester can
deliver 20 tons per hour when cutting green crop for forage - excellent result
with nearly no loss. The result is perfect forage. The machine tools are made
of high-quality metal, therefore they will serve for a long time. The harvester
can cut the silage crops up to 1.5m tall. It can be attached to 1.4 pull category
tractors, with a PTO shaft speed of 540 rpm. The silage spout extension that
allows loading the product into the vehicle with a board hight of up to 3.5m,
and the chopper wheel with 8 knives are offered as an option.

rotor with curved
knives

pivoting spout

2
years

warranty

Maximum productivity
The chopper speed reaches 1,000
revolutions per minute. With reliable
gearbox and increased speed,
output can be as high as 20 t/h.

Work with comfort
With the hydraulic spout rotation
drive, the unloading process is
controlled from the cab, which
facilitates the operator’s in many
ways.
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Versatility
The special shape of the rotor knives allows the machine to produce not only forage, but also hay: after cutting,
windrowing the grass and drying it to achieve a necessary moisture content depending on the field conditions, STERH
2000 can pick up the windrow, while chopping the material, and load it into the truck.

A number of options for loading the grass material
Grass can be loaded from the silage spout to the vehicle going nearby, as well as the accumulating trailer. This allows
choosing the operational scheme depending on the available machinery.
Durability and long service life of the harvester
All the parts are made of high-quality metal extending the harvester service life.
The self-sharpening knives are very strong as they are made of special alloyed
steel. This ensures a clean cut and prevents a potential breakage of the knife
when the machine drives over an obstacle and its entry into the chopper, which
also extends the harvester operation life.

Easy to service
STERH 2000 is built to be extremely simple to service and does not
require any special tools and equipment: an easy access is provided
to the chopper knives for replacement and to all the lubrication
points.
+7 989 500 4000, +7 989 500 1000
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Doubled service life of the knives
Cutting and chopping is quick due to the
double-blade knives: a worn knife does not
need to be replaced. Turn it over and you are
instantly ready to go on. This doubles the life
of knives.

BERKUT 3200/BERKUT UNO MAX MOWER

The high-performance BERKUT trailed rotary mower is used in fields with yield levels exceeding 40 dt/ha. The
machine with an operation speed of up to 15 km/h mows the high-yield and down grasses thoroughly, conditions
the cut material properly and windrows it. The mower makes the farmers happy with its multiple functions: with
the conditioner removed, it can be used for mowing grass and laying it in the swath. The machine is designed to be
attached to 1.4 pull category tractors and is easy to use. The careful attitude to your labour is the basic principle of
the BERKUT. BERKUT can be optionally equipped with three-knife rotors. The BERKUT 3200 UNO version comes with
wheeled swathing units as standard and has no conditioner rolls. BERKUT UNO MAX is available for large acreage, this
model can cut up to 5 ha/h and has active wheeled swathing units

Lower time losses and higher performance
The turning gear mounted on the mower provides excellent maneuverability, reduces the turning radius and enables
U-turns with the PTO shaft engaged. This saves much time and improves the performance.

3.2 to 3.5m

up to 4.5 to
5 ha/h

up to
3,000 rpm

working width

rotor with curved knives

productivity

turning gear

rotor speed

conditioner

active swathing discs

2
years

warranty
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Long service life
The conditioner unit is driven by four XPA belts that
transfer power to the conditioner shaft smoothly and
without noise. The completely enclosed and lubricated
chain drive operates for more time than the open one
with any lubrication system.

Very easy to repair
The conditioner rolls consist of identical rubber chevron
segments. The conditioner usually becomes worn at the
most loaded point, in the centre of the roll. It is sufficient
to replace the worn segment with a new one or swap the
segments, but not the entire roll.

Operation in both even, rough fields
In the rough fields with a challenging terrain, the
cutterbar sags within the elastic strain limits, and the
knives come very close to the conditioner, such approach
distance being dangerous. In order not to disturb the
harvesting process in even fields and to prevent the
conditioner from being cut by the knives, in rough fields
the cutterbar can be adjusted relative to the conditioner
rolls.

Reliability
Ruggedized attachment of the swathing discs makes the
design more robust.

Zero deformation of the machine
The robust structure prevents the front and side shields
from deformation when the grass yield is high.

Clean windrow
Easy and no-tool adjustment of the swathing wings
ensures a clean windrow of a regular shape.

Ideal hay with the minimum power consumption
The specially designed curved knives and tray efficiently
feed the cut material to the conditioner rolls, enabling
the production of high-quality hay, and the reduction of
the harvesting time and the tractor power consumption.

Intensive conditioning
To adjust the degree of conditioning, a required gap
between the upper and lower rolls and a proper spring
pressure shall be set.
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STRIGE 2100-3200 MOWER

The STRIGE mounted rotary mowers have lower weight than most of competitive models. This allows them operating
with the minimum fuel consumption and ground pressure, and following the field contours. With a quite high
operation speed of up to 15 km/h, the machines mow the high-yield and down grasses perfectly well and lay the grass
material mowed in uniform swaths. The trouble-free operation of the STRIGE will satisfy even the most demanding
agricultural producers. The mowers will do their job incessantly, demonstrating excellent results. With a PTO shaft
speed of 540 rpm, they can be attached to 0.9-1.4 pull category tractors (depending on the modification). The STRIGE
2400 and 3200 can be optionally equipped with a three-knife rotor to save fuel, ensure the trouble-free operation in
any weather conditions, improve the performance and reduce the load on the knife.

High-quality mowing without losses and weeds
The uniform pressure on soil and the dynamic ground following are provided
by three (or five, depending on the modification) helical coil springs of the
balance unit. The result is a consistent, even cut and minimum weeds in the
material.
2.1m
2.4m
2.8m
3.2m

up to
4.5 ha/h

working width

productivity

up to
2,850 rpm

Minimum time for coupling
The user-friendly and reliable and
3-point hitch reduces the time
required to attach the mower to the
tractor.

rotor speed

rotor with curved knives

light

2

warranty

years
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Perfect quality of hay
The specially designed knives throw the cut material up and back in the travel direction of the cutterbar. Therefore,
when the machine mows high-yield grasses at a high speed, no blockage occurs before the cutterbar and the mowed
material is not cut twice. As a result, the hay is of a high quality and the power consumption is reduced.

1

2

4
5

3

Ease of maintenance
The maintenance of the mowers STRIGE is as easy as
possible and does not require any special tools and
equipment. All the lubrication points are easily accessible.

Delicate handling of roots
Thanks to a high rotor speed of 2,850 rpm, the mower
cuts without damaging the roots of the mowed crop.
The STRIGE develops a speed of up to 15 km/h, which
improves the performance, guarantees the recovery of
meadows and the probability of a good harvest with the
next cut for hay.

Reliable and trouble-free operation
The reliable tensioner with a soft, but strong spring
ensures an effective tensioning, a trouble-free and
smooth operation of the belt drive.

Long service life
When the mower drives over the serious obstacles that
are invisible in the grass (hydrants, poles), the shear
safety elements on each rotor protect the cutterbar
against critical damage.

Protection against obstacles
When the machine drives over an obstacle, the drawbar guard prevents the cutterbar from destruction. To continue
work, just back up and replace the shear element.
+7 989 500 4000, +7 989 500 1000
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SAPSUN 2400 MOWER

The SAPSUN rotary mower with a conditioner will help achieve perfect quality of hay. It was designed to cut high-yield
and down grasses. At an increased travel speed of up to 15 km/h, the machine mows cleanly, loosens the material
easily and makes a uniform windrow.
The most exacting costumers will be happy with the mower multifunctionality as the machine can also be used
to mow grasses and lay them in swaths. This capability emerges when the machine operates with the conditioner
removed.
The mower also takes care about the future harvest. This is exactly why the rotor speed reaches 2850 rpm during the
operation. This not only provides a clean cut, but also protects the topsoil and the grass roots against damage.

Easy to service
The SAPSUN is built to
be extremely simple
to service and does
not require any special
tools and equipment.

up to
2.4m

working width

rotor speed

conditioner

up to 2,850 rpm

up to
3.6 ha/h

productivity

rotor with curved knives

2

years

warranty
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Perfect quality of hay
Thanks to the special design, the knives throw the
mowed material up and back in the travel direction of
the cutterbar. Therefore, when the machine mows highyield grasses at a high speed, no blockage occurs before
the cutterbar and the mowed material is not cut twice.

Delicate handling of roots
The mower cuts without damaging the roots of the
mowed crop, at a speed of up to 15 km/h. This occurs
due to a high rotor speed of 2,850 rpm, which improves
the performance and the probability of a good harvest
with the next cut for hay.

Minimum power consumption
The active cylindrical feed rolls on the outmost rotors
of the cutterbar feed the mowed material to the centre.
Therefore, when the tractor starts the next run, the
mowed material does not reach the grass that has not
been cut yet.

Reliable and trouble-free operation
The reliable tensioner with a soft, but strong spring
ensures an effective tensioning, a trouble-free and
smooth operation of the belt drive.

Forage treated quickly and properly
The conditioner with V-shaped pivoted steel rasp bars
loosens the forage material evenly along the entire
width. This leads to a shorter period of forage drying
up in the field and the uniform drying resulting in the
highest quality of forage.

Fast coupling
The user-friendly and reliable and 3-point hitch reduces
the time required to attach the mower to the tractor.

Reliable operation and protection against
obstacles
When the machine rides over an obstacle, the drawbar
guard prevents the machine from destruction.
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KOLIBRI 350/471 RAKE

Windrowing is an important step of the complete foraging process. The KOLIBRI mounted rotary rake will be ideal for
farms that produce forage for own use. The KOLIBRI 471 can cut up to 5.1 ha/h with a cutting width of 4.7m. The rake
thoroughly pulls grass from swaths to produce even windrows, turns them over, spread and merge two hay windrows
into one. With the possibility to choose a windrow width, the machine can adapt to the further operation of the
available baler. The rake passes obstacles such as stones or ground irregularities thanks to a special tandem carriage.
The KOLIBRI will demonstrate excellent performance with minimum losses.

Perfect raking without losses and without ground in
the windrow is achieved due to a very small distance
between the contour following carriage wheels and the
raking fingers.

up to
5.1 ha/h

3.5m
4.7m

productivity

rotary

ground following

working width

3 or 4 bats on boom

2

years

warranty
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Minimum effort for rake bats replacement
Fast and easy removal of rake bats during
replacement.

Windrow size can be selected
The adjustable baffle plate shapes the windrow of a required
width. This enables the windrow pickup by the machines with
various cutting widths.

Machine durability
The imported closed gear case guarantees a
high-quality operation and durability.

Fewer raking losses
The tandem carriage that is adjustable by height allows following
the field contours in different planes and overcome the rough
areas smoothly and with the rake not digging in soil.

Clean raking
Three or four (depending on the
modification) twin bats on each
boom guarantee clean raking and
minimum losses.

Easy maintenance
The KOLIBRI 471 is built to be
extremely simple to service and does
not require any special tools and
equipment.
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Quick coupling
The user-friendly and reliable
3-point hitch allows reducing the
time required for coupling the rake
with the tractor.

KOLIBRI DUO 810 RAKE

The KOLIBRI DUO 810 trailed two-rotor rake is indispensable, if you want to get perfect forage and avoid even
minimum losses. They are used for laying the cut high-yield drilled and native grasses in absolutely even dual
windrows.
Two rotors provide a higher performance of up to 8 ha/h, a clean raking, clearly shaped windrows, and also a delicate
handling of the forage material. The central raking prevents the double throw of material and the fall of forage crop
leaves. With the KOLIBRI DUO 810, you get your harvesting peace of mind.

Protection of the mechanisms against damage
The user-friendly and reliable hitch prevents bending
and damage to the driveline when the tractor
drawbar is lifted/lowered with the articulation blocks
not installed. This reduces time required for attaching
the rakes to the tractor and ensures a high reliability
of the unit.

up to 8 ha/h

6.9...7.7m

productivity

rotary

ground following

working width

4 bats on boom

2

years

warranty
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Clean forage without losses
The high-quality ground contour following and the pickup of clean material without losses are possible because the
contour following carriage wheels with the front passing wheels on each rotor are placed close to the picking bats.
Front

Side view

Highest quality of forage with minimum losses
The imported rotor gear case guarantees a long and
high-quality operation of the rakes. The rotor attachment
design allows an optimal ground contour following
in the longitudinal and transverse directions, with the
operating height of the picking fingers maintained
optimal. This leads to fewer losses and a minimal
contamination of forage.

Perfect raking
The clean raking of the material is provided by four twin
bats on each boom.

Manoeuvrability
With the rear gauge wheel steering system, the machine
is very easy to steer, making the rake easy to operate and
reducing operation time.
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KOLIBRIV/V MAX WHEEL RAKE

The KOLIBRI V/V MAX wheel rake can effectively tackle any tasks: they rake together and agitate the mowed material,
and turn over windrows. With the special unload springs mounted on the swing legs, grass roots damage is minimized.
The hay does not become contaminated with dirt; the rake does not meet any resistance and move easily in the field,
reducing fuel consumption considerably. With the extra central wheel, there are no dead zones and the raking and
turning is uniform across the entire width - as standard.
The KOLIBRI V/V MAX is easy to transport to the place of operation when it is folded. With the hydraulic system
controlled from the tractor cab, the rake can be easily moved to the transport position.
The KOLIBRI V/V MAX can be used in all the plain land use areas for harvesting high-yield drilled grass and at natural
hay lands.
The rake can be attached to 1.4t-f tractors.

6/8.3m

working width

2

6/8 ha/h

years

productivity

wheeled

warranty
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Hydraulic control
The rake can be easily moved from the transport position
to the operation position and back using the hydraulic
system controlled from the tractor cab.

Strength
The major components of the rake are the frame and
tongue that are made from special square HSS that make
the overall structure particularly robust.

Efficient operation
The central wheel allows avoiding the so called dead
zones when the mowed material is windrowed and
turned.

Savings of input
With the unload springs mounted on the swing legs,
damage to the roots of drilled and native grass is
minimized. Reduced resistance means less fuel burnt.

Durability
The tines on the tools are made from the high-quality
spring steel subjected to a special heat treatment
ensuring the elastic properties and a long serviceability
of the product.

Reliability
The special geometry allows the tines to be twisted in
two planes without breakage even when stones enter
the rakes.
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BALERS
PELIKAN 1200 ROUND BALER

Many farmers will like the expanded capabilities of the PELIKAN 1200 baler. It is designed to gather hay windrows
of native and drilled grasses, straw and wilted material with hay moisture levels, for pressing them into round bales
followed by wrapping with twine. The uniform degree of compaction ensures a long-term storage of forage. This
criterion is among the most important ones in selecting a baler. With the PELIKAN 1200, you get ideally even round
bales that do not fall apart and do not sag. The fast unloading of ready round bales, the prompt lift of the rear cover of
the baling chamber will help reduce the operation time. Ease of control and operation gives you peace of mind in the
process. Compatible with 1.4t-f tractors.

There is nothing to distract you from operating the tractor
With an intuitive control panel in the tractor cab, you can easily
watch the filling of the bale chamber, switch on and monitor the
wrapping mechanism, and check the time of opening and closing
of the bale chamber. Therefore, the machine operator is not
distracted to inspect baler components and can fully concentrate
on operating the tractor.

up to
10 t/h

productivity

combined compartment

1.2m

round bale diameter

control panel

round bale counter

2

years

warranty
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Fast bale wrapper
The double wrapper is 67% faster than the single unit.
As a result, PELIKAN has a 30% greater productivity.

Reliable operation and backup in case of
emergency
The imported universal joint shaft and the slip clutch
provide a reliable drive.
Round bales with superior density
The rolls at the front and the slat chains at the rear of the
baler produce round bales of superior density. Even if the
material is very dry or wet, the combined scheme shapes
a round bale steadily and presses it densely. The twosystem baler has the following advantages:
1. The slat chains at the rear begin rolling a round bale
very early, thus creating a denser core.
2. The rolls at the front shape the round bales in the
best way and ensure a high baling density at the end of
the process of production of a round bale.

Smaller diameter

Smaller diameter

Large diameter

larger diameter

Quick bale discharge
The down chute with heavy-duty springs allow bales
to easily roll out of the way of the bale chamber closing
system, therefore, there is no need to back up each time
during discharging. The result: the discharge time is only
about 8 seconds.

Protection of bale chamber against damage
The large diameter pickup helps to keep stones and
foreign material out of the bale chamber.

Fast bale chamber raising
The bale chamber lift cylinders have a 50mm bore. This
reduces the raising time to 4 seconds, which is 60% faster
than with 80-mm cylinders.
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PELIKAN MAX 1500 ROUND BALER

The PELIKAN MAX 1500 baler will become your right hand during picking hay windrows of native and drilled grass or
straw, baling and wrapping. The machine does a perfect job at each step in the process. Productivity can be as high as
12 t/h, the working width is up to 2m. You will get a neat, dense and even bale. The important principle of operation of
the baler is saving your resources, be it time, power or money. The PELIKAN MAX 1500 baler is built to do a perfect job.

Reliable operation and backup in case of emergency
The high-quality universal joint shaft with a slip clutch is a reliable
drive for the baler.

2m

up to 12 t/h

working width

productivity

1.5m

chain-and-slat
compartment

control panel

round bale diameter

round bale counter

2

warranty

years
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Efficient twine usage
The bale wrapping coverage is provided by a threestep pulley. A greater or smaller distance between the
threads during the wrapping process and, hence, the
consumption of twine depends on the step (diameter) on
which the twine will be laid.

Reliable bale wrapping
The required width of wrapping of a round bale can
be easily adjusted with the movable stops that allow
changing the degree of wrapping in the best way
depending on the tasks to be fulfilled.

Fast bale chamber raising
The bale chamber lift cylinders
have a 50mm bore. This reduces
the raising time to 4 seconds, which
is 60% faster than with 80-mm
cylinders.

Quick bale discharge
The down chute with heavy-duty springs allow bales to easily roll out of the
way of the bale chamber closing system, therefore, there is no need to back
up each time during discharging. The result: the discharge time is only about
8 seconds.

The machine’s working width is
2 metres.
The increased width allows picking
windrows even after wide mowers.
This ensures superior performance of
the baler.

Excellent picking of windrows with different weight and moisture
content
Windrows with varying weight and moisture content are picked up with the
help of the height-adjustable conditioner. The conditioner height is adjusted
by adding an appropriate chain link to clevises. There is a special hold-down
clamp that prevents the material from loosening when the machine picks
up large windrows, and prevents the twine from getting into the pickup
mechanism when wrapping starts.
Trouble-free operation
To prevent failure of pickup parts and
components due to plugging with material
or foreign material getting into the tools,
there is a shear bolt via which the torque
is transmitted from the sprocket to the
pickup shaft. When the pickup mechanism
becomes plugged with the material or has
foreign objects in the tools, shearing the
safety bolt allows avoiding the breakage of
the baler and other components.
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TUKAN 1600 SQUARE BALER

You always want to keep your grass fresh and nutritious. The TUKAN 1600 square baler was designed for this: it picks
up hay windrows of drilled and native grass or straw, compacts the grass material to make rectangular bales and wraps
twine around them. The machine goes through all steps quickly: pick up, bale, discharge. ‘Savings’ is the key word
when talking about baler operation as the tractor operator does not need to stop to wrap a bale - wrapping is done
automatically. The baler will not fail even when foreign objects fall into the mechanism because the safety systems will
operate reliably. Even light plants will do for baling: the machine has a special density control system. The baler comes
with a bale counter and can have a discharge system to save time and optimize machine operation . Also, the TUKAN
1900 LUXE version is available which features a pickup stroke wheel (increasing the working width to 1.9m), a thread
rupture detector, a knotter blower, and a remote control panel with an electronic bale counter.

High wrapper performance
The wrapper is easy to set up, reliable and delivers
high performance.

1.6m

10 t/h

working width

square bale size

productivity

bale counter

discharge system

2

years

warranty
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Pickup damage prevention
The torque is transmitted to the pickup by the belt drive
that does not need lubrication and, when the pickup
is plugged with a large amount of material or foreign
objects, it slips on the pulley preventing the destruction
of the drive and the pickup itself.

Long service life of PTO shaft and hitch
The counterweight in the crankshaft assembly allows
killing the inertial force that arises when the piston
moves. As a result, the tractor travels smoothly and
without jerks.

Easy to operate
The pickup can be lifted and lowered in the tractor cab by
the operator engaging the hydraulic control valve lever to
make the operation easy.

Long non-stop operation
It is possible to install up to 8 twine spools. This allows
working non-stop during the shift and, therefore, saves
time.

100% protection against overload and abnormal situations

Spring

If an emergency occurs, when the needles cannot go
back to the initial position in the process of wrapping,
there is a risk that the piston will hit the needles through
the baled material and this will lead to the deformation
of the needles. Deformed needles, in turn, can damage
the wrapper. There is a guard to prevent such cases. If
the needles are not back in the initial position, the piston
moving inside the chamber will not reach the needles
because it will be stopped by the guard, and the safety
bolt on the flywheel will be cut off.

Link

Guard

To prevent failure of baler components due to plugging
with the material or foreign material getting into the
tools, there is a shear bolt via which the torque is
transmitted from the flywheel to the main gear case of
the machine.

Cylindrical
gear

Flywheel

Disc
Springs

There is a shear safety bolt designed to protect the
wrapper against failure under a critical overload in
abnormal situations.

Shear bolt
Shear bolt

Hub
Key

Spline bush

Nuts
Bolt
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TUKAN MAX 1260/1270 SQUARE BALER

The TUKAN МАХ 1260/1270 large square baler is designed for picking up the hay windrows of drilled and native grass
or straw, making large rectangular bales and wrapping twine around them. The baler can be optionally equipped with
an accumulating compartment that lets you discharge two stacked bales at the same time. The baler is compatible
with min. 3t-f tractors. Standard equipment: remote control and monitoring panel with square bale counter, wideangle universal joint shaft, two ground contour following wheels on the pickup, pressure measurement sensor in
the baling chamber, automatic knotter blowing system, twine supply failure indicator. Options for the square baler:
last bale plunger, bale accumulating compartment, tandem chassis, moisture sensor, automatic lubrication of fixed
components, automatic lubrication of chains.

Baling density
The bale density is controlled by
four cylinders that produce exert
a constant pressure on the bale,
providing the maximum baling
density.

2.2m

working width

control panel

square bale size

bale counter
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Wide pickup
The 2.2-m wide pickup is equipped with two rubber
wheels and is controlled by hydraulics. This allows it to
follow the field contours perfectly and to pick up both
wide, and narrow hay and straw windrows with the same
efficiency.

Long non-stop operation
The total capacity of 2 twine boxes is up to 18 spools,
which will let the baler work for a long time and,
therefore, save time.

Optimal flywheel operation
The 300-kg flywheel is an energy accumulator that
allows balancing the peak loads, while making the baler
components and mechanisms work in the best possible
way.

Saving time and labor
The baler can come with an accumulating compartment
that lets you discharge two stacked bales at the same
time.

Control baling density
The desired baling density can be checked visually from
the tractor cab on the pressure gauge that is mounted at
the front of the baler.

There is nothing to distract you from operating the
tractor
The control and monitoring unit installed in the tractor
cab allows monitoring the process of wrapping with
twine, the unloading of bales, the baling density, the
electronic count of bales (per shift or general), and the
operation of the knotter blowers.
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ROAD AND MUNICIPAL EQUIPMENT
CHEEGE 184 ROADSIDE CUTTER

The CHEEGE 184 roadside cutter is an all purpose tool which is unrivalled in Russia. It is designed for mowing the
grass and shrubs growing thickly on the sides of highways, streets, open public spaces and lane dividers, as well as
at stadiums, aerodromes, etc. The CHEEGE 184 roadside cutter has wide capabilities, it can cut shrub branches up
to 35-mm thick, horizontally and vertically. With a large cutting width, it can perfectly cut field edges and is used in
agricultural grass fields. The safety mechanisms protect the machine against failure and damage. The excellent cutting
performance is possible thanks to the ground following capability.

Versatility
The heavy-duty hammer
knives allow the cutter
to cut down shrubs up to
35mm in diameter. This
expands the machine
applications.

1.8m

1,000 rpm

Work safely
The metal deflectors are
designed to only let the
material in, preventing
flying chopped particles
out of the cutting area.

working width

rotor speed

PTO speed

operating angle

hammer knives
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90°

45°

Save time
The user-friendly three-point hitch minimises the connection
time.

Multifunctionality
With the special kinematics of the turning gear, the
cutter can operate at angles from –45° to 90°, which
expands its range of application.

Long life
The Europe-made speed increaser and drive shaft ensure
cutter reliability. The V-belt drive with a strong belt transfers
the torque reliably to the rotor with knives.

Robust and unbreakable
The cutter is equipped with a protective shear
element on the turning gear. This prevents damage
and improves the machine reliability considerably.
The turn head mechanisms are made from alloyed
steel 40Х, therefore, the cutter can easily withstand
high loads.
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Wide application range
The parallelogram suspension allows carrying out operations in the horizontal plane. Thus, the promptness of
manoeuvrability increases when the machine encounters an obstacle. The cutter can operate in a narrow space within
the overall dimensions of the tractor.

ROADSIDE CUTTER
Model

Cheege184

Type

hitch-mounted

Working width [m]

1.8

Vertical turn angle

135°

positive angle

90°

negative angle

-45°

Blade speed [m/sec]

48

Knife type:

hammer

Rotor speed [rpm]

2,200

Max. power input [kW/h.p.]

55/75

Tractor PTO speed [rpm]

1,000

Design weight [kg]

700
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CHEEGE LH ROADSIDE CUTTER & HANDLER

The CHEEGE LH roadside cutter & handler is designed to cut road shoulders, road infrastructure works (ditches, slopes
etc.), including behind guardrails, in green belt areas, gardens, at airfields etc. at up to 5.5m from the tractor.
The CHEEGE LH can be mounted on a tractor with min. 80 h.p. and 4,000 kg. The handler has its own cooled hydraulics,
and decelerator valve for smooth arm movement.
The versatility of the CHEEGE LH is due to a number of attachments. This provides compatibility of the unit both with a
heavy- and light-duty cutterbar, rotary saw or hydraulic shears.
A special mounting lets you change attachments faster.

PTO speed
540 rpm

80 h.p.
or higher

up to 5.5m

tractor horsepower

Model

CHEEGELH

Type

hitch-mounted, with handler

Max. transport width [m]

2.3

Reach [m]

5.5

Max. handler weight w/o attachments [kg]

reach

rotary saw

hydraulic shears

1,050

Tractor PTO speed [rpm]

540

Min. tractor weight [kg]

4,000

Recommended tractor horsepower

80

Light-duty cutterbar

○

Heavy-duty cutterbar

○

Rotary saw

○

Hydraulic shears

○

● standard ○ option
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AFTERSALES SERVICE

Corporate service
Rostselmash has a wide and well-established network
of service centres that are ready to provide professional
assistance at any time and guarantee the permanent
operational availability of your harvester. In many regions,
the Company provides the unique service ‘delivery of a spare
part within 24 hours’ that allows minimising a potential
downtime of machinery.

Warranty and post-warranty service
The periodic maintenance by Rostselmash’s service
centres is the only way to ensure the maximum service
life of your machinery. Rostselmash offers 1 to 2 year or
600 to 2,000 hour warranty depending on equipment
type. It is recommended to have the post-warranty
service performed by the approved service centres.

Genuine spare parts
If you need spare parts, Rostselmash strongly
recommends to use genuine products. In this case, you
will be confident that their quality is in line with the
company’s standards.
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